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PREFACE
The New Millennium NoteBooks, based on The
Chrysalis Teachings, will benefit those seeking to become
better people by allowing them to ponder the fact that
they are not alone in this universe; that there is structure
to their path and definite goals ahead to continually strive
for.
I believe that these teachings will allow people to
finally understand their dual nature; that without
allowing the growth of the soul to take place they are not
much higher on the evolutionary pole than the animals.
Someday the animals will evolve to the same stage as a
human who is not expressing the soul. When people begin
to understand this, they will begin to look at life
differently and will be more willing to stay on the
spiritual path of progress
The New Millennium NoteBooks are roadmaps for
growth – physically, emotionally, mentally and
spiritually, and serve to educate and explain much that
remains a mystery. I believe that if people could get a big
picture of where they came from and how they developed,
it would serve them well in their interactions with each
other and help promote peace in the world.
These notebooks cover a wide range of topics
encompassing all spiritual disciplines. They are divided
into three sections, “Windows on the Past,” “Journeys in
the Present” and “Pathways to the Future.”
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FROM THE AUTHOR
I am a professional musician. I play and teach six
instruments and compose music. I have been an organist
and choir director for many different spiritual
denominations and have also taught vocal music in
private elementary and pre-schools. In the past I played
in the pit orchestra for a musical theater group and also
in a dance band, eventually having my own dance band. I
have played numerous solo appearances, some on TV and
played a Christmas Eve church service for former
President Ford and his family in Vail, Colorado. Along
with music, my career has also included involvement with
the arts of painting, writing, dance and theater that led to
my writing two musical plays with original music.
I live with my son Neil and his family, wife Claudia,
daughter Fiorella and son Leland in Simi Valley,
California. Neil did the artwork for all of the New
Millennium Notebooks. He is a computer scientist and
amateur photographer. Without his help not only for the
artwork, but also in keeping my computer operating
properly, these books probably would not have come into
being.
I’ve been blessed with the privilege or gift of “knowing”
many spiritual truths. It seems that some part of my
makeup has the ability to “know” and “see” into different
time periods of the past. I call this higher aspect of my
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soul the “TimeTraveler.” Actually being a musician, it was
the vibrations of music that I’ve been exposed to since the
age of four that enables me to have this insight. The
TimeTraveler is the transformer of the vibrations and the
interpreter of higher plane information on which I rely to
understand the thought pictures I access.

The TimeTraveler
The TimeTraveler rides on his magic carpet of time
powered by the vibration of the colors of the rainbow
which match the vibrations of the musical scale of C. The
TimeTraveler himself vibrates at the tone of “middle C.”
He has the ability to travel instantly to any time period of
the universe. A small picture of him will appear at the
beginning of the material given by the TimeTraveler for
each chapter.
I hope you will allow yourself to imagine that perhaps
I have been given incredible insight into some of the
mysteries of the universe. Please allow your mind to
expand and wonder “what if” it all took place as shown to
me.

These teachings will clearly show that
Birth (Creation) and Development (Evolution)
go hand in hand. You cannot have one without the other.
v
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“Harmony of the Spheres” - Poem by Norma
Harmony is the way my friend
Let Mankind join the song
If each would start out humming
He’d blend in 'ere long.
Picture the flowers in nature
As you take your long, long hike
They blend in beauty always
And no two are alike.
The blending of our thoughts
At odds within us still
Will help the feeling nature
Our happiness fulfill.
None have the total answer
We’re like isolated notes
If we could harmonize together
We’d hear the music He wrote.
Harmony then would enter
We’d feel much more at peace
The blend of music and color
Our daily lives would ease.
There’d be Harmony of all kingdoms
And Brotherhood of Man
We’d soon see peace eternal
Spread o’er the beauteous land.
Just feel the rhythm in you
Let the melody fill your ears
Be part of one big chorus
The Harmony of the Spheres.
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The Seven Sciences
of
The Science of Music

The Science of Agriculture
Gives a new Crystal Water Reservoir and correct tones and
colors to aid plant growth
The Science of Architecture
Gives new Home Modules and assures us of perfect building
formulas through the use of musical frequencies
The Science of Astronomy
Gives a Transformer Chart that permits communication and
interaction with other universal systems
The Science of Biology
Gives a new Blood Test Machine and a personal composition
for each giving individual genetic codes - DNA
The Science of Chemistry
Gives a new Solar Energy System and new way to power
transportation with new sources of energy from the sun
The Science of Education
Gives a new School System and aids us in understanding the
formation of all creation and resulting evolution
The Science of Healing
Gives a new Healing Machine and furnishes Personal Music
Charts for individual guidance through tones and colors
ix
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INTRODUCTION
Under the banner of “Pathways to the Future,” this
ninth volume is “The Science of Music.”
The Science of Music is a science of unification. Music
is the communication link or language not only between
all of nature, but also between all of the universes. The
Science of Music is another way of stating that the
universe is made up of vibratory rates. Everything in all
facets of nature has this vibratory rate. Every living cell
no matter where it is found, and even if it is no longer
alive, emits a musical tone as its fingerprint.
Because music is capable of many different
expressions that are able to be translated into sensory
languages, it is the best tool to use to pull together all the
cellular structure in the universe. Music can transpose to
color, wave length patterns, feelings in the human body,
aromas, taste buds, the expression of the emotions
through singing, and the expression of the physical body
through dress and presentation of form. It is the ultimate
for enhancing mental thought by tuning up the four parts
of the body – physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
thereby making it also the ultimate expression of
spirituality.
Music has the ability to heal, to see into other worlds, to
hear other universes and also our own. It is the ultimate form of
communication between all creations in all universes. There is a
way, through music, to communicate with all kingdoms. This
way will be given through the Vibratory Charts that will come
forth based on the Science of Music. There will also be Personal
Music Charts for humans and animals. It is in the Science of
1
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Music, directly interpreted through musical pitches, where the
DNA code for humans will be found. The string theory will be
found to be rooted in the musical scales.

2
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Chapter One
THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC

“H

ey Neil,” do you remember this design you
made as a logo for The Science of Music?” I
asked as I was looking through some drawings on my
computer.

Neil’s design for logo for The Science of Music
“Yes, I do,” Neil answered. “We were trying to find
something that would express the significance of
establishing music as a science and what it could mean to
the progress of the whole world,” he recalled.
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“I think you came up with a good way of showing that
by having the band of music encircle the world,” I said.
“Music has been only thought of and loved as an art
form in the past. This must change and it must be raised
up at this time to its true position as the ultimate
science.”
“Maybe the Science of Music can be the “tie that
binds” religion and science together, once and for all,”
Neil said. “That would be an accomplishment that would
benefit the whole world,” he continued.
“The TimeTraveler had quite a bit to say about that.
Let’s tune in to him and find out more,” I answered.

Music is the “Tie that Binds”
The Science of Music can be the “tie that binds”
religion and science together. It will tie together
everything that has existed from the time of the “big
bang” into a musical vibration for the purpose of finding
compatibility between the different kingdoms. This will
aid in the healing of humans and the planet. To do this
we need to expand our thinking and take music theory
several steps higher into the field of science. In the
beginning these will only be baby steps. As it is
progressed it will eventually become the main science
over all the other sciences. It actually is the Father of
mathematics on which all science is based at the present
time.
One of the first baby steps of taking music into science
is by tying music and color together. For example, our
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musical scale of C major matches the colors of the
rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet.

Scale of C Major Matches the Colors of the Rainbow
The red of C mixed with the yellow of E gives orange
for D. The yellow of E mixed with the blue of G gives us
green for F. The red of the next higher octave C starts
mixing with the blue of G, giving indigo for A (more blue
due to being nearer to G) and violet for B (more red due to
being nearer to the higher C).
Our primary colors are red, yellow and blue. The
colors of the C major triad or chord are C (red), E (yellow),
and G (blue). The 3 main chords in the key of C, the I-IVV cadence are the C chord (red), the F chord (green) and
the G chord (blue). These are the colors that RGB (red,
green & blue) color monitors for computers are based on.

Music Based on Perfection
Music is based on absolute, mathematical perfection
as its foundation and then molded into a creation of
beauty. So also are humans. Music is the common
denominator of all creeds, all theories and all concepts of
both scientific leaders and spiritual leaders. This science
encompasses all scientific knowledge, all religions and
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philosophies and draws them together for a look at the
total picture of creation and evolution as being partners
in the miracle of life.
The scientific application of music is an exoteric one of
the unchanging facts of physical manifestation. The
spiritual application of music is an esoteric one of pliable
etheric manifestation. Both are absolutely necessary for
the expression of the Creator. One cannot exist without
the other. One cannot function in full expression of life
without the other. This means the physical form must
evolve to allow full expression of the Creator to take
place. With the Science of Music as the guide for both
factions of thought in today’s world, science and religion
can be effectively wedded. Music is the “tie that binds”
the two together.

From the Teachers and Guides
When I asked for a definition of music the following
came through from my teachers and guides:
Question - Please define music for us.
Answer - Music is the spasms of the Creator’s sexual
passion. This is the ultimate description of music. This
would come the closest to anything in your experience to
relate to as to the way music can be experienced and is
experienced on our plane.
As the bolt of lightning impregnated the earth with
the many spasms that shook loose the different rays of
sparks, the feeling that accompanies the orgasms was left
present in the atmosphere for all time. It is an energy
that can be harnessed and used. It is what you call music.
Therefore, music can be the ultimate experience of a
spiritual nature, or physical pleasure, or high technology.
6
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It can be the giver of insight into conditions beyond the
earth plane and the joys of nirvana that await you upon
your release from the body. The actual sound of music
chosen to match the vibratory field of an individual could
ease the pain and sorrow of death and cause a blissful
exit from the body. It is used on this side of the change in
vibratory fields when being born into a human body. Our
life is exactly like yours in a different vibratory field, but
to us it is as normal as your life. We are wiser than you in
many ways, but we still have much to learn and
experience also and we look forward to each step upward.
The power of music is stored in the kundalini and at
the present time it is not safe to reopen this. This is
where the lives on the tones of C and C#/Db are stored
and they were lived in nirvana. In other words, the
experience of the souls at that time was as though you
could catch and hold the feelings that accompany orgasm.
If humans today were caught in this state at all times the
earth plane lesson plan would be useless. Now even
though these sparks were drifting in this feeling, it still
did not prevent fears and other negative thoughts from
becoming part of their beingness. As a matter of fact,
being caught in this stage was partly why they developed
negative thoughts. When they would get near other
sparks the feeling would either intensify or diminish and
this caused the patterns that, on your plane, are
associated with relationships. We can go into this further
at another time. The channel’s energy is limited today.
Masters
Question - If the Science of Music is intended to help
one grow, what must one do to take advantage of this?
Answer - The Science of Music is intended to:
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•Tune up all parts of the human so he may
function at the highest level of vibratory rate that
he is capable of at any given time.
•Heal disease in any part of the human form.
•Help one understand the total workings of
himself as a human being.
•Help all other kingdoms function as the
Creator meant them to in relationship with all
other kingdoms.
Music will give the pattern of perfection to humanity
as an example to follow when the realization of it as a
science has been discovered by the scientific community.
At the present time, it is not being furthered very fast due
to economic and time problems of the channel, whose
mission it is to give it to humanity. These problems are
being worked on and the pathway will be able to be
furthered soon to give this gift to humanity. Until then,
there is little anyone can do other than encourage the
channel and help with all other projects she is involved
with to clear her way to bring this science forward. This
can also be furthered by bringing the “right” scientists
into her path for the help they can give the project. This is
where we try to do our best but must always work with
the free will of people. There will soon be a drawing
together of the right kind of energy to help the channel
with this project.

More from my Teachers
Everything that exists can be traced back to a musical
vibration, not only in its original created stage, but in all
stages of growth since then. All things in all universes are
vibrations. There are different vibratory fields based on
8
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the expansion of the universe from the tiny, tiny central
core outward. Music is the building block of all kingdoms.
It is the Father of all science. The gift of musical
interpretation has not been bestowed on anyone until
now. This is a gift that was reserved for the new century
as none would have understood it even twenty years ago.
The time simply wasn’t right then. It is now.
The Science of Music is being given through this
channel as it is her design on the higher levels of the
inner planes. It is facets of her that are not in incarnation
in this time period that are developing this science. It will
be furthered as much as possible by Norma and resumed
again for more refining by the next personality that
returns to experience the earth plane. Norma herself will
continue the process on the inner planes when the new
personality releases her in the next life. At that time the
process of furthering the Science of Music will continue.
Those facets of Norma that are developing it on this
side have instigated wide spread use of it on the inner
planes as guidance for those preparing to return to the
earth plane. Many entered about twenty years ago using
this system. It is time to bring it into manifestation on
the earth plane at this time. The original ones to enter
following the plan laid out by the Science of Music are at
an age now where they need to know about it. This will
help them remember that they are a working model of the
plan – similar to a live experiment – for those on the
tenth plane who are creating the system.
Consider it the same as when someone on the earth
writes a new computer program that turns out to have
significance as far as progress for many different
applications. It will have to be tested first in a limited
market. The Science of Music is in that stage although
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the usage of the plan by those entering has never stopped
– it has increased to the point where almost all
incarnations at the present time are planned around the
Science of Music. Many of these are on an updated
expanded scale version and will need to have this
expanded version soon. The younger ones will relate and
remember how it works much more easily than the older
ones. For this reason, there will be help coming soon to
progress the Science of Music by those of a young age.

Music is the Father of Mathematics
Mathematics is a child of music. Music is the Father of
everything. By the vibration accompanying the virtue
that went with the birth of each planet there became a
mathematical formula at that instant that was a musical
formula. The tie-in of mathematics to music should not be
too difficult. The science of mathematics has outdistanced music, but can be directly applied and this
music then, the musical formula arrived at will give
absolute knowledge for astronomy and predictable
changes in the planets in the future.
Music was the first potential in the beginning of all
creation,
not
mathematics.
On
other
planets
mathematical figures are not used – symbols are. But
music is either heard or felt or seen or assimilated in
some way, shape, or form by every planet in all universes,
as it is a part of the makeup of all universes and all
things in all universes.
Music has other sub-charts, one of which is emotional
feelings, processed through the solar plexus of each
entity, which manifests in “feelings.” Music can not only
be heard audibly, but also be seen visually through color.
10
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It is capable of far more variations of expression than
mathematics or physics. It has many more fields of
expression than either of these other disciplines. The
complexity of musical harmony can be heard through
sound, seen through color and felt through the emotions.

More from the Teachers and Guides
This last, “felt through the emotions,” is a unique
manifestation for your planet. We assimilate it into our
beings. Because we are of what you term ethereal matter,
music is our nourishment. Without it we would not live
eternal life. Nor, then, would you. Perhaps this will give
you insight as to how important music is. We cannot eat
mathematics because it is pure thought and logic, as also
is physics. Other planets do not have mathematics and
physics. They have symbols for these but they are rarely
used as the need for this type of structure is not there on
other planets, but the need for the life giving nourishment
of music is there.

Music is the Universal Language
Not only will music tie science and spirituality
together on our planet, but it also will be the ultimate
communication system with all others in all universes.
Music is the essence of the Creator. Now it does have
structure, and on our planet this structure took the form
of mathematics to hold music onto the earth plane in an
audible form.
The true secret of all life everywhere is music. It is
much more, by the way, than just vibration. It has an
encompassing depth to it that makes the vibration fill all
11
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space. The vibration of our physics is flat, it is not alldimensional, which is what pure music is. Our
instruments, especially our solo instruments, can only
capture one small aspect, a lineal aspect of music. The
piano comes the closest to true music expressing the truer
form of the universe, with the pipe organ being the
instrument that expresses the truest form of music for the
earth plane, but the really best way to capture something
that is ethereal and catch and hold it in matter has not
yet been invented.
There are, as given, many expressions of music, sound
being only a small percentage that makes up music.
Musical sound can be directly related to colored lights. It
could have aromas and shapes or forms also tied into it
along with a process of connecting musical strings directly
to the body for total experience as much as possible on the
earth plane. At the same time music could be tied to food
that would be eaten while listening. This would cause
instant digestion and raising the vibration of the body to
the level of receiving from the higher planes, which would
then add an ethereal experience to the total experience of
music. I cannot even begin to describe what this would
feel like, only to say that we cannot experience it at this
time. It is impossible at the stage of knowledge we have of
music.
Remember that, as the father of mathematics, music
is capable of progressing far past the stages of
mathematics as far as separations of degrees of pitch and
combinations of all these degrees. These are actually the
genes of our body, both physical and divine. All of our
body is composed of degrees of music in its many different
manifestations. If a wiring circuit of all these genes in us
were to be done it would show an amazing thing. When
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completed the wiring diagram would tie back into itself
for total completion. This is why it is stated that each
form is a universe, as indeed it is. It is subject to the same
rules and regulations that govern large universes, even
unto the rhythm of the cycles.

Music is Unhampered in the Universe
Another way to explain it is that music is locked into
fusion as it moves around the universe expanding in the
vast emptiness until reaching a heavenly body. This
causes it to tighten up its pitch as compared to being a
large, fuzzy, distended frequency. It “gets its act together”
you might say, and settles into the entire span of
wavelengths when it meets a solid mass in the universe.
This allows the musical vibrations of all degrees to be
available to each planet if they wish to use it. This is
what is called the energy waves. Some planets do know
how to use and control these. This is what those in the
higher realms are trying to teach to the earth planet.
Music is caught in the state of fusion until bumping
into a hard body. At that time, it converts to the fission
mode. This allows each planet to use the energy as
wanted. As it moves by that planet it is again as though
locked or fused into a contained unit of a large enormous
wavelength of frequency until bumping into another
planet. As it bumps each planet, the make-up of that
planet determines the tightness of the vibration that
takes place. This gives each planet its own pitch. Our
planet is tuned to the pitch of F, but is at the low end of
this F. It needs to be raised to the high end to be in
conformity with the other planets. It was at the high end
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to start with but has slipped out of tune due to the misuse
of nature. It needs to be raised back up.
The difference between sound and music is pitch.
Pitch, remember, is a combination of three factors –
wavelength, vibration and vibratory rate or speed. There
is a dividing line in the speed that marks a distinct
difference between sound and music. Below this line of
speed you have sound, above it you have music. The speed
of motion of the subatomic particles is much, much faster
as you ascend the planetary stages. Therefore, in the
higher planes, all is music. This is not so on the earth
plane. Sound is made up of light waves that play on the
auditory nerves and produce sound. These are light waves
moving at a slower speed. The same light waves, if their
speed of motion is increased, will play on the auditory
nerves at a faster pace, making them vibrate faster and
allowing them to be heard as a distinct pitch or tonal
quality. Sound and music can be manifested from the
same light waves and with an increase in speed of motion
can be raised in pitch. All transmissions of one motion
pattern will be higher degrees of pitch of that particular
tone. When you have a different motion pattern you have
a different sound to start with and it can be raised as the
speed is increased.
The Science of Music will be based on a system of
“Vibratory Charts” showing the repeated pattern of all
creation. These Vibratory Charts will show the tying
together of all kingdoms by vibratory rate. Herein lies the
secrets of our DNA, the curing of our diseases, achieving
successful transplants, the clean-up and prevention of
pollution, growing more food in less area, space travel and
many more applications including solar energy.
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These charts will aid us in thoroughly understanding
the total complete makeup of everything involved with
living our daily lives. They will do this by showing the
layering of the kingdoms based on the 12 tone chromatic
scale. Each kingdom was originally based on the 7 tone
scale at creation, but need to be expanded to the 12 tone
chromatic scale. This will lead to new discoveries of
minerals, new ways to grow vegetables, much expansion
for the mental capacity of the animal kingdom, plus
many, many possibilities for the human kingdom.
When all the charts are filled in, they will be stacked
one on top of another. If a person’s blood were vibrating at
A 440, for example, (the person's pitch will be found by a
KeyTone Machine) we could take a stick and put it
through the square of 440 and through the same square
in all the other charts and this would give us the perfect
factors for any human whose blood vibrated at this pitch.
The elemental square will give the perfect element for
healing energies. The mineral in the same square will
give the perfect nutritional supplement, the botanical will
give the perfect food or herb, the animal the perfect pet or
even perfect organ donor for transplants (also the
animal's saliva will be as a healing balm for the humans'
injuries), the musical tone the perfect music for easing
stress and tuning him up, the prismatic kingdom the
perfect color for clothes, home decoration, food, etc., the
atmosphere chart will give the perfect weather conditions
or climate and the astronomical charts the perfect
astrological influences. All of this will help with the
problems of obesity and allergies that trouble us today.
These charts will also show proof of another source of
energy for use in our daily lives that will come from above
the surface of the earth, not on or below.

15
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I’m going to present the ways that music can influence
and change seven different sciences by working with
already established concepts. These seven sciences are:
1. THE SCIENCE OF EDUCATION
PROBLEM - World Peace
RESEARCH PROJECTS - Chrysalis Schools™ & Bridge
to Tomorrow Park™
The Science of Education will give us a new school system
to bring forward the inner being of each person. The
perfection of music will help us understand the formation
of all Creation. With this understanding of exoteric
factors, the musical vibrations will be the way also to
attain oneness with our Creator.
2. THE SCIENCE OF CHEMISTRY
PROBLEM - Pollution
RESEARCH PROJECTS - SolarSelect™ Energy Project &
Electric and Radon Cars™
The Science of Chemistry will provide the perfect
combination of minerals, according to the Vibratory
Chart, for drawing new energy sources from the sun to
heal our planet by providing a new way to heat our
homes. It will also give us a new method of powering our
transportation which will help bring to an end the
polluting of our atmosphere.
3.THE SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE
PROBLEM - Grow More Food in Less Space
RESEARCH PROJECTS - Crystal Water Reservoir™ &
Nature’s Mineral Garden™
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The Science of Agriculture will form its own astrological
charts to determine the ultimate growing conditions
including the correct colors and musical tones. There will
also be a centrally located crystal reservoir to collect
excess rain water in the east and send it on to the dry
areas of the west.
4.THE SCIENCE OF BIOLOGY
PROBLEM - Secrets of DNA
RESEARCH PROJECTS - KeyTone
Personal Music Charts™

Machine™

&

The Science of Biology will use the notation system of
music to chart the genetic code for each individual after
finding the musical vibration of their blood with the
KeyTone Machine™. Personal Music Charts will form a
composition for each person to give help for physical and
mental healing. This will encompass the chromosomal
make-up and the DNA code. This will show the structure
of the human form as it was in the past along with the
changes that have taken place and will continue to take
place in this form.
5.THE SCIENCE OF HEALING
PROBLEM - Poor Health & Aging
RESEARCH PROJECTS - Personal Healing Machines™
& Musical Stained Glass™
The Science of Healing will use the Vibratory Charts as
the basis for a Healing Machine which will be the
ultimate in preventative medicine. This will allow for a
daily tune-up of each individual’s physical, emotional and
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mental bodies. There will also be musically tuned stained
glass to help each one stay tuned up during the day.
6.THE SCIENCE OF ARCHITECTURE
PROBLEM - Environmentally Efficient Homes
RESEARCH PROJECTS - Home Modules, ™ Musical
Motors™ and Homeless Sleep Shelters™
The Science of Architecture will give us new home
modules to ease housing conditions and a new motor
powered by the vibrations of music to heat and cool homes
and take care of waste water. It will also use the
combination of musical vibration of both lower and higher
frequencies to enable the moving of large objects with no
visible means of locomotion. Music combined with
Architecture will also provide perfect formulas for the
building of controlled environment homes, office buildings
and bridges. This will be done effortlessly through the use
of musical formulas applied scientifically to atomic energy
sub-particles. This engineering marvel was known and
used in the past and will be upgraded in this time period.
7.THE SCIENCE OF ASTRONOMY
PROBLEM - Space Travel
RESEARCH PROJECTS - Transformer Charts™ & Fly
Zappers™
The Science of Astronomy will use the rhythm of cycles
along with the vibration of tones to provide perfect
patterns for individual emotional and spiritual growth
and also for communication and interaction with other
universal systems. Fly zappers will allow riddance of flies
in areas of food handling.
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Chapter Two
THE SCIENCE OF EDUCATION

“H

ey Neil, look at this picture of you studying for
a college exam you were facing,” I said.

Neil studying
“That was when I had to write a paper for my
professor on “Peace in our Time,” Neil replied.
“You had a hard time with that paper if I remember
right,” I said.
“I had to do a lot of thinking about it. I really don’t
think it’s possible to achieve world peace in our lifetime,”
he replied.
“Perhaps there’s some hope that it may come about in
the next generation,” I responded.
“How do you see that happening?” Neil asked. “I can’t
think of anything that might bring that about.”
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“I think the first step will have to be for each person to
achieve peace within themselves before we can ever hope
for world peace. Everyone needs to be in harmony within
themselves,” I answered.
“Maybe some sort of miracle will happen that will help
people calm down,” Neil said.
“I think the first thing they’ll need to have is a sense
of self-esteem. Harmony can be achieved, you know, by
giving people their self-esteem. Self-esteem only comes
from the expression of the soul and expression of the soul
can only come by opening the creative channel through
the arts,” I said.
“In other words, we need a school system that will
bring the arts back into education,” Neil answered.
“Yes, instead of stressing sports, which are an outer
expression of the physical body, more focus needs to be
given to art, which is an inner expression of the soul,” I
replied. “The TimeTraveler had a lot to say about the
future of education,” I continued. “Let’s tune him in and
find out about it.”

First Project in The Science of Education New Educational System
The Science of Education will help one understand the
total workings of himself as a human being. One very
important part of this science will be in improving our
whole system of education. It needs to be restructured
from the bottom to the top. The system we have been
using for educational standards and guidelines is no
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longer applicable for today’s times. It served most people
well in the past, but it is time for a change. The children
entering schools now are much more evolved than the
present generation which is in charge of the schools. An
entirely new approach must be put into place. Our system
has not kept pace with the evolvement of humanity.
These new millennium schools are based on a
breakdown of twelve levels of vibratory progress in the
human brain. There are 4
sections with 3 levels in each.
The twelve grades will be
grouped in four sections with
three grades in each section. The
focus would follow the diagram of
the brain at left – four sections
with 3 levels in each section. The
focus of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
grades would be on physical
activities. Grades 4, 5 and 6 will
work
with
balancing
the
emotional body. 7, 8 and 9 will
stress mental pursuit and 10, 11 and 12 will stress
spiritual growth and understanding. This will give a
cyclic basis of focus, starting with an exoteric or outer
(left brain) focus for grades 1-2-3, an esoteric or inner
(right brain) focus for grades 4-5-6, followed by exoteric
(left brain) for grades 7-8-9 and esoteric (right brain) for
grades 10-11-12.
I have designed a totally new school system to be used
from birth through college based on The Science of Music.
There will be three main divisions with large modules.
Each one will focus on a different aspect of the students.
The Swimming Pool/Skating Rink module will serve the
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physical body. The Gymnasium module will serve the
mental body, the Auditorium module will serve the
emotional body and the smaller Connecting modules will
serve the spiritual body.

A Chrysalis School Floor Plan
Future schooling will cover the first twenty years or so
of life. The Halls of Training and the Halls of Learning
are the lower grades and the Halls of Knowledge and the
Halls of Wisdom the higher. They each encompass higher
goals than those in place now, so that a college education
is completed by the time they leave the Halls of
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Knowledge. After that they will enter the Halls of
Wisdom. These are specialty schools of short duration
because the student will already have the equivalent of a
college education.
I believe education should be based on the voucher
system. The only way the voucher system can work is by
putting the schools on a basis of a competing structure. In
other words, they should be run just like big business and
compete with each other. Gone would be the days of
archaic school buildings, gone would be the days of total
emphasis on sports, gone would be the police in the halls.
Have you ever seen a business corporation that had need
of policemen in their halls? The government would earn
the respect of the students. Right now it does not have it.
This lack of respect for the school system itself is one of
the biggest problems facing the school system. Because of
the bureaucracy involved, it is pendulous and wieldy and
not able to move swiftly enough when needed for
disciplinary measures.
The parents should receive a subsidy voucher that is
only redeemable in the school system for the education of
their children. The only difference is they would be able to
choose the school based on the program each school offers.
This is a number one priority if the school system is to be
restructured. Businesses offer incentives to their
salespeople and this is what each school should have – a
recruiter or sales person selling the value and merits of
each particular school to the parents.

A Chrysalis School™
The individual classrooms are round modules. Each
grade will have a skylight of the color that matches the
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musical tone of their grade. The physical section has a
kitchen and an exercise area. It shares a piano and
bleachers with the emotional section. The main teacher
station is in the mental section and each student desk is
equipped with a computer.
Videos and DVDs would be taken advantage of to
learn the basics for as much help as they can give in this,
but this must be equally balanced by creativity classes
which would include such things as philosophy, sculpture
and presentation sports.
By having three teachers for each grade and one
classroom large enough to be divided into three sections, a
new group of students would be started every trimester.
The concept of self-expression would be the one
overriding concept of this school. Where to start? The only
possible starting point is these new millennium schools. It
would be like building a sand castle one grain at a time –
one small school here, another one there. These
experimental schools would lay the foundation for future
education. It simply cannot go on as it is. We already
have children in the public school systems that are ready
for much more advanced material than they are offered.
Everything that helps the inner become the outer of
the children must account for 50% of their schooling with
the basic academic subjects the other 50%. This is the
only balance possible to bring forth the inner being in
these children.
Music is a vast field, as is art, for much cleverer
teaching than is done now. Children should prepare their
own lunches. They should be encouraged to design their
own wearing apparel and be taught how to construct it.
This will lead to innovative discoveries for the material
covering the body.
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The Four Divisions of the School are as Follows
The Halls of Training
Birth through Pre-K
The Focus will be on the Physical Body
The Goal will be Stretching the Brain
Accomplished by - Understanding the Human Form
Achieved by New Concept - BodyThought®
With studies in Nutrition, Exercise, Anatomy &
Competition Sports
The Halls of Learning
Kindergarten through 6th Grade
The Focus will be on the Emotional Body
The Goal will be Self-Esteem of Student
Accomplished by - Opening the Creative Channel
Achieved by New Concept - BlendedThought®
With studies in Art, Music, Theater &
Performances/Displays
The Halls of Knowledge
7th Grade through 12th Grade
The Focus will be on the Mental Body
The Goal will be Independence of Student
Accomplished by - The Importance of Thought
Achieved by New Concept -AnalogicThought®
With studies in Language, History/Geography, Math
& Science
The Halls of Wisdom
Age 18 through Age 20
The Focus will be on Spiritual Body
The Goal will be Opening to the Power of the Mind
Accomplished by - Higher Education & Training
Achieved by New Concept - LayeredThought®
With studies in Intense Specialty Schools in all Field
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Second Project in The Science of Education Bridge to Tomorrow Park™
I would like to propose the building of a park that is
dedicated to new ideas for a better tomorrow, not only for
all people, but also for the planet. This park would serve
as a showcase for all the wonderful, new ideas for the
health, growth and well-being, not just for people, but for
all kingdoms. By achieving this we will also be achieving
the ultimate state of perfection for our planet itself. It
really is time to step out boldly and demonstrate where
present day methods of education and science are failing
us and how present day organizations could serve us
better by becoming tools of inspiration for the future. This
park is to be a shining vision of a new world. It will be an
enormous undertaking and can’t be accomplished by one
person or even a few. It will take many people for this to
become a reality, but will also benefit many people,
especially all those who have been working toward the
same goal – a better tomorrow for everyone.
This park could be started and its goals become known
worldwide through the internet with its own web page.
This way the park would actually have its beginnings as a
virtual reality on the internet, becoming a physical reality
at a later time. All those participating would be able to be
in constant touch through e-mail for coordinating efforts.
Therefore, where a person is located will not matter as far
as their involvement in the project.
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Focus
The focus of the park will be on the direction of our
planet in this new millennium. It would be laid out as
"Bridges to Tomorrow" having paths with symbolic
bridges leading to the exhibits. There would be seven
main "Bridging Paths" with each path having smaller
trails off from it. The seven "Bridging Paths" would be
based on the seven different kingdoms - Elemental,
Geological, Botanical, Biological (the largest division),
Prismatic, Atmospheric and Astronomical. Each
"Bridging Path" would be designed with that particular
kingdom in mind. All new ideas showing the possibilities
of future growth for each kingdom would then fit into the
exhibit located at the end of one of these seven "Bridging
Paths" or one of the connecting trails.

Goals
The goal of all activities associated with the park
would be that of new methods of doing things especially
in the areas of education and science, all grounded in the
creative arts. A model of a city in the future would be on
display and ideas incorporated in the model would be
available as handouts for people to take home. This model
would deal in all aspects of the restructuring that must be
done in society – health, government, politics, science, etc.
(More will be given on this in volume fourteen of the
notebooks.) Lectures on each of these areas could be
scheduled at appropriate times. The Bridge to Tomorrow
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Park would be as an inspirational overview, similar to a
Futuristic Hall of Fame.
Public Involvement
The park needs to be visionary but also practical. It
can be structured so people can take part in as little or as
much of it as they wish. This is a difficult and subtle
effect to achieve. What is needed are projects that have a
"stopping point of effect" when people leave the park or
can also have an "ongoing lingering effect." This would be
in the form of something either given to them to take
home or sent to them after they arrive home, that will
allow a continuance of thought about the exhibits they
saw there. It will detail a variety of ways they can become
involved in and help with the ongoing process of leading
the way into the new millennium in their home area. One
way this could be done would be by having "Vision
Groups." Each person visiting the park could become a
member of a "Vision Group" to communicate with and
exchange ideas through emails within the group for a
period of time, if they wished to.

Divisions
The Biological Kingdom is the middle kingdom, the
transformer between the three lower kingdoms and the
three higher kingdoms. It could be in the center of the
park with paths leading from it to all other divisions. The
suggestions I’m giving here are for the Biological Division
only. Details for other divisions will be worked out later.
The Biological Division, being the biggest division, will be
divided into two parts - The Fascinating Animal Division
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and the Fantastic Human Division. Each of these
divisions will be divided into education and science.

Animal Division
The Fascinating Animal Division would deal with
everything that has a bearing on the development of
animals. Displays showing the results of matching an
animal’s vibratory rate with humans who have the same
rate would be shown and demonstrations of animals
trained for different tasks would be held.
Education
The area of education for animals could consist of a
research center in conjunction with a training center for
animals. The goal would be raising the intelligence level
of each species.
Science
Research would be done into finding the musical
keytone of different species of animals. One item of top
priority would be research into new birth control methods
for animals, among other things.
Human Division
For the Fantastic Human Division, exhibits could be
divided into those new ideas that will help the four
different parts of the human - Physical, Emotional,
Mental and Spiritual. The Seven Gifts from our past, the
Seven Virtues needed at present and the Seven New
Concepts for the future (these were all discussed in
volume four of the notebooks) could be incorporated as a
way to structure displays also. For instance, there could
be exhibits incorporating the interpretive paintings of the
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chakras along with colored light displays and musical
compositions. More down to earth demonstrations would
also be given with handouts to be taken home.
Education
Educational displays would be divided into those for
children and those for adults.
Children
The area of education for children would serve as a
setting for new ideas in education. There would be model
schools for children with a goal of opening the creative
channel early through the use of all the arts. In the
beginning there could be a small model of a total school
with a full size model of a single classroom – just the floor
plan with half walls only. To accomplish this, I believe
that equipment such as desks and tables and the piano
and things could be on temporary loan with credit being
given to those who loan them. At given times there could
be demonstration classes held for a period of ten to fifteen
minutes – more of a tour and explanation of the workings
of the classroom and the school. Also in this display there
could be full, half or even miniature new playground
designs with the items needed for each playground on
loan with credit being given those who design the
playgrounds and also those who loan the rocks, trees,
flowers, gravel, animals and the latest in playground
equipment. (These new playgrounds are described in
volume thirteen of the notebooks.) Most people dealing in
school equipment would be quite willing to be a part of
these displays. There would be lectures and
demonstrations on the total concept of the school at
specified times and handouts to be taken home.
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Adults
The area of education for adults would focus on
environmental issues. The model school for adults would
be in the form of a working research center for
environmental issues. The exhibits of environmental
projects would be divided into two groups – those projects
that are economically feasible in today’s world and those
that are far-sighted enough to have a lasting effect on
peace in the world. There would be appropriate lectures,
videos and books available on all projects. Any
universities that have innovative classes would also be
part of this display, displaying course materials that are
being used and detailing any plans they have that would
lead to degree work in this field.
Science
There would be much research into nutrition for
humans along with research into finding the musical
keytone of the blood. The biggest area of science would be
for energy resources for our planet. It could be termed
Nature Science and will focus on tying existing technology
into ways of nature to achieve the same results that are
accomplished from man-made processes. The park could
send out a call for models of visionary scientific projects –
a sort of Futuristic Science Fair.
There would be displays of innovative technological
projects – some ready for production, others not ready
because they are more visionary, but all of it would serve
the purpose of "opening minds" which must be one of the
goals of the park. Another display area would be models
of houses using alternative building products and
alternative energy sources.
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Art
Appropriate music and videos could be shown
continuously and would be very inspirational, with
models of future cities or aspects of those cities. There
would be a permanent but changing art display
incorporating art from all cultures. There would also be a
theater for stage productions such as dance recitals,
choral programs, plays or instrumental concerts by
composition contest winners. These would be changing at
all times. A permanent book/gift store selling only
handmade products, along with books, video and audio
cassettes giving visions of a better world would also be
part of the park, perhaps as the park entrance.
Children
There would be demonstrations of new methods of
teaching music to children by tying music into the other
arts, such as color and drawing and interpretive dancing.
There would also be displays and demonstrations of
incorporating all the arts into teaching academic subjects.
Competitions would be held for different age categories in
all the arts.
Adults
There would be competitions for musicians, dancers,
authors and playwrights, either amateur or professional
or both, with performances by the winners. There would
be art contests of a visionary world, open to either
amateur or professional artists from either the state or
national level or both, with an art display of winners,
along with an international “Full Moon Art Experiment.”
Full moon solstices can be enhanced by the use of the
arts. This can be done in many ways but ways of
involving the individual so that he is “open creatively”
during the full moon will be one of the ways to further
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peace. During these full moon periods this doorway is
easier to open. This doorway into the creative stream is
one time when the same exact impressions can be given to
all in all countries (at the time of each full moon) so that a
“binding theme” enters all expression of the arts by all
the middle-of-the road humanity at the same time.
We would suggest four time periods a year for this
“full moon art show” to take place. Even though we hate
competition we believe this to be useful in this case as it
would be one way to draw the art together and not attract
the attention of any government control in any country.
Sending a painting or a tape of a song or a recipe of food,
etc., to another country will not receive much notice or
censorship.
When all art from different countries is gathered
together for one four-month period, there will be seen one
common theme running through it all, forming a bond
between all who enter the competition.
Of course a letter must go out to each who entered,
giving the results and this will form a “code message” of
encouragement and perhaps involve a further exchange of
letters or even visits back and forth if funding can be
found, and funding for art can most always be found.
Of course, you must realize that it matters not who
wins these competitions because that is not the ultimate
goal – the brotherhood of man is. And remember, the full
moon is the key to the whole project, as we are ever closer
at that time to drop the theme subject. So instead of
people just sitting and meditating, they should sit with
art expression equipment in hand and be ready to paint,
draw, sing, write, whittle, sculpt, knit, crochet, whatever.
When a very bold, beautiful thought enters their mind
one should not question it, just act on it swiftly to be sure
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you set it down right, in the form of expression that you
see it in first. It can be perfected and smoothed and
reworked later, but get the big, main theme first.
Give people a month to work on it, a month to send it
– to a different country each time – a month to interpret
the work of art, and a month of reaching back with
results to the grass-roots entrants. Try this and make
much better use of full moon solstices for peace. It will
work!
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Chapter Three
THE SCIENCE OF CHEMISTRY

“H

ey Mom, look at this picture I took of the wind
turbines in California,” Neil commented.
“That was really something to see, wasn’t it?” I

asked.

Wind Turbines in California
“One can always hope that a new way of heating and
cooling homes will come from experiments like this. Wind
power helps in the areas where there’s enough wind
blowing, but in valleys like where you live in Colorado
there’s not enough wind for it to help. There must be
another way,” Neil responded. “They tried solar energy
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too, but for some reason that didn’t seem to be the answer
either,” he continued.
“Something is going to have to change. The
government is going to have to crack down on the big
companies that are doing a lot of the polluting,” I said.
“You know it isn’t all the big manufacturing
companies that are doing it. There are so many houses
now that just the heating of them is causing bad air. Even
on Sundays when the plants are closed there still are
really bad air days,” Neil answered.
“You’re right, of course,” I answered. “I remember the
good old days when houses were few and far between in
our town and a person could build a roaring fire in the
fireplace on a cold winter’s night. But those times are no
more. The TimeTraveler has been talking about his ideas
of a new way to access solar energy. He said it was in
combination with music. Let’s tune in and see what we
can find out about it,” I said.

First Project in The Science of Chemistry New Solar Energy Project
In the Science of Chemistry music will be combined
with minerals to give us untapped energy sources. One of
the most exciting projects to come out of the Science of
Chemistry will be a new solar energy project called
SolarSelect™. The proper use of solar energy is a very
simple procedure. Invisible light rays will be attracted by
a chemical process into a mirror, intensified in power and
reflected out of the mirror into the collector. Here they
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heat the circulating medium, move on to activate a
battery into making electric current and move on past
this to the aquifer where they are converted into water.

SolarSelect™
The system uses musically tuned glass in both the
mirror and collector. Other aspects of the system, such as
the battery and the aquifer, also use music. The mirror
and collector are mounted on a tracking system that is
keeping the back of the collector to the sun at all times.
This system will work even on cloudy days because the
ultraviolet rays are in the atmosphere during the daylight
hours, regardless of whether there is sunshine or not. The
system will shut down from dark to dawn only.

Half-Size SolarSelect™
made by my husband Lyle Hickox
This is a system that works on simplicity and
mathematical intelligence as to installation procedures. It
can be installed on older homes also. By making use of
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existing systems, a heating process can be individually
designed for older homes, each different according to the
dictates of that particular home and its location.
(All drawings done for SolarSelect™ are by Douglas
Turner.) A 3000 square foot home, in a climate
comparable to Grand Junction, Co. would require four
solar units. These units are each capable of heating
approximately 700 square feet. The number of units
needed will be dictated by the square footage of the home
and will also provide enough electricity and water for that
square footage. Each hot box will heat approximately 120

square feet, therefore the number of hot boxes for each
room will be dictated by the square footage of the room.
There are built-in safety features at every stage of the
system beginning with the mirror. The back part of the
mirror is designed to crumble on impact, thereby closing
down the system. The collector has a feature that will
shut down the action of the mirror with a cover if the flow
of fluid into the collector is restricted or stopped for any
reason. The pipes for heating the fluid to a gaseous state
in the collector are of a material that will stretch if
necessary, to contain the superheated fluid. The vacuum
system is automatically returned to a liquid state before
the fluid enters the hot boxes.
The hot boxes themselves have a self-regulatory
method of preventing overheating. Both the mirror and
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the collector are covered with a protective material at the
back to prevent accidental spillage of radiation. The
intense ray from the mirror is locked onto the collector by
a swirl design in the glass of each component, thereby
preventing it from going astray. It actually travels the
distance in a vortex of powerful energy and nothing can
interfere with its travel to the collector, not even a stray
bird.

The success of this solar energy system is based on it
being kept a small design. The mirror is five inches in
diameter and the collector 35 inches in diameter – 7 times
the size of the mirror. It would be quite complicated if
enlarged and also quite inefficient. It has been designed
to give energy independence to everyone in the world. It
has the potential of opening land for use in many
countries that until now has been useless. The technology
of the system will open the door to more inventions to
come that will be aimed at helping the individual
struggling for his humanness in all parts of the world.
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THE CRYSTAL
The mirror for this project is actually a musical laser
consisting of crystal in the back and seven layers of tuned
glass in front. The
back part of the
mirror is composed
of
a
man-made
crystalline mixture
which, through a
congealing process,
has several mineral
bumps on its surface.
Some of these bumps
are of a radioactive
nature. They are the means by which the weak gamma
ray will be intensified to a higher ray, one which has not
been present on the earth until now. The back of the
crystal part of the mirror is coated with aluminum which
will allow the gamma ray to be reflected out of the mirror
into the collector. The action generated by this crystal is
all important as far as the total concept that this solar
system is based on.
TUNED GLASS
The tuned glass in the mirror will be of fine optical
glass tuned by a process of tempering to an inaudible,
high octave of the C major scale. The frequencies of this
glass will match those of the incoming ultraviolet rays,
causing them to adhere to their matching layer of glass
for the time necessary to deflect them out of the mirror.
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There will be no layer of glass tuned to the frequency
of the high C of the scale. This is the frequency of the
weak gamma ray in the center of the ultraviolet rays. The
focal point of the mirror is
at the spot where this high
octave of C would have
been, immediately after the
layer tuned to B. This is the
focal point for the gamma
ray before and after it is
intensified. This weak ray
will then be intensified in
the crystal part of mirror.
After intensifying it will
reflect off the back of the crystal, hit the focal point and
be shot through the tuned glass to an elongated focal
point at the front of the mirror, on the back of the front
magnifying layer where there is a swirl in the glass.
Moving through the layers of glass in a descending order
will start a stepping down process of the now very intense
ray. This intense gamma ray is then enfolded by an
ultraviolet ray, which has been produced by other
minerals in the crystal, and caught and held by the swirl.
Both rays together are then magnified and focused into
the collector.
THE COLLECTOR
The collector consists of three sections laminated to
each other. The front section is made up of seven layers of
tuned spun glass, followed by a battery which is followed
by an aquifer. The collector is round, as is the mirror, and
is seven times larger than the mirror. It must be
considered an integral part of the mirror because the
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mirror should not be produced without having the
collector to focus the energy into.
The seven layers of
spun glass on the front of
the collector are tuned to
the actual octave of
middle C on a piano. This
serves to step the energy
of the new ray back down
to a usable frequency for
the
earth.
It
was
necessary to step its
power up past what is
needed to allow it to last long enough to travel the
distance to the collector.
After being stepped back down, the encircling
ultraviolet ray, that carried the gamma ray from the
mirror to the collector, is again stripped away, through
the same process that was used in the mirror. The gamma
ray passes through the coils of the collector heating the
distillate, travels on to the battery on its way to the back
of the collector and is used to make electricity. After
leaving the battery, it is again intensified through thin
sheets of glass tuned to musical triads of the C major
scale. This intensifies it to the point where it is capable of
producing water. This last intense tuning also brings
about the final decay of this ray. As it passes out of the
back of the collector in a very weakened condition it
absorbs pollutants out of the atmosphere as it gives off a
final inaudible left-over pitch from the last musical
tuning.
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THE CIRCULATING SYSTEM
Each mirror/collector will be self-contained with its
own circulating pipe. This will allow different zones of
heating for a home. The
number of zones will be
automatically dictated by the
number of units required to
heat the home according to
square footage.
The material for the
distillate circulating pipes will
be made of a new heat
retaining material with the
capability
of
stretching.
Because of the distillate being heated to the gaseous
stage, this stretching will be a safety feature. The
distillate will leave the collector and progress to the first
hot box in a series of vacuums designed to hold the
temperature at its hottest point until reaching the first
hot box.
At this point it will condense back to the liquid state
and circulate through the hot boxes connected to that
zone of heating and return
to the collector to repeat
the process. At compete
darkness the system will
shut
down
and
the
circulating action will be
stopped until the first light
of dawn when the action of
the mirror will resume. It
will not depend on sunup and sundown; it will be
regulated by the presence or absence of light.
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MASH
The substances used for heat retention for this solar
project are organic. They have passed every heat
retention test given them competing against every known
heat retention substance in use today.
The mash
is cooked and
fermented.
After
going
through
a
purification
process,
the
mash is used
in
the
hot
boxes.
The
fermented
mash is then put through a distilling process and the
distillate is used as the fluid in the pipes of the
circulating system.
HOTBOXES
These hot boxes can be streamlined affairs; any size
you want them
to be to fit into
the home. The
smaller
they
are the more of
them will be
necessary
of
course. For a
room 12 x 20
feet with one door and one window and an eight-foot-high
ceiling there will be three hot boxes used. Each hot box, if
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designed correctly, will be able to heat approximately 120
square feet. The eight-foot-high ceiling and the presence
of the door and window make the third hot box necessary.
The construction of the hot boxes will be a pipe
through the center that is covered all the way around
with mash and then sand. It is like one big roll of pipe
with the outside coating being of a net-like substance.
There is an air space between the net covering and the
container the whole thing is located in. As a matter of
fact, it would work even better if it were not in a
container at all. The movement of the air would be
stronger. It will be a more restricted air movement if
enclosed in a box with an air space. Either way will work.
The pipe with fins is in the center containing
extremely hot distillate which is conveyed to the
surrounding mash by the fins. The heat of the mash is the
important part. The black sand is acting as an insulating
blanket for the mash. The sand is contained in the netlike fabric and all of it looks like one pipe covered with
net. It is about seven or eight inches in diameter within
the area of the hot boxes. Between the hot boxes the pipe
without the fins is well insulated with anything that will
do the job.
THE BATTERY
The battery for this solar system is a very simple
affair based on several scientific principles – that of a
chemical reaction, that of an electronic process and that
of a musical process. The battery itself is round, half the
diameter of the collector and is composed of four layers of
cadmium interspersed between three layers of copper
wire. There are two thin sheets of glass both tuned to
middle C, one in front and one in back of the battery. The
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copper wire is coiled in rolls half the diameter of the
collector. It is sprayed with a coating of zinc. This wire,
through a chemical reaction between the gamma rays and
the zinc covering, produces a constant supply of electricity
and
also
stores what is
not used. This
electricity can
be
left
as
direct current
or converted
to alternating
current.
To
convert it to
alternating
current the coils of wire are tuned to the major triad of
the C scale. There will be 220, 110 and 75 volt coils. The
75 volt coils will be used strictly for lighting.
The layers of cadmium act as storage for the gamma
rays before they are converted to electricity. The front
and back layers of this cadmium are waffled to allow for
even more storage as the waffling will puff up and expand
the holding capacity for the gamma rays before they are
converted into electricity.
THE AQUIFER
The aquifer part of the collector is very highly
advanced technology. It is based on a chemical process
combined with the musical process of thin tuned sheets of
glass. These sheets of glass are covered with chemicals,
each to match the tones of the particular chord they are
tuned to. This will cause a startling chemical reaction to
take place when the gamma rays meet with these
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chemicals on the fields of tuned glass. There will be an
outlet pipe from the aquifer to a storage tank. This
process will produce forty gallon of water within a twentyfour-hour period. This is not a lot when compared with
most wells of today, but remember there will be at least
two units on a home and most homes will have three.
This will give between eighty and one hundred and
twenty gallons of water per day and should be sufficient
for all the needs of a small family farm. The houses or
farms using this water supply will know they are
drinking the purest water available on earth. They will
also need to study conservation and recycling of water to
make the supply go further.
AIR CONDITIONING
The same system used to heat the home could be used
in the summer for cooling a home with a few minor
adjustments. These would include a refrigerant in the
pipes and a closing off of the mirrors. This would have
nothing to do with solar energy you understand, just
using the apparatus of the heating system for a cooling
system. This air conditioning with the system could be
achieved very economically but would require the
addition of the battery. The way it would work would be
on a refrigeration principle. The plastic pipes themselves
will be filled with a refrigerant. Actually the same
distillate can be used for both heating and cooling. It will
hold cold longer than water also. The same substances
that cause it to hold heat will also allow it to hold cold. It
just will hold any temperature more steadily. The battery
will activate the coils that will be inserted into the
collector’s pipes. These coils will be fed into the collector
in the summer and removed in the winter. They will be
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made of a thin filament of copper silicate that will be a
conductor of electricity. These refrigerated coils will need
to have the battery in front of them instead of behind,
with insulating glass between the coils and the battery.
The battery would be movable behind the coils in the
winter, in front of the coils in the summer. The
refrigerated distillate would then circulate exactly the
same way the hot does, except for a few minor differences.
The air conditioning would necessitate the use of a pump
and fan as it will not have the self-propelling qualities
that the steam and hot distillate will have.
TRACKING SYSTEM
The mirror/collector
operates as a total unit
and as such tracks the
sun. The collector’s back
will actually be what
tracks the sun. The
mirror and collector
need mounted on the
same track with the
mirror elevated and
tilted downward into the collector. The center of the
mirror will be approximately one and a half to two inches
above the center of the collector. The exact placement will
depend on the latitude the house is being built in.
MORE ON SAFETY
The solar energy project is of a radioactive nature.
This is, indeed, what true solar energy will always be. It
does not necessarily need to be harmful. Many safeguards
can and will be built into the final project before it can be
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installed on homes. The danger lies to those who are
doing the actual hands on experimentation to get the
project to a workable stage. These are the people who
must be careful. Those working on it should be highly
knowledgeable about radioactivity and therefore be
suitably cautious about what it is they are handling.
EFFICIENCY
The intensity of the mirror will make this total system
approximately forty to fifty percent more effective than
existing systems. The present systems cannot absorb even
half as much as the collector that has this mirror aimed
at it. The collectors themselves will not face the sun at all.
The mirror can be made to turn to follow or track the sun
while the collector remains fixed.
VISION
I see a country where all buildings and lighting and
transportation are done with solar power. This will
eliminate the pollution of the earth. The air will be clean.
People’s health will improve. Power companies will no
longer control the world. Many spiritual advances will
then be able to be made. These advances will be combined
with many others that will come about because of the one
step forward of this solar energy project and all people
will be able to have affordable homes and food and time to
enjoy nature and art in all its many forms. Cities will
become clean; oceans will become clean and be able to
produce food for humanity. When all this takes place
there will be the return of spirituality to all on earth and
peace will reign. I see all of this as being, perhaps three
hundred years into the future.
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Perhaps this is looking too far into the future. A closer
look, say for instance within the next ten years, would be
in a gradual reduction of dependence on existing methods
of energy. This form of solar heating for homes will be
affordable to all. It will cost no more to install than the
average heating system does now and there will be no
monthly heating bill and very little maintenance cost
involved, not like present systems. The reduction of the
usage of present systems will result in clean air which
will immediately have a positive effect on humanities’
mental attitudes which will have a positive effect on their
physical health.

Second Project in The Science of Chemistry - Electric
& Radon Cars™
Design #1 - Battery Operated Car
The first model of this solar energy system for an
automobile could be the exact same system as used on a
home but will be redefined into smaller proportions for
future use on autos. It can be brought down to a two-inch
mirror and a fourteen-inch collector. This would give a
battery of seven and a half inches in diameter. A unit this
size could be placed either on the front, rear or top of the
automobile wherever it looks the best. For a rear mount
there could be a rear engine, but does not have to be.
There will be no difference in the mirror whatsoever, only
in size.
The collector will need to be redesigned as the process
of heating the distillate can be eliminated unless wanted
for a heating system for the auto. If this is part of the
design, then the collector tubes will still be there only on
a much smaller scale. They will not be the full fourteen
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inches in diameter, as this much would not be needed to
heat the small area of the interior of the car. On a larger
van or even a big bus, the collector tubes can be increased
in size proportionately.
If heating of the vehicle is not desired, then the tubes
will be omitted and a plain plate of plastic of the same
substance will be inserted instead. The plastic plate will
also have the groove design. This plastic is necessary at
this point in the proceedings. It serves the purpose of
buffering the gamma ray. This is to stop the swirling
action that the ray has been in since leaving the mirror.
This is being done in the house model by the swirling
construction of the distillate pipes. There will be very
little else that is different.
The battery with some modification could be made
applicable to electrical charges that are not of gamma ray
origins. This is possible. There will need to be a different
formula for the cadmium given and a few other changes,
but the basic design could be adapted and sold to
automobile companies. The major difficulty would be
finding the right placement for use and looks of the car.
To put it where it would function the best, right on top of
the motor, will block visibility. To put it on top will give
wind resistance. To put it on the rear will make for more
possibility of interference in the flow of power.
The mirror and collector will be proportionately closer
together depending on the size of the mirror and collector.
There can certainly be a brand new design done that can
be adapted to all cars now on our highways. One battery
will run a car all day and all night. The single coil battery
will hold enough storage between the actual energy in the
coil and the potential energy in the cadmium, the stored
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gamma rays. The car could go any speed that it can go
now.
Design #2 - Radon Car
The design of this operating system would be
applicable to the cars we are driving presently. If this
battery system could be applied thusly it would not meet
the opposition that a total electrical car will get. It also
would serve in a transition period. We cannot just simply
try to outdate the current method of transportation. It is
not feasible. If we approach the problem one small step at
a time, we will have success eventually in eliminating the
gas powered engine, but it must be a slow process. This
design will use the same engine in present cars and
replace the fuel. No one has ever come at the problem
from exactly this angle. As a matter of fact, the solar
system could be taken advantage of more fully this way.
We could devise a way to run an automobile on radon gas.
The radon gas this system generates is not destructive
radon gas because it is made naturally from the sun and
is not man-made. This would compare to natural
radiation coming off of rocks and minerals into our
atmosphere. This is not dangerous to humans. The
system does its own cleansing of pollutants so there
would be no emissions to worry about. The current cars
on the market could be utilized and the new designs could
then be incorporated into cars very slowly. Our world
never adjusts to change very fast as far as something that
is this important in everyone’s life. I would like to outline
for you how a car such as this would work.
For the most part, the only exposed part of the system
would be the mirror and the face of the collector. The rest
of the collector would be hidden. The unit would be placed
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on the back of the car with the mirror mounted above the
rear window. There would be an air foil type fin on top of
the trunk with the collector mounted in it. For present
cars this would have to be added, on new designs it would
be worked more smoothly into the overall design. The
engine of the car would need to be modified to run on the
radon gas, instead of gasoline, but this would be a simple
modification. The biggest problem in converting present
day cars to the system would be the installation of the
collector and the circulating system. In newly designed
cars this would be worked right into the body of the car.
This system could work without too many problems of
conversion of present vehicles. This could also apply to
buses and eventually, with more redesigning and
upgrading of power, to other transportation systems also.
The lighting, heating and communication systems could
all be run from the battery, electrically, in the car just
discussed.
When the car is parked in a garage the mirror will be
covered to prevent the system from working. The car
would run forever, if we had daylight forever. Nighttime
driving will require a reservoir or tank to store radon gas,
similar to our present gas tanks. This will also allow for
quick starting in the mornings before the system has had
a chance to reactivate. The gas produced by the system
would feed directly into the storage tanks. The amount of
radon gas that is needed would be minimal and can be
compressed into a tank to allow for enough storage to run
any vehicle through the nighttime hours.
The radon car would not be dangerous even if involved
in an accident, because the radon gas is not man-made
radon gas, it is natural. It will not cause cancer or
radioactive burns. It should most likely be given a
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different name as the name radon will immediately raise
these fears in people. It is no more dangerous than some
of the fuels being used today. As a matter of fact, it is not
as dangerous because it is of a fourth dimensional
creation, not a third dimensional creation.
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Chapter Four
THE SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE

“H

ere’s a picture of a new housing development
you took while we were living in California,” I
said to Neil.
“There certainly were a lot of them going up out there.
Now the trend has started in Colorado hasn’t it?” he
replied.

New Housing Development in Thousand Oaks, CA
“Yes it has. When a farmer has a bad crop, say of
peaches, they sell off a piece of land to be able to keep
going. That means his crop is going to be smaller. That
piece of land has houses built on it with more people
living there with more mouths to feed. Then the farmer
has a bad year weather-wise and has to sell more land
which reduces the size of his crop again and the area fills
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up with more people building houses on what used to be
crop producing land. It kind of runs in a circle,” I said.
“It really is a vicious cycle, isn’t it?” Neil answered.
“There must be a solution to the problem, but for the life
of me, I don’t know what it is.”
“Several years ago people swore that fruits and
vegetables all would grow better under what they used to
call ‘grow lights.’ I guess it was a proven fact, but it
wasn’t very practical,” I replied.
“Yeah, there are even people who swear that music
makes plants of all kinds grow better – the right kind of
music that is,” Neil replied.
“There’s been some experimenting done on this and
they’ve proven that rock and roll music actually harms
the plants. It has to be soothing music I guess,” I
answered. “Maybe plants aren’t that different from
humans. I still think that rock & roll music is bad for kids
and that soothing music can actually help them in their
behavior.”
“I think that may be true,” Neil said. “Do you
remember when we took that trip to Hawaii several years
ago, that beautiful Hawaiian music was played in a lot of
public places? Even the public bus system played it.
Almost everywhere you went you heard it and it helped
soothe frayed nerves and calm people’s tempers.”
“I think someday there’s going to be more
experimenting done in this area of music and lights
helping grow food. I think this will be the answer to world
hunger,” I said.
“Something needs to be done about water problems
too. Back in the old days there used to be water wars in
the west. This could happen again. There’s too much
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manipulation of water rights being done and the
government is involved in some of it,” Neil responded.
“You know what upsets me? When I see a picture on
TV of heavy rain and flooding back east and here we sit in
the west in a time of draught conditions. This really
upsets me because the TimeTraveler has devised a way
for all that excess water back east to be diverted to us in
the west. We really need it,” I said. “Let’s check in with
the TimeTraveler and find out more about the solution to
our water problems and also for growing more food in less
space,” I continued.
.

New Minerals
The next frontier of exploration of our planet will be
the oceans and the mountains. Raised up in the upheaval
of mountains are minerals not yet discovered on the
planet that came from deep within the molten core of
earth. These were embedded in her and never reached the
surface as the planet cooled. As the mountains were
uplifted from a push or force deep within, some of these
minerals were lifted up also, to what would be the surface
of the earth, if the mountain were not on top of it. The top
of the mountain is not where they will be found, it is
underneath the mountains. The same is true in the ocean.
Under the “mountains” at the bottom of the ocean are
even more concentrated uplifting of minerals from even
deeper into the core.
Some of these minerals will be the way to miniaturize
crops and also many other uses for them will be found. I
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feel that miniaturization of all crops will ease the problem
of feeding the world and strongly feel that
experimentation with musical vibration to accomplish
this needs to be begun now. The effect on apple trees is
shown below:

2 ft.

6 ft.

10 ft.

14 ft.

18 ft.

This will be, must be, the course of food production in
the future. We have no names for these new minerals, but
nevertheless, their importance must not be missed. Each
new discovery must be placed into carefully controlled
experiments as to their effect on the growth of all
kingdoms. These were and have always been and always
will be “building blocks” of life. There are, I believe,
twenty-one undiscovered minerals that will be able to be
blended, not only with each other, but with already
known minerals. These combinations of minerals used for
growing the food which we eat will then help eliminate
many of our diseases today. At the same time these new
minerals will be able to be blended with existing
treatments for disease to promote many cures for the
ailments of humanity. But the greatest result of the
entrance of these into the food chain will be enhanced
mental ability for all, thus leading to the stage of the
intelligent, reasoning mind.
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There should be more experimentation being done
with the mineral kingdom. There are as many different
combinations possible to aid the growing of plants as
there are different kinds of rocks. Some of this aid is not
apparent until the “right combination” is found and an
incubation period is undergone with water. Different
kinds of water will produce a myriad of results also,
which will then have a different effect in each of the many
varieties of soil, and all of these many, many
combinations will have a different effect on different
plants and crops when combined and experimented on
with different colors of lights and different musical
vibrations. The system of pre-hatching of seeds needs to
be explored also. It is very similar to fertilizing a human
egg in a dish and later transferring it to the womb. This
same process can be applied to plants.
The time of each crop’s planting or incubating periods
can be checked through a science not investigated yet but
needs to be – astro-numero charts for individual families
of plants. This is much more important than realized, as
plants will naturally do better if a certain planet’s rays
are falling on the earth when it is planted.
The seven plant families are the root family, the vine
family, the low bush family, the tall plant group, the
cluster family, the thorn family and last but not least, the
large tree family. A horticulturist could help with
classification. Following our chart of sevens would give
the colored light, the musical tone, the month, day, etc., to
guide the growing of these plants. The next item would be
consideration of the mineral content that is needed by
each group. Following that would be determining light
and water needs.
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The more complicated the food supply becomes, the
more complicated our diseases become and the more
complicated our healing methods become, which in turn
bring on their own set of problems. The basic foundation
for any food must be its origin. Does it come from natural
processes, encompassing the movement from the mineral
kingdom to the vegetable kingdom to the animal
kingdom? This must be the criteria as to whether or not it
should be ingested by humans. Any food eaten from this
source cannot cause any disease that will not have a
remedy in kind. In other words, it will have a cure from
nature. There is a counter-action natural process to cure
anything brought on by a natural process. The very
minute a man-made substance is introduced, even
manufactured vitamins, it negates any possibility of a
natural healing. This is our problem; there is very little
food eaten today that does not have a man-made
ingredient in it.

Plants that evolve and grow in the same area where a
certain race of people evolve and grow will naturally be
more compatible, not only as a food, but also as healing
agents for those bodies. This is where healing must begin,
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before birth for the babe, from the mother’s intake. This is
the effect the Mineral Kingdom has, not only on the
plants, but on the atomic substance of which new bodies
are composed.
The diet of the pregnant female is so very important.
The food that she eats has developed as a combination of
minerals and soil and these minerals and soil actually
make up the bodies of the babies. The digestive system of
the female changes in pregnancy, the same way changes
are made in a production line in an automobile factory to
produce a new car. Her food production factory changes to
produce a new form. The digestive system utilizes the
original minerals and soil processed out of the plants, the
vegetables, etc. that she eats and uses this material to
form the baby’s body.
The radioactive waste from nuclear power plants
poses danger to humankind. This will, when buried, start
moving in underground currents that are not thought
about by our society. It may travel 300 miles and surface
in a field of lettuce being grown in that area. Or the
residue can travel perhaps only to nearby fields, but
travel upward and contaminate the grazing fields of cattle
and even wild animals that are hunted and eaten. It could
enter a water source that travels a thousand miles and is
used to water large fields in our irrigation processes and
contaminate a whole field of wheat or corn or soy beans,
etc. There are other ways it can and will enter the food
chain. This underground waste can, perhaps through
natural “tunnels,” send its odor, its noxious gas, into an
area where it enters the air intake valves for heating and
cooling systems in our cities. Also, the unseen and nonodorous emanations can rise into our atmosphere and
affect our rain and snow cover with a poison, no longer
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radioactive, but poison none-the-less to the human factory
digestive system. The whole business of nuclear power
plants is absolutely the wrong direction for our planet.
In the future, food production will be a large and
important field for people to work in. It will accidentally
be discovered that colors will induce plants to great
growth and right on top of this the discovery will be made
that musical vibrations will also contribute to this
growth. This will lead to an experimental growth station
to feed humanity with the growing of miniature crops. A
group
consisting
of
musicians,
horticulturists,
agriculturists and scientists need to get together and
brainstorm. There is a whole field out there to be explored
in “Nature’s Mineral Garden.” We should explore it and
use it.

First Project in The Science of Agriculture
Crystal Water Reservoir™
One of the first
steps in achieving
Nature’s
Mineral
Garden would be in
experimental water
disbursement
stations. Much of
our country could
become
productive
with just this one
ingredient – water.
What is needed is a
“roundhouse reservoir” in the center of our country, a
huge crystal butterfly that responds to humidity,
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sunlight, temperature and calendar time. It would be
shaped like a butterfly with two large wings on the top,
two smaller on the bottom and the body in the middle.
The body of the butterfly is the control room. The wing to
the northwest houses the actual releasing instruments for
outflow, the one to the northeast for inflow. The Butterfly
antennae are moisture sensitive as to these two flows.
They act as gauges as to what is going on underground.
The wing to the southwest is a calendar room noting crop
planting times and irrigation needs for all areas. The
southeast wing is the area where the humidity is kept
track of for all areas.
The substance this butterfly is built of is important. It
must be made of fibrous, grainy crystal that is actually
grown underground. This will be the sensing device for
diverting excess rainfall from one section of the country to
another. Sensors in dry areas would automatically turn
on sprinkler systems to the exact degree that is needed in
large fields. The water is stored underground; the Crystal
Butterfly is on top. The ingredients in the butterfly will
attract the water to it from 100 miles or further in each
direction. The reservoir needs to be 100 square miles and
underground. There is already a cavity under Nebraska
that is this approximate size. The only surface of it that
shows is a small lake.
The reservoir needs to be underground because there
will be times when cattle and other animals will need to
drink from it and the rock in this area of Nebraska is of a
mineral content that will act as a natural purifier. Also,
being underground it will not be prone to contamination
by anything other than what the rain picks up in the
atmosphere. Also, being underground will prevent loss
through evaporation, not necessarily in water levels, but
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in mineral content of the water, which will be vital when
experimenting with “Nature’s Mineral Garden.” As said
before, minerals play a much more important role than
they have been given credit for.
The location in the center of the country is more
strategically placed than, say, the Great Lakes. Just
damming up rivers in other areas will not work for the
project either. The reservoir needs to be controlled as to
the force of water coming in, to disperse the outflow
automatically – to keep an even balance. Also, it should
not be able to be affected by a heavy downpour in the
immediate area. In other words, the small lake will be
“roofed over” with the butterfly apparatus and any
rainfall in the vicinity will not throw off the delicate
balance of inflow and outflow. The levels of water
underground will be marked off and pumps automatically
activated to keep the level at a certain point. The Crystal
Butterflies are the key to the whole project. A network
like a spider web will be formed with Butterflies placed
strategically to attract the water that is excess. It will
then flow into the pipe connected to that butterfly and be
pumped into the reservoir.
You might consider our planet as having a network of
electrical lines encasing it, almost as a netting coming
from our sun. I call them grid lines, others call them ley
lines. As an analogy, our power plants have all these lines
running from them to the areas they are to serve. The
grid lines or ley lines come from the power plant for our
planet, which is our sun, in a very similar manner to
those lines running from our power plants in the various
directions. The one notable difference is the lines coming
from the sun encircle the planet. They are different colors
for the different elements coming from our sun. They mix
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and blend and like the color coded wiring in our
machinery, they can be traced back to the source. They
are directors of energy from our sun – electrical lines. I
apply them not only to agriculture, but also to space
exploration and energy sources.

The grid lines are like a spider web.
They will fan out in a circle from the main reservoir
butterfly in Nebraska, with the crossing points becoming
further apart as they fan out. The first crossings are
spaced at 50 miles apart, the second at 75 and the 3rd at
100, etc. This would determine the placement of the
butterflies and also the network of the pipe lines. Crops
should not be grown directly underneath a grid line
crossing, and having the butterflies placed there would
insure this. The lines are not conducive to good crops
because they form a blockage of nutrients from the solar
rays. Having the pipeline follow the grid lines would
prevent crops from being planted directly under a grid
line. The areas inside the squares are the most conducive
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to good crop growth and will have four butterflies to draw
from inside each square.
The average rainfall in the areas where the butterflies
are placed – which should be at the crossing of the grid
lines – is figured and nothing is activated until the
average rainfall has been exceeded. This is very
important because the idea is not to deprive any area of
its normal rainfall, only to draw off the excess to
redistribute it in dry areas. It should be set up to be used
to irrigate the dry sections of the west, but with the
ability to reverse the flow to the east if needed. Most of
the inflow will be from east to west and pipe lines will
slant to the west downhill, but with pumps that can
reverse it if necessary. Those using the water will also
have butterflies in their area as “watering troughs.” They
will have to tie into the nearest butterfly, through
community lines and then individual lines. The
community lines will be paid for by the new communities
that will grow up in the areas surrounding the butterflies.
Then the individual farmer will necessarily be responsible
for his own irrigation system. The community pipe lines
will have to charge a fee to the farmer to be used for
upkeep on the lines and on the butterfly.
The actual sensing devices for all gauges and
measurements should be made out of living crystals, not
man-made artificial crystals. Living crystals have one
chakra. This is the first chakra, the root chakra, which
can be described on a human as a bundle of fire, a center
of vibrating atoms, little worms of energy. This is what
needs to be tapped into to release this storage area of
“atomic energy” inside these living crystals. The crystals
for this use should be found in the same area of the
country where each butterfly will be installed. The
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natural tendencies of the locally grown crystal will
harmonize with the other natural tendencies in the area
to easily sense arid or wet conditions. It then sends this
information through an enclosed section of the pipe line
back to the main Crystal Butterfly in Nebraska. The
antennae must be of the most sensitive crystal to be found
anywhere, the diamond. This is a form of crystal in a
more highly evolved state than most other crystals. The
diamond tipped sensors will be underground at the exact
level the water needs to stay. When the diamond tips
have lost touch with the water, the inflow valve is
activated. When totally submerged at the next diamond
placement, three foot above the lowest ones, the inflow
valve is shut and the outflow valve is activated, but only
“on call” as water will not flow out until the sensing
devices in the lower wings of the Crystal Butterfly
activate it. They will be responsible for tracking not only
calendar time, which will tell the exact day according to
rhythm cycles of the planets, but also the amount of
water needed to keep the area in exact mineral status at
the same time. The sensing devices controlling this area
will monitor the mineral status. This will be their way of
determining the need for water, not the dryness, as the
minerals will come from the water itself, due to the makeup of the reservoir.
The reservoir cavity itself will provide much of the
mineral content and the inflow will provide the rest. The
minerals in rainfall are the same no matter over what
section of the world they fall. It is what they pick up in
the atmosphere that changes them. There will be dirt
filters at each inflow pipeline made of a woven cloth of the
milk weed pod, which will filter only dirt, not minerals.
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The mineral balance of different crops will not be the
same. There will be one mineral that each particular crop
will do better when supplied with. Other minerals will not
hurt other crops as long as they get enough of their
“needed” nutrient. Therefore, the water in the reservoir
will be extremely high in seven different minerals. It will
be too high for humans to consume without being diluted,
but if the reservoir were needed at any time, in case of
emergency, for this purpose, the diluting could be
arranged for also in an underground cavity, this one manmade. The water used for diluting would be distilled
water.

Second Project in The Science of Agriculture Musical Greenhouses™
Food production
will be done inside
buildings
with
colored lights and
music
where
weather conditions
will not affect them.
The growing of food
products will be all
timed by a clock, so
many minutes of a certain color and musical tone
combination for each crop. A musical greenhouse need not
be expensive. A material that lets in the sun’s rays, a
moveable blind – an automatic shade tracking the sun,
controlled by the sun – is what is needed so that the
intense direct sun never enters, but the light just past the
dead center of the sun does. Glass is not the material
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needed for this room. It needs a material on the order of
canvas that can breathe but contain at the same time.
There is a special coating that is used on the outside of
this material that opens pores and closes them according
to this light from the sun. This is complicated, but
important. The shading is the secret, plus also the
coating.
There is so much that can be done with music. Musical
vibrations would be used in the growing of fruit –
miniature fruit trees and shrubs. They would respond to
musical vibrations. In fact, this is the secret to producing
much fruit on very small trees and bushes. In the future,
food production will be a large and important field for
people to work in. It will accidentally be discovered that
colors will induce plants to great growth and right on top
of this the discovery will be made that musical vibrations
will also contribute to this growth. The use of the three
middle tones of the C major scale, E-F-G, are best for
growing and their matching colors, yellow, green, and
blue, will also be proven to be the best colors to induce
controlled growing. Other colors can accomplish this also,
but some produce too fast a growth, others too slow.
Each plant will have a computer setting for the lights
and pitches according to what growth cycle it is in at that
particular time. Because the indoor orchards will be in all
stages of growth at the same time in different areas, the
ceilings in the fruit and vegetable barns will be panels
able to be any color of light, depending on different crops
and different stages of growth. The attendant will be able
tell if a tree or plant is not doing well by feeling the
vibrations upon entering the room. Color in combination
with musical tones will be put to many uses in the future
and the growing of our food will be one important use.
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The fields of wheat as we have them now will be no
longer. A way will be discovered to miniaturize the crop,
so that fields half as large as those now will produce five
times as much yield. This will also be under colored
lights, which will be applied to many crops, corn among
them. Many new forms of vegetables will be grown due to
progress in hybrids, only they will be grown inside
buildings with colored lights and music where weather
conditions will not affect them. The food will no longer
need to have processing, because the fruits and vegetables
will be growing all year around. Whole grains will be the
only source of flour. There will be no additives or
preservatives allowed in anything!

Beetle Ranches
The quality of our drinking water today is of great
concern. The water supply in our cities is becoming more
and more contaminated. The natural springs coming from
deep within the earth are the only pure source of water
left. Any water going through the purification process
that city water concerns put the water through is
“lifeless” water, contaminated with man-made chemicals.
This must be the beginning of health care for all, as water
is vitally important in the makeup of the human body.
The flesh is made up of 80% water, after all. When the
make-up of something has that high of a percentage of
one particular item, then that item must be the most
important part to be started on. The rest of the body is
15% vegetable and 5% mineral composition. When this
gets out of balance is when disease begins.
When water is loaded with chemicals used for
treatment it is causing a breakdown in the body processes
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and immunity with every use. It is better when boiled and
used in food, but is still of concern. The concept that home
water purifiers are based on is what should be applied to
city water systems everywhere. The concept is good, and
different, less expensive materials could be substituted in
large applications of the filtering system. It is time that
all drinking water supplies in the world begin to look for
new ways. It could conceivably be considered a mini-time
bomb for humanity as far as what their drinking water is
doing to not only the present day forms, but the
alterations of future generations. All the purifying
chemicals being used are causing modifications in the
human form.
There is a way to purify water with energy waves that
is of course, at the present time, impossible to use in city
water supplies because of the capacity that is needed and
the unavailability of the stills, the equipment necessary
to process it and the unavailability of the knowledge. It
can be done, but not if contaminated with manufactured
chemicals first. It must be processed before it reaches the
city water tap. At the present time even cistern water is
contaminated before it reaches the ground. It washed the
air, remember, and the air over our land is filthy. It is
dirty from man-made smoke and emissions filled with
chemicals, so is no longer “living” water when it reaches
earth, but can be rejuvenated and re-energized more
successfully than any taken from bodies of water on
earth. These can also be brought back, but will take much
more complicated methods.
The water going into cisterns, rain and snow, needs
first to be filtered through cotton, pure cotton cloth, then
needs to be sprayed or showered on three different bins of
insects of the beetle family. You do not drown them! They
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have to be alive to energize the water. They are all the
same kind of beetle, the black, which is common to North
America. The process is done three times; the last time it
is filtered through cotton cloth again. This water will be
almost bubbling with energy. This is what washing over
the beetles will do for it. They are, by the way, one of the
cleanest insects in the world. Cleansing the water supply
in this manner could be done by all on earth, from the
richest to the poorest.
Because the impurities in the drinking water of the
whole world is the largest contributor of disease to the
whole world, a new type of industry or farming, or
perhaps it should be called ranching, would be beetle
farms. There would need to be huge supplies of them and
they would be treated with respect because, believe it or
not, they can help save the physical body of man.
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Chapter Five
THE SCIENCE OF BIOLOGY

“H

ere’s a good picture of your twin nieces taken at
your wedding,” I said to Neil. If Fiorella in the
middle was a little shorter they’d almost look like triplets,
wouldn’t they?” I continued.

Fiorella (center) and Twin Cousins

“They look more alike in that picture than they
usually do,” Neil answered. “Most of the time one or the
other is making a silly face like in these next two
pictures,” Neil replied.
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“There certainly is a lot of news lately about different
genes being responsible for different traits that humans
have,” Neil said.
“I thought we were really getting a handle on how
DNA works, but it seems the more we learn, the more we
don’t know. There are just so many combinations of genes
and mutations within those combinations that it seems
impossible that we’ll ever be able to track them all,” I
replied.
“It must get kind of discouraging at times for
researchers. It almost seems like there’s something we’re
missing as far as being able to keep track of what goes
where, in the DNA code for each individual person,” Neil
said. “What we really need seems to be a standardized
blueprint or normal blueprint for the perfect human form
to check all other factors against. And this we don’t have,”
he continued.
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“Even if we did have such a thing, I really think it
would be outdated,” I replied. “I think it’s changed down
through the centuries. I don’t believe the perfect DNA
map of a human today would look much like one of a
human 2,000 years ago or even earlier. I really think this
is part of the problem of ever sorting it all out. We’re not
taking into consideration the many, many changes and
mutations that keep happening,” I continued.
“You’re probably right. Just when we think we’re on
the right track, another proof of a mutation taking place
comes into view and every time this happens, the DNA
code goes off in a different direction,” Neil responded.
“What we really need is some form of mapping or
tracking that can readily follow these wild excursions off
the main track without too much difficulty,” I said.
“Yeah, the way we’re keeping track of them now gets
bogged down into utter chaos. Mathematics can only
handle so many equations before it becomes hopelessly
tangled,” Neil answered.
“You know, the TimeTraveler says that music is
actually the “father” of mathematics and that it would be
possible to track DNA codes through music theory,” I
replied. “Why don’t we try to find out more about what he
was talking about?”
“That would be great, but it really seems like wishful
thinking,” Neil answered.
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Genetic Code and Musical Code Are Identical
Practical understanding of the genetic code and
musical code being identical will necessarily need to come
through either a musician who understands biology or a
biologist who understands music. The practical approach
will be writing a composition and then having a
laboratory test and interpret that test in a “form” or
“chart” that will immediately show the correlation
between the genetic and musical codes. This is asking
much, but you will be composing beautiful music at the
same time, the “Creation Suite.”
The genetic code in each human is his own personal
composition. The basis of harmony in the body is set at
birth, not only as far as the physical form, but also as far
as the emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. In the
music charts the coded harmony inherent within all
scales is the person’s DNA. The chromosomes making up
the genetic code of each individual are tiny subatomic
particles which are encoded with a musical vibration, or
tone.
In the Science of Biology, the theory being proposed is
that the blood of each human vibrates to a certain
musical tone. The Vibratory Charts will be the basis for
Personal Music Charts which will allow for perfect
individual growth and well-being. These Personal Music
Charts will be based on the vibratory rate of the blood for
each human being. The vibration of the blood is set at
birth. It is passed from the parents and is one of our
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genes of physical evolution. Each newborn baby should be
tested as to its keytone.
Even though a person has only one keytone for the
whole life, this keytone progresses up the chromatic scale
in octaves. It is a constant progress and the number of
times he starts the repeated pattern over on a higher
octave designates which dimension of the mind he has
evolved to in that lifetime. This is, of course, a repeated
pattern of the soul tone, which is always the same from
the beginning of creation, but progresses up the chromatic
scale in octaves repeatedly. The repeated patterns of
growth are confusing, but know that each individual life
is a progressive path as is your total journey of beingness.
Although there are only seven octaves on a standard
keyboard, this is sufficient for the present stage of
evolution as all are at third dimensional consciousness or
they are not allowed to enter the earth plane. This allows
them progress to the tenth dimension. The eleventh and
twelfth dimensions are not solidified as yet. By the time
the eleventh is ready, none will be entering below fourth
dimensional consciousness and when twelve is ready none
will enter below fifth dimensional consciousness.
In the Personal Music Charts, the keytone will be the
first octave on a seven octave keyboard because this
keytone is designating the status of the physical form. It
is the emotional aspect of the Physical Body. The
Emotional Body tone itself will be the third octave with
its three aspects. The Mental Body tone will be the fifth
octave with its three aspects. The Spiritual Body will be
the seventh with its three aspects. As each of the other
bodies have use of a two octave range, so also must the
eighth octave be added to accommodate the Spiritual
Body tones. This has been spoken of before as the new
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universe, the eighth, coming into being, as the new eighth
chakra, which will be the ear chakra. This will allow
humans to be abler to communicate with the higher
kingdoms which at the present time are inaudible and
invisible to most people on earth.
The newer human forms being born are being
upgraded by the use of these “upgraded” atoms. The
societal and educational systems simply must go into a
“higher gear” and become upgraded and pervaded by
spirit to hold these newer human forms in the
compactness of the atomic structure of each. When they
have influences on them that are of a lower consciousness
it is painful and destructive to these upgraded forms. The
answer lies in the tune-up of all humanity which will
bring about the upgraded social and educational systems
of the world to be discussed in volumes twelve, thirteen
and fourteen of these New Millennium Notebooks.
The next mutation of genes will follow the expanded
scale. There are maps of the different scales that show
this restructuring. As the vibration around the planet
changes, the chromosomal structure of all being born
there must change or they cannot survive.
The chromosomes of those in ancient times were based
on a much less complicated scale of tones. Those in the
future will be based on a much more complicated scale.
This updating of the genetic code is absolutely necessary.
At the present time, all the forty-eight half steps on
four octaves are the chromosome pool. The first two half
steps C and C#/Db are no longer usable. They are
considered depleted storehouses of genes. Therefore, there
are a usable number of forty-six chromosomes at the
present time. There had been forty-eight, then fortyseven, now forty-six. There will be forty-eight again and
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even more in the future. This is the area of depletion of
atomic molecules that was spoken of previously. The
diseases prevalent on earth can be attributed to this fact.
When you trace the scales and pin point the chords,
then the twelve level breakdown of each tone in the scale
will represent a wave length that relates to a molecule or
atom. Each combination possible of the twelve different
levels of all tones represents a possible chromosome.
When you combine all the chords of all the different
cadences in all the possible keys, the combinations are
endless. But this is where answers to diseases and even
moving heavy objects can be found, and a whole lot more
in between, from crop growing to water making. Yes, the
“right” combination will produce water. This is how our
oceans were formed. These combinations must be arrived
at through a logical path of research or they are
meaningless.
Music is capable of progressing far past the stages of
mathematics, as far as separations of degrees of pitch and
combinations of all these degrees. These are actually the
genes of our bodies, both physical and divine. All of our
body is composed of degrees of music in its many different
manifestations. If a wiring circuit of all these genes in us
were to be done it would show an amazing thing. When
completed the wiring diagram would tie back into itself
for total completion. This is why it is stated that each
form is a universe, as indeed it is. It is subject to the same
rules and regulations that govern large universes, even
unto the rhythm of the cycles.
The pituitary gland has memories both good and bad
encoded in it. It carries genes or photographs that are
forming a triple set of genes or photographs – those from
the physical father, the physical mother and also those of
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the person being born which are, remember, also a
combination of the same triple set of genes. This will give
you an idea of how complicated it all is. But this also
shows why a complete tracing of everything given in the
Science of Music, with the genetic code ever in mind, will
certainly lead to enlightenment, and a thorough
understanding of this genetic code will aid our scientists
and doctors today into discovering causes and prevention
of disease. Among them is the disease known as Aids as
one of the more important, because it is caused by a
breakdown in the system as just described.
The twelve tones of the chromatic scale each have
twelve levels of vibration and color. This makes possible a
“pool” of one hundred and forty-four possible
chromosomes to choose from to encode in combinations
too numerous to mention. Therefore, the genetic code is
not, cannot be exactly the same for all. There may be only
one degree of tone or vibration of color that is different
about each entity, but this is what makes each one an
individual. Each individual’s composition will show the
chromosomal make-up of his body with the DNA being
the actual scale and genomes being the chords and the
RNA being the cadences. The genetic code of each
individual would be shown in their Personal Music Chart.

First Project in The Science of Biology
The KeyTone Machine™
To be able to do the Personal Music Charts we need to
be able to find the pitch of the blood in a scientific
manner. This will be accomplished by a new blood test
done by a machine I call the KeyTone Machine. The
keytones will be found in the red cells of the blood.
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Therefore, in testing the blood to find the musical pitch,
our goal is to remove everything from the sample of blood
except the red and white cells, which are then taken to a
dry or solid state. At this point a vibratory reading can be
made establishing the musical tone, or keytone, of the
blood.
The machine used
to find the vibratory
rate or keytone of
blood consists of a base
which houses a motor
and the control dials.
Rising out of this base
on the right side is a
metal pole with a
stainless steel flex line
curving over at the top
with a place for the
ceramic vial to be
attached. A heating
element and vacuum
pump, plus the midi
computer cable with a
vibratory
sensor
attached, are encased in the metal stand. The heating
element and vacuum pump enter the mouth of the vial as
the vial is screwed into the opening. The sensor probe will
be inserted at a later stage of the test. The vial hangs free
until being connected at the bottom to a spinner platform.
The blood sample will be poured into a porthole on the
side of the ceramic vial and sealed with a rubber plug.
The opening at the bottom of the vial is attached to the
air/liquid vacuum which is built into the spinner stand.
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At the top of the metal pole there is a swivel arrangement
at the end of the flex line which will allow the vial – while
connected at both the top and bottom – to spin. The
bottom vacuum is unhooked when it is time for the vial to
revolve around the stand at a later stage of the test.
The residue collected by the upper vacuum and the
liquid collected by the lower vacuum are destroyed for the
time being, although in the future this material will also
be usable for further tests to gain other information about
this particular person whose blood is being tested.

Present Day Testing
The salts in the blood are the conductors of the
electrical current of the blood. They are quite necessary
because without them the electrical current would not be
able to flow freely throughout the entire body. When
medical people work with the blood, either whole blood or
plasma, the salts are still in it. It is the removal of the
salts from the blood that will allow the vibration to be
recorded. This is a process that has not been done before.
This is why the electrical vibration, or keytone of the
blood, has not been discovered as yet.
Finding the keytone is a three-step process. These
three steps have each been done individually and two of
them in combination, but not all three in combination.
The testing for cholesterol is a separation process but not
a drying by vacuum process. In other words, the liquid
content is still present and adding to the reading. This is
entirely necessary for this kind of testing. When doing
testing for AIDS, the salts are removed and the liquid
combined with the cells is tested for its immunity. Here
again the liquid is present and needs to be.
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None of the testing that is being done now uses the
drying by removal of air. This will cause a separation
process which will, in two stages, enable us to work with
just pure cells in a “dry” or “solid” state which can then
register electrical vibration. When the liquid is present
the electrical content cannot be measured because the
liquid disperses it. This is its job, to disperse the electrical
vibration throughout the body and it cannot be contained
in enough mass to register the vibratory rate.
A fairly large sample of blood is needed because of the
minute size of these remaining cells. Without a large
sample to begin with there would not be enough to
register the tone strongly enough to catch it. With the
removal of the salts, the residue is able to be reduced, by
spinning, to a semi-solid glob that will then produce a
vibration undetectable by human ears because of the
minute quantity we will be working with. If the test was
done with huge amounts of blood the human ear would be
able to register this vibration. Regardless, the vibration
will fill the container with its field and a very sensitive
monitor will be able to transfer this vibration to a
computer readout.
This is the only place the true tone of the blood can be
found – only in the cells themselves. Anything else will
contaminate the reading or electrical measurement. It
must be pure cells red and white combined. It is only the
red cells that will register the vibratory rate, but the
white cells will not interfere with the tone so do not need
be removed. The aura of human beings is a combination
of all vibrations in the body – of all organs, skin, hair
teeth, etc. – and will not give the pure keytone of the
blood. The aura can show disharmony in the body but
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cannot specifically pinpoint exactly what is causing the
disharmony. Those who claim it can are misinformed.
The different blood types are different because of the
different salts found in the makeup of the blood. This is
why the removal of them is necessary. Not only will they
change the electrical vibration that we are trying to find,
but also they will prevent the electrical charge from
becoming strong enough to register. They must be
removed. The removal of these salts is what will put all
blood on the same equal basis as far as testing for
electricity.

The 1st Stage - Removing the Salts in the Blood
The first stage of the experiment is the removal of the
salts from the blood. This means all ingredients except
the pure red and white cells. They will be left intact. The
material within each cell will not be removed, must not be
removed, or the opportunity of measuring the vibration of
the blood will be lost. All other ingredients in the blood
must be removed and will, through the heating and
drying process, come to the top of the blood sample. The
gentle suction of the upper vacuum tube will be enough to
lift each one of them as it becomes dry enough and
disengages from the blood.
The process used to separate the salts is similar to
that used in the making of table salt – a drying process
that allows the salts to rise to the top and be vacuumed
off. The temperature that will be required will be quite
low. It needs to be no warmer than 175 degrees
Fahrenheit and no cooler than 150 degrees F. The
temperature of the blood in the body is normally 98.6. The
red and white cells will still be in the liquid at this point
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and will retain their moisture through the make-up of the
cell, which is porous. The other material does not have
this quality and will dry and float up.
To dry the salts from the blood and allow them to float
up in the air will require this much temperature but will
not injure the red and white cells. This is accomplished by
setting the heating element to a temperature of 160
degrees F and setting the vacuum pump down to one half
atmospheres. Any higher temperature will start to
decrease the porous quality of the red blood cell and it
will not retain the moisture needed during this first
phase of the experiment. The heat will dry the salts faster
than the red and white cells and they will flake off from
the blood and rise up into the neck of the vial, just above
mid-point, where the gentle upper vacuum pump will
remove them from the vial. A sensor will indicate when
the vacuum tube is receiving no more and will shut down
at about one half atmospheres. Separating the salts out
will be like separating the wheat from the chaff.
A gravity draining action will be taking place while
the upper vacuum tube is drawing off the flakes of salts.
There will be enough heat absorbed by the red and white
cells to cause them to stick to the sides of the vial while
the liquid drains from them. The bottom of the vial will be
pointed. It will draw in, going down to a point with an
opening big enough to attach the vacuum drain to it. As
the liquid drains, the drier, sticky cells will adhere to the
sloping sides for approximately an inch before the drain
tube.
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The 2nd Stage - Removing Liquid and Air
The second phase of the experiment is removing the
remaining liquid from the red and white cells. What the
cell has been retaining due to being porous must now be
released. The only way to do this is by increasing the
temperature. The upper vacuum pump is shut down after
the removal of the salts and the lower vacuum pump is
activated, removing the liquid that has collected at the
bottom of the vial. As this is emptied, the heating element
is gradually raised to 198 degrees F and the spinning
base is activated at low speed to allow the drying red and
white cells to release their remaining moisture. Blood
cells can withstand this high of a temperature if dried in
the process. You might consider it the reverse of freeze
drying – it is heat drying. The cells will keep their
integrity. Consider it a dehydration process. These same
cells that have gone through this test could, if wanted, be
reconstituted and become live, active cells again.
The speed for this spin is low as we do not want the
red cells spun so fast that they tear apart. The speed
would be approximately 15 rpm for this process. Similar
to a person spinning a head of lettuce, the moisture will
be drawn off and drain to the bottom where the lower
vacuum tube is. This will be a mild vacuum, not as strong
as the upper vacuum, because we do not want it to
rupture or dislodge the cells, only help separate all
moisture from the cells. It will be a gentle vacuum. None
of the cells will be lost even when this vacuum is begun,
because at the same time the spinning will begin which
will cause them to stick against the sides. The heat is still
coming into the vial while all this is going on.
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This vacuum will have a sensor that can tell when all
liquid has been removed. At this time the heating element
turns off, the upper vacuum pump is reactivated at low
speed and then both vacuum pumps are raised to medium
speed for 30 seconds and shut down in a motion that
withdraws the vacuum tubes and seals the vial in one
motion. Not only is this a process of draining the liquid,
but this will also be one hundred percent removal of air
which will leave the pure minute cells of the blood in a
vacuum.

The 3rd Stage - Setting Up Vibratory Field
The fast spinning process is the last part of the three
stage process. The heating element and vacuum tube will
be removed from the vial before this spinning stage starts
as we do not want any influence that might come from
these wires to affect the vibration that that is being set
up. At the same time the prongs of the sensor probe will
be inserted in their place.
This stage of spinning, after both vacuum tubes are
withdrawn and the vial sealed, will be quite fast – about
80 to 100 rpm. At this point the dried, pure red and white
cells are totally sealed into the ceramic vial in a vacuum
and the vial is spun at full speed for a period of five
minutes to set up a neutral ionized field in the vacuum.
At this point the vial is detached at the base and the
revolving mechanism takes over and revolves the vial
around the pole axis at 30 rpm for a period of five
minutes. This allows the make-up of the red cells – the
percentage of iron minus the percentage of protein – to
imprint this ionized field with its own vibration. Just
spinning the blood cells themselves will set up the
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electrical current, but it is the rotation of the vial around
a pivotal point that will establish the vibrational content
of that electricity. Without the last step, the first would
register everyone’s blood as the same degree of pitch.

The Vibratory Sensor Probe
There are sensors available that will register the
twelve chromatic steps of the scale. These are an integral
part of digital pianos and computers and should be
readily available. They are also used in electronic organs.
The sensors needed to continue the breakdown of each
chromatic half step into 144 vibratory rates is where we
will have a problem.
At the present time there is no available sensor that is
sensitive enough to record vibrations as small as this.
They are available but not in the form we will need them.
However, there is one available that would be a good
starting point for refining it into what is needed. It will be
found in digital instrument production. They are
incorporated into synthesizers but not in a separated
dividing mechanism. They work on sliding and will need
to be designed to allow separation of these minute degrees
of vibration. This will be micro technology.
The first step, as given, that of the twelve chromatic
half tones will be simple compared to the second stage,
but we must take one step at a time. So to begin with we
will be able to classify people’s musical tone into one of
the twelve half tones or chromatic tones. This will allow a
certain, limited amount of help. It is in the further
breakdown that all the many benefits and the ability to
trace DNA will come in.
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To review, the vibration is registered by a very
sensitive vibratory probe attached to an amplifying
microphone. The tip of this sensor is of hair-like
thickness, shaped like a tuning fork which expands and
contracts according to the percentage of iron in the red
cells. This sets up a vibration that the microphone then
picks up and sends through a series of four amplifying
chambers which also raise the octave of the vibration up
to the range audible by humans. These four chambers are
amplifying the vibration and at the same time creating
harmonic overtones which raise the octave pitch of the
vibration. The microphone is attached to a midi cord
running into the computer where the vibration is
recorded in analog mode and then translated into digital
mode for a readout in hertz. The figure is then returned
to analog for playback of the tone, if desired.
The twelve level chromatic breakdown can be
accomplished with a restructured sensor from a digital
piano or even a rougher version from an electronic organ.
These sensors are round and will not be in the shape of a
tuning fork. They will register tone in the same manner
as the technology used in the pianos. The microphones
are a different story. You will have to have a series of
microphones, but they needn’t be raising the octave – just
standard ordinary microphones, small, sensitive, omnidirectional microphones will need to be attached – in this
case in front of the sensor. When using the terbium tip for
the finer breakdown, the microphone will be after the
sensor tip. These microphones and sensor will need to be
coated with or encased in fiberglass, a thin coating of
fiberglass to deaden their vibration, while still allowing
them to magnify and sense vibrations.
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For further review, the ceramic vial is acting as a
resonance chamber. It is being filled with a neutral force
field – neutral because it is an electrical field charged
with ions of positive and negative so as to be neutral. This
is done through the spinning process. The next process is
the revolving at 30 rpm to simulate the blood flowing in
the body. This imprints the neutral electrical force field
with the amount of iron minus the amount of protein
found in the red blood cell. This sets up a definite
vibratory field which the fine wires at the end of the
sensors will detect and they will move apart due to the
iron in the red cell causing a force that the wires will
respond to through magnetic resonance. This width or
distance that the wires move apart will set up a tingling
or ringing in the next length of wire past where the
double prong is. This tingling or ringing will be picked up
by a small microphone which will have four amplification
chambers. This sound is then audible to the human ear
after the fourth amplification. Before that it was below
the human range of hearing. It is not just a matter of
making it louder, it is also being raised in octaves to be
able to register on the human ear.
At this time, if the tone is wanted to be audible the
figures convert back to analog and the part of the
program that allows the computer to produce sound is
activated and a musical tone is sounded. The protein in
the cell will dampen the magnetic power of the iron. Each
blood sample will have a slightly different percentage of
iron in it, but the variation here will not be as large as the
variation of protein in each sample of blood. Protein is the
building block of life. The forms of older people will have
more of this protein than the forms of younger people.
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Therefore, the pull of the iron will be less, giving a lower
vibratory rate for older people.

Second Project in The Science of Biology
Personal Music Charts
The theory behind the charts is that the Macro-Man
liberties and freedom of all nations and all men should be
based on the Micro-Man plan for freedom and liberty.
This plan is, of course, self-instigated. Each must
necessarily free themselves from chains of bondage they
have put themselves into voluntarily. To have these selfimposed restraints on one eliminates the necessity of
taking responsibility for what happens to each.
Being free, really free, does entail a great amount of
responsibility, and until such time as Humanity decides it
wants to grow up and evolve there will not be this
freedom given them. As a matter of fact, it will be a long
way down the road for most of them before they will
experience complete freedom. Complete freedom at this
point in time would be fatal to the whole planet. We are
talking spiritual freedom, not physical freedom. Spiritual
freedom involves taking total and complete charge of your
own actions and pathway through life. But believe us
when we say that Humanity is guided and led in many,
many ways for its own good. We will not, cannot, let it get
too far off the path without bringing it back.
To be totally free would be disastrous to most
individuals. They would be lost. There needs to be the
structuring of, not only our educational system, but also
our social system and our spiritual path. It all would be
much clearer and more understandable if it were
recognized by everyone that it is all a structured path, as
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this would give them the “security blanket” they still need
to have. They could then be given more individual
freedom and choice if they know they are on a structured
path in all areas of their earthly incarnation. We believe
it is time for this structuring to be known and perhaps we
will be able to loosen our guidance just a little and give
the human being a little more freedom to secure their
own growth. Therefore, we believe that now is the time to
give Humanity help through the Personal Music Charts
and explain the tie-in between them and the Harmony of
the Spheres.

Musical Scales Will Be Expanded
The Science of Music is used throughout the universe,
but the higher planets are working on expanded scales.
Earth is not and will not be able to be in tune with the
universe until she is also working on the expanded scale.
She cannot move forward to accomplish the expanded
scale until all are in tune with Earth’s seven tone major
or minor scale and the twelve tone chromatic scale.

Much to be Learned about
Application of Tone to Healing
There is much more to be learned about the Science of
Music as far as applying it to the Science of Healing. The
tones and colors all tie in with different parts of the
physical body by relating to the chakras of the body and
the energy lines flowing through the body. Seven different
chords will be built on the keytone to correspond to the
seven chakras on the body.
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Original Creation Based on Tone of C
The original creation of Lord Michael vibrated to the
tone of C. It can claim no octave as it encompassed all
octaves. It was total. This is the humming picked up by
our scientists on machines. It is the first sound to reach
our ability to record. The tone of C was used from the
creation of Michael – as the thoughts swirling around the
Universe – until after the birth of the first planet. Then
the tone of D was used for the second planet, E for the
third and so on up to B for the seventh planet. To bring
this down to the peopling of the earth, the tone of C was
used by all until the tone of D was introduced when the
second kingdom, the Geological Kingdom, came into
being. The tone of E was used for the Botanical Kingdom
and the tone of F for the Biological Kingdom.
As each planet was born, a vibration accompanied it.
This is also true of each human being. As our Creator God
sent down part of Himself, in the form of an electrical
energy field, each spark had the vibration of a certain
“fork of electrical energy.” Those sparks contained in the
first bolt of lightning, were all emotionally balanced and
tuned to the tone of C. Each one of them then picked up
two other tones after they “landed.” Their Physical Body
tone was colored by how they responded to the earth’s
atmosphere. Their Mental Body tone was how they
correlated the whole experience in their mind after they
took on a form. The Mental tone was always very close to
the Emotional tone, as it was a mixture of the Emotional
tone, where the spark of divinity made its home, and the
tone of the Physical Body. Therefore, the combining of a
“formless” thought-form and a solid blockage of a Physical
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Body gave forth a different “pitch” as they met and
mingled and began to work together to make some
semblance of cooperation between two such unlikely
companions. The better the Mental Body was able to do
this, the better the tones drew together into a beautiful
harmony.
Those contained in the next fork of lightning had the
slightly higher pitch of D, the next E and so forth. The all
white scale of C with seven tones is what the first three
passes of the Oversoul was based on. At that time there
were only seven planets planned for the Oversoul’s
journey. Now there are twelve and beginning with the
fourth pass, which started in 1970, these tones were
based on the chromatic scale of twelve. Half steps or
pitches are used for twelve forks of electrical energy.
As time passed and the ring of energy finally began to
be built that was able to help and guide those on the
earth plane, it was seen that those in harmony always
made more progress in controlling the animal forms. Thus
it was determined that the “thought-form” soul tone could
be better matched to the physical form before birth to
enable the combination to come up with a more wellfunctioning mental tone that would harmonize and help
in synthesizing these two opposites, the higher and lower
parts of the humans.
After discovering this, a plan was laid out but took a
long time of trial and error experiments to perfect. It still
is not perfect, but works much better than hit or miss
methods of entering bodies. It is still being worked on and
updated.
Therefore, the emotional body or soul tone, was set at
the birth of the divine part of each individual when the
forks of lightning split off and shattered into sparks. Then
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the whole sparks were split in half, male and female.
Therefore, you and your twin soul will have exactly the
same soul tone, emotional tone. You must have. The
mental body tone is chosen. The soul tone cannot be
chosen. It is always the same, but the mental goal can be
and is chosen and then the physical form is chosen that,
combined with the soul tone, will give the most
opportunity to reach the goal of the Mental Body. This is
called the “keytone,” the emotional aspect of the Physical
Body. One is allowed to enter with the keytone on a
higher pitch as it ages, or evolves. In fact, the only way it
can age or evolve is to experience the different tones.
Therefore, it moves up the scale in a progression of twelve
lives on each chromatic tone. This is the “keytone,” not
the soul tone. As stated, the soul tone never changes.
When all are on the inner planes, the picture is much
clearer. There is an actual music chart keeping track of
each soul’s progress and also a “bass clef” track keeping
progress of physical forms. The physical forms use the
lower octaves, the incarnating entity the upper octaves.

Individual Compositions
The bridging from one key to another is used. The
transition from one key to another is used. It all ties in to
write a healing composition for each individual. Some of
the music theory has a direct bearing on drawing the
chart; the rest has a bearing on interpretation and
composition. At the same time the corresponding colors
will do their share as healers.
The rhythm will have a bearing also. To find their
rhythm sense will require playing the same song with all
different rhythms. This will set the beat or tempo that
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they march to. To increase their vibrational field, the
rhythm is gradually speeded up in their song and,
according to progress, is at times switched into a higherstepping tempo.
It is all very intricate. A composition could be
composed to heal any portion of the physical body or any
one of the mind levels according to the corresponding
chakras.
Going up octaves would be the first step of raising
vibrations. Music composed for an individual would
eventually enable him to easily enter other mind levels.
The twelve levels of the mind are grouped in threes for
each division (refer to the picture of the brain in Chapter
Two). Level four is where you are first able to sense other
dimensions and as you can reach higher, you can enter
more dimensions. Level four is found in the triad based on
the fourth tone of the scale, in the lower right hand side the second mind division of the four main divisions or
sections.
The point at which you can be aware and tune in on
your other realities is the eighth level, found in the third
division. This is in the triad based on the fifth tone of the
scale. You are not able to stay at this level. You may see a
peek into it at times or possibly have a bleed-through that
stays with you, but none are able to stay in that level on
the earth plane.
This is not to say that one of your realities on some
other dimension wouldn’t be able to tune in and stay with
you. He can if from a higher dimension, but not a lower.
Therefore,
those
gaining
fourth
dimensional
consciousness will not seem like the same people they
were at third dimensional consciousness. They cannot be,
although the change between third and fourth
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dimensional consciousness is not nearly as great as other
changes would be. (The spacing between the third and
fourth tones of the scale is only a half-step. All other
spacing is a whole step, except between seven and the
octave keytone of eight, which is the same as the first
tone only an octave higher.)
When writing an individual’s composition based on his
Personal Music Chart, the Emotional aspect of the
Physical Body tone, the keytone, must be represented as
the next to the lowest octave. The mental aspect tone is
next higher and the physical aspect tone is the lowest.
The Spiritual aspect tone is the highest with harmonic
overtones (reflections) of the triad being formed by the
other three.
Each one’s composition is very individual, with the
aspects having mental and physical strengths. These
strengths are either harmony or melody depending on
whether they are inner or outer strengths, with outer
(physical) strength being melody tones and inner strength
(mental) being the harmony of the overall tone for that
body.
These compositions then show the chromosomal
makeup of that body with the DNA being the actual scale
and genomes being the chords and the RNA being the
cadences.

From my Teachers
This is very complicated and we suggest you write
your own composition and then have it tested under
laboratory conditions. Then choose one other person and
do the same. Using these as test cases, you could then
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approach scientists with your musical proof of
compositions of humanity.
When the song is progressed from 0 to 0 as though on
a graph, the tying in of the circle can show the length of
the incarnation in earth years. This perhaps should not,
at this stage, be explained, because Humanity – where it
is now in spiritual progress – is not ready for this
knowledge. Eventually it will welcome knowing this so
people can then prepare for the transition from the
“fugue” back to the “prelude” – from being enclosed and
woven into a form, to being light and airy.
The scale of C and C#/Db do not have to be considered
for all those born before 1970, but will be applicable for
those after. Do realize however, that anybody on these
tones will be young people. Those on D and D#/Eb will be
“senior citizens” unless one is living in a time warp and
most of present day Humanity will fall between the tones
of E and G. Many with higher spiritual tones are on
“special missions.” As spoken of previously, the higher
spiritual tones of incarnating entities must have more
highly evolved human forms, or they cannot function
properly. When one chooses to enter in a time warp, as a
higher spiritual tone in a lower evolved human form, it is
a difficult incarnation.

Goal Is Harmonic Matching of Tones
The goal we are aiming for is the perfect match up of
tones in bodies, as far as harmony that relates to the
chosen chakras that relate to the actual location of the
divine spark. You see, this piece of divineness will be
embedded in the ethereal body surrounding the entity, in
the “light” of the chakra he has progressed to and relates
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directly to an organ in the human form. If the organ
corresponding to the chakra where the spark is
embedded, is damaged or harmed in any way, this spark
is not able to put its current into the surrounding ring of
energy (ethereal body) around this physical form. The
interruption of, or absence of, the flow of electrical current
of the divine energy waves is the cause of all manner of
disease and ailments and malfunctioning and nonfunctioning of any and all parts of Humanity. When the
transformer is damaged, the step-down of current cannot
take place properly. This is the basis of universal healing.
The Personal Music Charts can show the location of this
spark and allow for protection of this chakra and also
show how healing can come from substituting other
means of healing the connection or break in the wiring.
This energy field, the ethereal body, can be used for
healing with Universal Healing Techniques. This is also
the basis of the Raike Healing methods which have been
materialized by the charging of huge fees. The Universal
Healing Techniques will accomplish the same thing. The
use of the Universal Healing Techniques is through the
chakras. The chakras are the point of energy that
reincarnates each time and are where the divine spark is
embedded. The stage of evolution one is in determines
which chakra this spark is embedded in. The study of
these chakras is very important. They relate to the
different chords in music that can be built on each
individual’s keytone, as given previously. The
chromosomes in the body relate to the keytones of the
different bodies and their aspects.
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Everyone Has Musical Tone
From the beginning of Restructured Creation – the
“fall of man” Biblically speaking – when the spark was
split into male and female halves (the Biblical story of
Adam and Eve), the divine spark was also programmed
with a musical tone. This was the tone of the pure
harmony of the spheres, “zero balance,” “no debts owed to
anyone,” “state of all being equal,” the tone of C.
It was planned that mankind would need to have
twelve incarnations to understand this tone of C with all
its implications and complications. Then he would move
up a half step on the ladder and spend twelve lifetimes
working on and understanding the tone of C#/Db, six
incarnations on each, then on to D for twelve lifetimes,
D#/Eb for six incarnations on each, and so on.

Human Mind Has Twelve Levels of Functioning
The human mind has twelve different levels of
functioning – different energy wave rates – and of these
only three are being used. If you were to use the highest
level you are capable of, you would be able to travel in
your physical body without transportation. Yes, in other
words, fly through the air with no means of propulsion
except your mind. People may make jokes about being a
bird brain, but they (the birds) operate on this level of
energy waves when flying. They are capable of only two
levels and this level is second nature to them. The other
level is just under that level and allows for balance on
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those two spindly legs, so they can walk on the ground.
Walking on the ground is harder for them than flying.
(This will give our scientists something to think about,
but won’t be gone into deeper at this time. This much
information will hopefully spur people on to deeper
thinking.)
The higher mind can be reached and entered into with
practice as easily as taking off or putting on a hat. Some
people wear a hat at all times, others never do. It is
slipping into the fourth level of the mind. There are
several levels of the mind that are very easily entered,
but the higher the levels the more difficult and blocked is
the entry into them. Knowing they are there and
consciously thinking of them helps differentiate between
them and makes conscious entry into them possible.
The first level is just human survival instinct. The
second is our sleep state; the third is the use of our
everyday mind, our thinking and reasoning. The fourth
level is the higher mind, which you and others are using
when you receive channeling. The fifth level will take
humanity one step further into the next dimension. The
fourth level is prerequisite for the fourth dimension, the
fifth level for the fifth dimension, etc. It is a natural
progression of evolution. If these higher areas could be
reached at this time, many mind power feats could be
accomplished. There are some people capable of reaching
these higher levels for short periods of time, but the
energy drain is so great, that they cannot be sustained for
too long a time.
Those accomplished in martial arts know that an
instantaneous spurt of power cannot, as yet, be sustained
past the length of time to accomplish a blow, and they
also know of the feeling of tiredness that hits afterwards.
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Olympic athletes experience the same after effects, as
they are performing on the fourth level at all times with
spurts of the fifth and in some even the sixth level comes
in for milliseconds. The performances of concert artists
are in the same category, only on the fifth and sixth levels
at all times. A genius in any field is working totally on the
seventh level of the mind.
Fear will catapult people into the same level as
martial arts performance takes them and enable them to
do things they couldn’t do otherwise; such as lift a car off
of one it has fallen on. I’m sure you have heard of others.
The creative level for most people is the everyday third
level. They are expressing feelings and this serves a very
useful purpose, but if they could, and some do, step it up a
level, then the creative pursuit would begin to have
meaning for others. Stepping it up to the seventh level
(genius level) then would create masterpieces of art or
literature or music.

Great Masters Went Through Rigorous Hardships
The great masters went through such rigorous
training in their fields – hardships and starvation and
ridicule – that through this training they were able to
reach these upper levels. The diets and nutrition of the
great masters were also responsible in part for helping
achieve these levels. In those days there were no
chemicals used in food. Most people today would be
unwilling to go through this kind of training to
accomplish these masterpieces. They are spoiled and like
their comfort far too much.
We are not saying that one needs to suffer all that the
great masters did physically and mentally. There are
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other ways of achieving these levels and if training is
started as wee babes, these levels will be reached through
an automatic process. But babies should not be thought of
as helpless. They are operating on two levels already at
birth; even before birth they were operating on one, the
sleep level and after birth it doesn’t take long for them to
begin to operate on the third level. If this was watched
for; if parents were aware of what signs to look for, then
the training should start. When that reasoning process
level opens up, it needs to be started to expand at that
moment and it will stretch and open wide. If not, and
schooling isn’t begun until age six or so, then that level
never has the elasticity to stretch that it would have had
otherwise.
When progress is made in achieving these levels of the
mind, then sickness and disease will disappear, as these
are only felt or suffered by those working on the third
mind dimension level or lower. Even when reaching the
fourth mind dimension level these disappear. Sickness
and ill health is indeed in the mind, all in the mind and
only in the mind. Physical injury is only painful to those
operating on the third level or lower. This is the basis of
acupuncture, hypnosis and psychic healing.

Acupuncture Can Help Reach Higher Mind Levels
The use of acupuncture helps attain the higher levels,
but of course the needles cannot be left in the body so
these levels cannot be sustained, the same way those
reached in martial arts cannot be sustained. These levels
being reached in this way will never be able to be
sustained. On the other hand, those reaching these levels
through areas of the arts will be able to sustain them for
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much longer periods of time. One area is dealing with the
physical body and the other is dealing with the soul. This
is why an artistic creative activity is vital to all. It is as
necessary to the soul as food is to the physical body.
Yes, the higher mental levels should be used and will
be used and can be used, not only in the future, but at the
present time, for the birth of a child. These higher levels
can be attained and sustained by acupuncture for periods
long enough for the birth process to be completed, and
how much safer and healthier this is for all concerned.
The use of mind power can be used to cure all diseases,
injuries or surgical procedures as well as childbirth.

From my Teacher:
You (Norma) were taken to level six for this
information and will feel more tired this evening. You go
to these levels at night and are able to spend much more
time than you can when you’re awake and go to them. We
are now going to take you to the seventh level of the
mind. Is it not a clear headed feeling? Great, is it not?
We will try to sustain it for a period of time. The energy is
so strong you must concentrate harder than before.

The Brain is a Computer
The brain is a computer, remember, and a computer
works in multiples of anything. If one can be taught to
enter these levels then one could perform skills and
talents they are unaware they possess, just by either
having a suggestion made to them that they have
mastered this accomplishment and can perform it, or by
telling themselves this after they are trained to reach
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these levels. This perhaps
would be considered a form of
self-hypnosis, as it is thought
of in our world. It truly is a
natural state that Humanity
is capable of achieving, but it
won’t be reached without
trying. There must be much
effort and study and practice
put into the feat of reaching
these levels of the mind. They
are
all
conscious
levels
wherein physical acts can be performed. Even the
natural, normal sleep level does not stop some people
from walking around.

Creative Arts Best Way for Growth to Take Place
The expression through music, art, dance, or any
creative pursuit is the safest, surest, and quickest way to
get humanity operating on this level, the fourth mind
level, which is the lowest rung of the second section of the
mind. Therefore, you can understand the concern with the
lack of the arts in early education. The higher mind levels
will be the divine kingdom on earth again, when the
physical body is no longer used and this will, of course, be
on the ethereal plane, but the Divine Mind is the third
section, the upper left, 7-8-9 in the physical body, that can
be reached by all while in the third dimension, if enough
effort is put forth.
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Aging Can Be Stopped or Reversed
As a matter of fact, the aging of the physical form can
be stopped or even reversed at the point it’s at by using
the higher mind levels. There is a force that will start
working to restructure the atomic makeup of the cells.
The cells do have the programming in them to do this, the
memory of how to do this. The vibrating atoms are
ageless. It is the atmosphere and the lack of light
internally that causes aging. The lack of light is due
simply to not believing or knowing of Man’s Divine
Inheritance, that tiny piece of the seed core within each
individual that is so powerful and mighty that it can
reverse time for that particular body. No, this is not
magic or against any law. Humans used to have the
ability to live 1000 years and can become that way again.
This cannot work for the Mineral or Botanical Kingdoms,
or the animal part of the Biological Kingdom, as they
don’t have the individual piece of seedcore of the divine in
them.
Those who make it into the Fourth Dimension, by
working hard on their attitudes will all be able to do this
and will determine the age they want to be and stay there
until they decide to go into a suspended animation state
before starting a new cycle. As long as the higher mind
levels continue opening up and the entity’s mind
progresses forward it can hold time stationary. It is your
ethereal body that will change first. This is why, when
you cross over, you determine what age you liked your
appearance at the best and that is what you will look like.
There is no reason why this same process cannot work on
the earth plane as well, before crossing over. The only
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requirement is belief in these divine truths, compliance
with Universal Law, and love and service to humanity.
I want to elaborate on the process that takes place in
the brain to reach these upper levels and also what must
occur to sustain them.

Channeling Progress Based On Music
Channeling is a mathematical progression of absolute
perfection – all of it – and is based on the father of
mathematics which is music. A channel will work from
the one state into the next if they continue growing and
evolving and raising their consciousness. This is the path
of progress laid out by Musical Creation. It is a path of
perfection as nothing can alter the Science of Music
formula except the Creator himself.
The path of progress of human growth is based on the
musical scales. Original creation was based on the allwhite seven tone scale of C (seven original planets) and
has been updated through genetic reconstruction to a
twelve tone chromatic scale. This will be expanded to a
fifteen tone scale, then an eighteen tone and finally a
twenty-one tone scale.
We have been a Spark of the nuclear energy of original
creation from the explosion (big bang) until the present.
We have worked our way through each kingdom’s
particular octave and corresponding vibration until
reaching the octave of the Human Kingdom which begins
with Middle C on a standard keyboard. On each of the
twelve chromatic tones of this octave we have twelve
levels to attain. The original plan was one lifetime for
each level for a total of one hundred and forty-four lives to
graduate from the earth plane. The plan has failed. The
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goal of the new plan now in operation is to bring
humanity into line with the original plan.
The human brain consists of remnants of the animal
brains which evolved up to the present stage of evolution.
After the destruction of Atlantis, the human form was
restructured and based on the twelve tone chromatic
scale, wherein lies the secrets of our genetic code. This
restructuring consisted of the separation of the positive
and negative parts of the Spark into male and female (the
Biblical story of Adam and Eve), and the sealing over of
the kundalini, the root chakra which closed the first two
dimensions (noted in the chromatic musical scale as the
tones of C and C#, Db) to the Human Kingdom.

Right Brain and Left Brain
There is a double evolutionary process. The Macro
Universe (Father) is the instigator of both processes or
expressions. The Human Universe (Son) is the exoteric,
outer, physical expression. The Micro Universe (Holy
Ghost) is the esoteric, inner, spiritual expression. The
Human Kingdom, (middle kingdom), is the meeting place,
on planet earth (middle of the seven original planets), of
the animal form and the divine spark or, if you will, of
physical evolution (three lower kingdoms) and spiritual
evolution, (three higher kingdoms). Because of this double
evolutionary track, we have the brain separated into the
left side and the right side. The left deals with physical
evolution, our exoteric (outer) life and the right side deals
with spiritual evolution, our esoteric (inner) life.
This new brain, brought into existence after Atlantis,
was divided into four main sections with three divisions
in each. Each of these three divisions has twelve levels in
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them, and each of the twelve levels has twelve stages.
There is a lower left section, levels 1-2-3; a lower right
section, levels 4-5-6; an upper left, levels 7-8-9; and an
upper right section, levels 10-11-12. These twelve levels
relate to the twelve chromatic tones of the scale which
each have twelve levels of lessons.
The lower left section deals with the physical body
functions, the lower right section with the emotional
body, the upper left section with the mental body and the
upper right section with the spiritual body. This gives a
path of progress from the lower left to the lower right,
then to the upper left and finally the upper right as the
correct procedure for the education and growth of this
fantastic powerhouse of a brain that the Human Kingdom
was blessed with. Most of Humanity is working at the
lower levels of section three, using only 10 to 15% of their
brain.
.
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Path of Progress
The channeling that is done in
the first section (1-2-3) is done as
instinct, the channeling from the
next section (4-5-6) is accomplished
by use of the intuition, the
channeling from the third section
(7-8-9) comes as flashes of insight,
(genius) and the channeling from
the fourth section (10-11-12) is as
inspiration, divine inspiration.
The four sections of the human
brain relate to musical cadences in
the following way: The first section
(levels 1-2-3) is represented by the
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tonic chord; the second section (levels 4-5-6) by the
dominant chord; the third section (levels 7-8-9) by the
sub-dominant chord and the fourth section (levels 10-1112) by the tonic chord one octave higher. This is the most
common cadence used in all kinds of music, and is a direct
path to attunement for humans to enable channeling to
take place.

Channeling Used for Healing Through Musical
Progress
As channeling becomes easier for Humanity, so also
will self-healing become a reality. When the lower left
section of the brain is fine tuned to an entities’ keytone
chord, then the vibration of the body is raised to that of
the lower right section’s chord, the dominant chord. This
enables a stabilizing of the emotions to take place. The
energy is then raised to the upper left section, the mental
body, which allows the reasoning, intelligent mind to
function. This brings common sense to bear on the
physical body. When this chord or triad is brought into
correct pitch the energy rises to the upper right, the
spiritual levels. Here it is so strong and accurate and an
exact octave higher pitch than the physical body, that it
causes a resonance that sends flashes of this strong
energy down to the physical body and heal any sickness
in that physical body. (This works on the same principle
as a Tesla Coil.)
The human was formed from twelve main vertebrae.
These can be tuned through acupuncture to the exact
pitches dictated by the entities’ keytone to enable the
human form to be tuned exactly the same as a piano can
be tuned. A machine can be built to do this. Until then,
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the tuning can be done by using acupuncture combined
with musical vibration.
The more the process of channeling is accomplished,
the more of the physical healing that can be done by each
entity for himself. This will eliminate the necessity of
needing to have anyone else to heal you. This is the
ultimate goal of using your channel, which is your Divine
Heritage.
As long as one feels as though the information or
“channeling” is coming from an outside source, this one
has not synthesized his two halves. Even if he is told that
it is all coming from him, he absolutely will not believe it,
cannot believe it, until he has brought them together.
This is the synthesization process. Some will never
accomplish this in this lifetime and that is okay, as this is
a stage that must be gone through and they simply aren’t
evolved enough to accomplish anymore. There are some
who can accomplish this if they understand it and do not
let themselves get stuck at any one stage.
This is the fourth initiation – that of being Christed.
Some have achieved it without even realizing it. The test,
of course, is what you do when you reach this stage of
octave higher transmissions and the information does not
come in as strong as before. Do you give up or do you keep
reaching higher and harder and thereby strengthen your
bond between the two halves which is, at this point, a
very weak, thin band holding the two halves together.
Much depends on the progress of the emotional body and
the expression of the soul through this body. If this has
been ongoing, then the bond will strengthen and hold.
This is a critical point as far as the arts are concerned.
A creative outlet must be found by this time or the whole
process will most likely fail. Once it has taken place and
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been strengthened by use, it will not, cannot, be lost –
even in the next lifetime.
A certain amount of the higher mind can be and is
reached at lower stages, but not the spiritual section, the
last three levels. Some reach beyond their keytone in each
life, but the synthesization will not, cannot be
accomplished until at or above the ninth plane, the
twelfth level, the balanced triad. This is the doorway into
the spiritual triad. The tenth plane is the first spiritual
level, the time when the entity is born with the process
already having happened and he doesn’t have to
accomplish it – it’s just there, a part of him. Most don’t
realize what it is, or even really care because they know
it’s them – it’s part of their own mind, their own trinity.
This is an important part of a picture of the path and a
look at the goal for this stage of Humanities’ experience.
To review what has been given thus far – the levels of
the mind relate to the twelve tones of the musical
chromatic scale. The keytone for each person denotes the
level of progress the person was on when he entered this
life. All drop back and review at entry. All hopefully reach
entrance level and climb above. Some never reach
entrance level and this is a lifetime that sets them back.
They will enter on a lower keytone the next time.
The major triad based on that keytone, the first, third
and fifth tones of the scale, relates to the first three levels
of the mind. This triad needs to be balanced before
progress is made to the next triad. Each triad has a
balance level for each body in that particular mind level.
The keytone, the first tone, is the emotional aspect of
the Physical Body Triad. The third tone of the scale is the
mental aspect and the fifth tone of the scale is the
physical aspect. When all three of these aspects of the
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Physical Body are balanced it opens the door to the next
mind dimension section and the triad formed on the
fourth tone of the keytone scale then must be balanced,
again for all three aspects, in relationship to the functions
of that mind level, the lower creative.
The keytone is progressive, twelve lives for twelve
tones. When the triad is not balanced, it designates what
level – which of the twelve lives of that level – that one is
on. When the triad is balanced, as mine is, it designates
the twelfth level of that tone and the next life will enter
on the first level of the next tone of the scale.
Following are some question and answers that apply
to the Science of Biology:
QUESTION - You state that the notes on a piano
keyboard will relate to temperatures sustainable on the
earth plane. Please clarify.
ANSWER - The temperatures on the keyboard will
relate with Middle C as being 0 Celsius. Each-semi tone
of pitch increase or decrease will relate to a 10-degree
increase or decrease in temperature. This puts the tone of
F (the tone of planet earth) at 50 degrees Celsius which
would relate to 72 degrees Fahrenheit which is a most
comfortable temperature for all humanity.
QUESTION - What is the Loch Ness Monster and
what are Yeti and why have neither of these ever been
caught or photographed?
(Forgive such a frivolous
question but I’ve always had a burning curiosity about
these creatures)
ANSWER - There is no Loch Ness Monster. There is
an ancient whale living in those waters. By ancient, we
mean of a variety of the oldest type of whale. He entered
through underground watercourses while young and is
too large to leave by the same way he entered. He has
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others like him out in the ocean, but is the only one
trapped in this lake. He will most likely live another fifty
years or so, until there is no longer the nourishment he
needs to survive. If he were to be captured, he could be
returned to the ocean and would live much longer. Also,
he would be an interesting specimen for a museum of
aquatic life with a research division that could study this
species of whale. They would learn much of the present
day dolphin also, as this species is a common ancestor to
both. There have been photographs taken of him, but
some of them have been tampered with.
Yeti is a species or remnant of an ancient tribe of
“cave men” as you call them, or very early man. There are
more of these around than anyone is aware of. There are
isolated clans of them in parts of the world. Here again, if
captured they would make for very interesting study for
anthropologists and would clear up things about the
progress of humankind. They would also verify the
material being given in the Science of Music about the
changing and updating of the DNA code. These creatures
have not the brain capacity of modern man. They truly
are still working on animal instinct. They are a pure
animal that was impregnated with the Divine genes to
alter the physical form, but have never been the home for
a divine soul. They would be most enlightening and we
would not consider it any worse to capture them and test
them, than we do for you to do this with animals. They
are just a small step away from the animal kingdom, a
most fascinating stage of the experiments, an exciting
stage, for those of us involved from the beginning with
these experiments. Master
QUESTION - The sub-atomic particles are God, the
piece of the Creator. Do we have more than one sub-
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atomic particle? Does it take more than one? How many
atoms are in our bodies? Norma
ANSWER - The sub-atomic particles are pieces of God.
Yes, you do have more than one in your body. You have
many. Each individual has a different number based on
their evolutionary progress. The same is true of atoms
which are a conglomerate, or collection, of the sub-atomic
particles. These are what make up the chromosomes and
determine the coding of the DNA for each individual. It is
our goal in the Science of Biology to show humankind the
way of determining the amounts of subatomic and atomic
particles in each form. It is in these numbers that the
causes and cures of disease lie. This will all tie in, of
course, with the healing machine when all of the Science
of Music is pulled together into one beautiful composition
of the Harmony of the Spheres.
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Chapter Six
THE SCIENCE OF HEALING

“N

eil, here’s a picture of your burned hand. Do
you remember anything about that?” I asked

Neil with Scalded Hand
“You know, I don’t remember anything about it. All I
know is what I’ve heard you and Dad talking about,” Neil
replied.
“You reached up to the table where I had just poured a
cup of hot tea and stuck your hand into. I was so mad at
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your Dad because he wouldn’t call the doctor because it
was a weekend and he wouldn’t take you to the
emergency room,” I said.
“I remember you saying that Dad put me in the car
and drove around for a long time until I stopped crying,”
Neil said.
“Yeah, that’s what he did. He didn’t do anything to
ease your pain and discomfort,” I answered.
“I sure do wish there was some magical way of dealing
with pain and healing. Not just for me, but for everyone
who’s suffering from some sort of ailment. And that’s just
about everyone in the world at times, especially as they
get older,” Neil commented.
“I know,” I responded. “I also wish there was an
answer and I really think that someday there will be. In
fact, I even dream of it at times. Why just last night I had
a dream that there was such a thing as a “healing
machine.”
“That sounds like the “magic” that I was talking
about,” Neil said. “Do you remember how it worked?” he
asked.
“No, I can’t seem to remember anything more than
that it sat on the countertop in the kitchen and each
morning people accessed it in some manner and got a
readout of their health and nutrition requirements for
that day,” I replied.
“That sounds absolutely wonderful,” Neil said. “Maybe
you’d better go home and see if you can get back into that
dream,” Neil continued laughing.
“Would that I could, Neil; would that I could. There is
one thing that I seem to remember but it’s kind of fuzzy.
It was about the chakra system in the human being,
which I seem to remember as being something that “new
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agers” talked about a lot of the time. But I really don’t
know how it tied in to the healing machine or even if it
did.”
“Keep thinking about it. Maybe if you contact the
TimeTraveler he can fill you in on it. Why don’t you try?”
Neil asked

The Science of Healing
A Healing Machine can be invented that will allow the
human body to be tuned up much like the present day
electronic piano tuners. The keytone for each and every
one should be found. A blood test to find the keytone
should be done at the six-week checkup of the baby.
Health problems will not start until the babe is at least
six weeks old due to protection from the mother’s blood
stream still being with the babe, but from that moment
on the vibratory rate of the blood needs kept up.
The overall purpose of the Healing Machine™ will be
as preventative medicine. It will give an accurate gauge of
what is going on inside a human body from the viewpoint
of all parts of that body. This can be directly registered by
body fluids. The machine then can give a dose of a
mineral or vitamin, if needed, to clear the blood of toxins
or any number of other things, such as cholesterol. It will
have the capability of drawing from every possible herb,
and mineral to match the exact reading of the person's
blood.
The sciences are being separated far too much. There
needs to be much more cooperation between the different
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factions. They must all tie together and then must tie in
with spirituality, but the scientific basis must be laid
first. As we branch out into pulling the sciences together
through the tie of music we will, at the same time, be
going much deeper into the healing of humanity. The
most effective healing that can be done for each is the
study of their own behavioral attitudes.
Music is able to change the emotional feelings of every
human being to some extent or another. No one can listen
to music and not be affected emotionally by it. This is due
to the peculiarity of the solar plexus in humans. The
physical location of the solar plexus is the central nervous
system. The nerves in a human body are also tuned to
certain pitches of music. They control the responses of the
emotional expression factors of our body such as our tear
ducts and the temperature of the skin. Anything
controlling moisture in our body can be affected by music.
This would be, of course, saliva, urine, sweat, tears,
sexual response fluids, blood and mucous. Anything that
has moisture content is controlled by the nerves which
are tuned to different pitches for different nerve lines
which are determined by the pitch of the blood. This
would be most helpful in organ transplants. When the
Vibratory Charts and the Personal Music Charts are
done, organ transplants will no longer be a problem, not
only due to the knowledge of using music to prevent
rejection, but also in choosing a donor of the organ to
match, musically, the recipient.
The cells are tuned to different pitches also depending
on what part of the body they are located in. Some of
them are affected by music, triggered into response by
music. Others give off or emit musical pitches. This
emission of music pitches, or frequencies, is the basis for
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the healing done by the “laying on of hands.” Yes, these
can be measured and have been measured, but not with
the measurement tools of music. They have been
measured by photography. The cells of plants have been
measured musically, but to my knowledge no one has
musically tuned in to measure the cells of the human
body correctly. There are some people working on it but
they are not doing it right.
The blood, through music theory, dictates what pitch
the other organs and cells will have. These other parts of
the body can be kept in tune, not only by all the various
means to be given in the Vibratory Charts, but also by the
ability to directly infuse them with their correct vibratory
rate by means of small electrical shocks.
Doctors are on the right track by giving electrical
shocks when a heart stops. If they could give a small
gentle infusion of the perfect pitch, it would be as a
miracle. The patient would improve in a matter of
seconds and would not have long recovery periods. Heart
attacks could be prevented entirely by being able to
directly tune the blood with the correct vibratory rate, not
just through electrical input, but also with the use of all
the other correct items for that body determined through
the Vibratory Charts. Also, many times mental patients
are treated with a series of electrical shocks. Here again
the doctors are on the right track but should know the
exact vibratory rate of the body. They would be able to
heal them with one treatment if the right vibration of
electrical shock is used.
Once the keytone is established, many diseases will be
healed by raising the vibration of the blood stream in the
human body for a short period of time. Finding the tone of
the blood will lead directly to the cure for all cancer in
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that the answer to curing cancer is in the raising of the
vibratory rate of the blood momentarily in the spot where
the cancer occurs. For instance, in the case of prostate
cancer it would be a direct infusion of the correct tone into
the gland itself. Even without knowledge of what organ
should respond to what tone based on music theory, a
direct infusion of the keytone itself would accomplish the
purpose, but in a slower manner than a direct infusion of
the correct tone as dictated by music theory.
Prostate cancer is a choking off of nourishment to the
prostate gland and is caused by many different items.
One of these items is a swelling at the neck or mouth of
this gland which greatly inhibits the flow of blood into the
gland. This in itself is enough or more than enough to
lower the vibratory rate of the gland. It is not being
nourished with the current it needs to hold the vibratory
rate where it needs to be.
Compare it to a plastic pop bottle with the narrow
opening at the top, as far as shape. We do not want to
imagine it as plastic though, because we want you to
imagine adding stress to this bottle in the way of heat and
stretching and pummeling and long periods of overactivity. Say this bottle is made of flesh and blood. After
many years of this kind of treatment the bottle is no
longer capable of pouring a drink from it in the same size
stream that it was originally intended because the neck
or mouth of the bottle has slowly closed together from all
the activity it has been put through. This gland, as with
all glands in the body having to do with the secretion of
liquids is made from finer flesh. It and all glands are very
delicately balanced instruments of regulation in the
human body.
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This bottle is still capable of holding as much as
previously, just not as capable of releasing what it is
holding fast enough. Therefore, the material it is holding
is blocked from motion and this blockage leads to
deterioration of the material, or a “rotting” if you will of
the substance it is made up of. When these cells
deteriorate to this point they spread their “rot” rather
rapidly throughout the whole bottle.
By giving the bottle itself a shot of vibration, similar
to a shock treatment, directly into the mouth of the bottle,
these cells will be stirred up and kept moving and will not
have time to deteriorate and “rot.” This is the effect a shot
of the keytone of the blood would do. A direct infusion of
the actual tone of that particular organ would go even
further and reactivate the cells that have already rotted.
It could be considered a miracle in some respects because
the jolt of vibration that they were formed out of will
rejuvenate the actual atomic substance and cause it to
start its dance of life over again. The jolt of the keytone
will not activate each individual particle, but will stir the
whole mass into movement.
The same results will be seen with other cancers.
When you hear of a remission in cancer, this is most
likely what has taken place. Sometimes, through
nutrition or medicine, the organ or location of the cancer
has received the equivalent of a jolt of the keytone of the
blood. Most of the time when the correct vibration is
reached it is by accident. This buys time for the diseased
area by stopping the action of rot or deterioration, but the
possibility of it starting again is ever there if the vibration
of the blood of that area is lowered again. If the process
could be taken one step further and the actual tone or
pitch of that particular organ could be infused or injected
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into it, it would reactivate each individual cell and the
cure would be permanent. Sometimes this tone or pitch is
reached accidentally and a total cure or permanent
remission is achieved. To apply this to one with cancer at
this particular time, just finding that individual’s blood
tone would bring on a remission thereby buying time to
do the research necessary to apply the rest of the theory
to the cure.
You can heal many diseases by raising the vibration of
the blood stream in the human body for a short period of
time. For instance, an increase in the vibration of the
blood is what is going to cause the healing of burns to the
human flesh.
Once we establish the fact that the blood does, indeed,
have a specific vibration for each entity, the other organs
will have to be tested as to their vibratory rate. Then they
can be compared to the tone of the blood and a diseased
organ can be found. The most easily tested would be
diseases of the major organs of the body as the harmonic
tone of these organs must be dictated through musical
theory. This is a further step and will require further
equipment to be made. Actually all the organs of the body
could be tuned without testing. They could be tuned to
the exact pitch needed because this will be an immutable
law of the health of the body. This would then heal any
disease in the organ and there would be no need of
establishing a test experiment to find out the pitch of any
particular organ. I can see the benefit, though, of being
able to test the vibrations of the other organs as this will
help prove the theory behind the Science of Music. It
should be done from this angle, as an aid to proving
theory and not from a standpoint of being a necessary test
to be done on humans. This is the ultimate in
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preventative medicine. You will be able to cure it before
you know it is diseased. Therefore, you will not need to
know it is diseased.
Long term uses will become reality once the
Vibrational Charts are worked on. As soon as each main
category of plants, minerals, animals, atmosphere, lights,
etc. are put into place – twelve main categories for each
chart, this information can serve as general guidelines for
the different blood tones. This will allow combinations of
items, for instance food, to be used with combinations of
sound, color, minerals, etc. to increase physical,
emotional, and mental health.
The first step following this usage would be an
electrical acupuncture process which will allow direct
feeding of vibration into the cells of the body. This will be
the forerunner of the healing machine which needs the
completion of the total vibratory charts and also the
knowledge gained from the solar project as to tuning thin
sheets of glass.
Anything that is combined with another product must
harmonize. If not, it will serve to tear down the atomic
structure of whatever it comes into contact with. This is
what is happening in the disease of aids. This can be
traced back to the introduction of all forms of plastic into
our society. It has been a steady breakdown of the atomic
structure to the point where babies cannot be born with
their structure intact because of the passage of deformed
genes. It then leaves a person with the inability to fight
off disease, among which the most violent forms are
venereal diseases. These diseases attack the most
sensitive organs of the body and the weakened atomic
structure of the body cannot fight off the disease. The
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weakened atomic structure cannot set up the vibratory
field that is needed to fight the disease.
This is where the cure for AIDS must be looked for, is
in an increased vibration in all parts of the body, not just
the blood stream, although that will certainly buy time
for the individual. But in order to increase the vibration
to all parts of the body, the vibratory makeup of that body
needs known, so that the musical theory progression can
be charted for all organs. Then the correct vibratory rate
can be fed directly into that organ in that body by the use
of wires, as though plugging into a wall circuit. Therefore,
the first step is, of course, the blood test that will give the
keytone of the body. Then the music theory chart is
progressed and the vibration of all organs of the body will
be known and a person can be cured of the inability to
fight disease.
The ultimate use of music theory based on the keytone
would be while a fetus is still in the mother because if it
could be determined that the cells of the liver tissue, for
instance, were not formed to be in perfect harmony with
the blood, something could be done about it at that time,
so by the time birth was imminent the problem would be
corrected. This would be done, necessarily, through the
mother’s blood stream. This process is further into the
future. The gene implants that are being done on babies
and children now are on this same idea, but are not based
on the musical scales with which the body is made up.
The path of progress of human growth is based on the
musical scales. Original creation was based on the allwhite seven tone scale of C (seven original planets) and
has been updated through genetic reconstruction to a
twelve tone chromatic scale which will eventually be
expanded. The application of music in the Science of
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Healing will be in the comparison of the atomic structure
of all kingdoms to the tones and harmony of the musical
scale. There are approximately seven different types of
physical stock. These seven basic stock types have since
then been modified into twelve types of stock. These
twelve different types of body make-up will be what are
followed on the Vibratory Charts. Then each of these
twelve body types has been restructured and our chart
will show one hundred and forty-four different body types.
There will actually be more than this but will be too fine a
breakdown to consider at the moment.

First Project in The Science of Healing
A Healing Machine™
To chart each one’s chromosomal makeup would entail
an instrument or machine that is capable of registering
one hundred and forty-four degrees of vibration or pitch
and tying them in with one hundred and forty-four shades
or degrees of color. This will be the Healing Machine™.

Front View of Healing Machine
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Side View of Healing Machine
The combination of the KeyTone Machine™ to find the
tone of the blood and the Personal Music Charts™ will
lead eventually to this Healing Machine™. The Personal
Music Charts™ will be used in conjunction with physics
to enable music to be applied to the field of medicine.
Physics must be tied into analogies in music which will
then give birth to a machine capable of tuning up the
human body. As physics works with vibrations and colors
and time-space elements, so also does music. This
machine will work with relating the breakdown of tones
and colors and all the many combinations of harmony to
the DNA structure of the human form.
There will be many steps involved in building this
Healing Machine™. The first important one is the
Vibratory Charts™. Then the next step is the blood test to
find each one’s keytone, which will be done with the
KeyTone Machine™ that will be incorporated into the
Healing Machine™. The Healing Machine™ will do a
combination blood and saliva test. Whichever fluid is
entered will be the one measured. It can measure any
body fluid, including urine and semen if needed. The full
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scale lab model will be needed to do this. The smaller
home model will be strictly for saliva.
The blood test from the KeyTone Machine™ will only
need done once and will be registered permanently in the
Healing Machine™. This will be the tone the other notes
of the chord will be figured from, as the theory of music
will then accurately compute exactly what pitches are
needed for overall general tune-up each day. The machine
will then give these electric tune-ups by figuring the exact
chord that is needed for each of the four parts of the body,
to raise the level of intensity at a slow enough pace for the
person to handle. This will be fed into the navel and will
feel like a slight electric shock. There will be a cord that
will actually “plug in” to the person’s navel.
The ph factor of the blood will figure in and be
important. After the musical tone of the blood has been
established, the way it will work is as follows: The
strength of the vibratory rate or current coursing through
our blood will increase or decrease at times. The tone or
pitch will not change; the octave will not change – the
intensity of the current is what will change. This is where
the ph factor will enter the picture, when the blood is
showing too alkaline the current is too slow, when it
shows too acidic the current is sluggish. Neither one of
them is too fast. It does not work that way. When it is in
balance the current of the blood’s vibration will be right
on pitch and flowing at the predetermined rate for your
body.
If you could see it as a visual picture of brightness and
dullness, the alkaline condition would be dull looking or
dim and the acidic condition would be almost blacked out.
When it is in balance it will be a very bright sharp color.
To do healing with the Healing Machine™ by increasing
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the speed of the current – not the speed of the flow of
blood, just the speed of the electrical impulses moving
through it, the color would intensify. To become fast
enough to heal, all colors will change to white when they
reach the stage of being able to heal. This is where the
healing machine will come in is when giving a transfusion
of intensity of tone, the color of that tone or intensity can
be monitored on the machine and when it turns white the
healing has been accomplished; the machine can be
stopped. The rate at which the increasing is done will be
important. It will be different for each case of healing
according to what is being healed – whether a disease or
an injury. For an injury the increase can be done swiftly,
but for most diseases the increase will be done over a
period of time – perhaps days, perhaps weeks. This will
be determined mathematically and according to music
theory of the body being worked on.
When doing this increasing, the Healing Machine™
will act as an electric stimulator. This will be as electrical
impulses for a limited time period. They will be longer for
the physical body aspects, becoming progressively shorter
for the emotional and the mental bodies and their
corresponding aspects. The length for the physical body
aspects will be approximately as follows: 60 seconds for
the emotional aspect, 45 seconds for the mental aspect
and 30 seconds for the physical aspect. The treatments for
the emotional body aspects will be 50-35-20 and for the
mental body aspects 40-25 and 10. The spiritual body
aspects will be a 5 second pulsing at a faster vibration, an
octave higher vibration than the keytone itself.
The result for the emotional body will be control of
outward displays of emotions. In other words, the person
will be able to stop anger from erupting and shattering
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the auras of himself and others. He will be calm enough
to take an extra second to think before reacting. This is
the biggest effect it will have – a calmness that will allow
for a measured response. This will not prevent a person
from showing emotion, such as crying, it will just insure
that the displays are gentle and cleansing. Technically it
will be as though giving a sedative to the emotional
reaction part of the animal-based brain. It will subdue the
emotions of the lower nature. This will allow emotions to
become a beautiful way of expression. They will spread
feelings of bonding from one person to another.
Eventually the lower emotions will disappear and you will
have a truly spiritual being. It is the lower emotions that
prevent most people from attaining this goal.
The saliva will be tested daily and will give an overall
look at the total physical body. Saliva will give the true
make-up of one’s internal digestive system factory at all
times because it will reflect the constantly changing state
of the body at any given time. Lighter minerals can be
transmuted in the body if meeting beneficial conditions in
the digestive juices of the individuals. It is a very
personal thing. Some are even dangerous in combination
with others, causing mini-explosions that then send a
“foreign” substance throughout the body, causing all
manner of disease in this body. The Healing Machine™
will show the content of the digestive juices and will show
what minerals, in combination with this person's saliva
content, will be potentially explosive, thereby warning the
entity to strictly control his intake of this particular
mineral.
The saliva is gathered in a tube, the tube inserted in
the machine and held against a revolving wheel holding
paper impregnated with essential nutrients. The paper is
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then passed beneath infra-red light and those nutrient
levels are “read” and registered in numerical content. A
pattern or “norm” will have to be established for each
individual or perhaps several “norms at different times of
the day, because of the constant change. This will take
experimentation for each case. The machine will also give
advice as to nutritional intake needed that day to hold the
pitch up. Once normal or desired levels of vitamin and
mineral content are established for each person, the
machine will give helpful, printed guidelines. This would
be a quick reading each morning and will advise them as
to what is needed in the sustenance department that day.
In other words, for the most part, all food to be ingested
that day can be printed out in the morning – a daily
menu.
Besides being able to give perfect foods, it can give
perfect colors, musical keys, atmospheric conditions and
then, also, the perfect frequency to give an electrical tune
up to all four parts of an individual – physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual, as all parts of the body feed on
electricity. It will even be intelligent enough to suggest
other activities that will help with the balance, and colors
that will enhance the feeling of well-being. A person
having one of these machines sitting on the countertop in
their kitchen will be able to face each day with dignity,
perseverance, joy and intelligence, eagerly anticipating
the events of each day. What a way this would be for all
to live their lives.

Musical CDs
Once the musical vibration of the blood has been
established, the first usage of it could be in personal
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healing tone CDs. A working format for the first one
would be to start with the major triad of C and working
around the circle of 5ths, with simple three chord changes
very subtly following a pattern based on all things
relating to that tone. For instance, the key of C would be
C E and G. The first tone C relates to the color of red, the
root chakra, the mineral kingdom, the basis or
foundation, the strength of the first ray, etc. The bold
strong tones need recorded on a bold instrument, such as
a trumpet. These CDs need planned with the qualities of
different instruments in mind. The best results would
come from non-electrical instruments as far as healing,
but do not rule out the others. They have some value, (but
will not be nearly as strong and effective as non-electrical
instruments) with related items such as colors and
lessons that are needed to help pull each body into perfect
pitch.

Second Project in The Science of Healing
Musical Stained Glass
Lighted stained glass butterflies or other designs
could be made with perfect tones emanating from a
hidden recording for each color. These stained glass
butterflies would be made by taking each one’s three
colors, found by the blood test and incorporating them
into a butterfly sun catcher. It would have a music box in
it with a melody of each person’s three tones embedded in
their essence. In other words, the interpretation is frozen
in stained glass and made available with the musical
boxes.
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CHAPTER 7

The Science of Architecture

“H

ere’s a picture of some orchids taken in our
apartment in California. I remember the day a
man came to the Hollywood Lutheran Church where I
was organist with huge quantities of these orchids and
said for everyone to take some of them free of charge,” I
said to Neil. “I couldn’t believe it. I guess at that time
each bud was worth about $5.00 if sold separately, and he
had a bumper crop that year. Rather than let them go to
waste he shared them with the congregation,” I
continued.

Rare Cymbidium Orchids
“That was quite remarkable. I’ve never seen any like
them; the colors of green and brown are rare,” Neil
responded.
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“You know, I met a man the other day in the library
who was drawing designs for new homes. He didn’t want
to tell me much about, but he did mention using more
plants in decorating the house. I did get him to show me a
few drawings. Imagine my surprise when I saw that all
the rooms were round. He insisted that according to
physics this was the easiest way for heat to reach all
areas evenly,” I said.
“You know, in a way that kind of does make some
sense,” Neil replied. “Did you find out anything else?”
“No, he clammed up and wouldn’t say any more, but
he did hint also that in some way music was involved. I
guess then he thought he’d told me too much and I
absolutely couldn’t get him to say more,” I answered.
“I’d like to meet this guy,” Neil said. “But if it involved
music I know who could probably tell us more about this,”
Neil said laughing.
“You must mean the TimeTraveler. Let’s see if we can
contact him about it,” I said.

The TimeTraveler’s Vision of a Future City
I would like to tell about my vision of a city in the
future. As I approached the city one of the first
observations I made was that everything seemed to be
pinkish-golden. There was not much difference in day and
night due to the artificial atmosphere. Also, everything
seemed to be undercover. There were lights on inside
some of the homes and yet, out away from overhead
protection, the sun was shining in the park.
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The parks had large fountains and pavilions of colored
panels with the sun shining through like stained glass
allowing one to bask under whatever color he chose.
There were bright colored birds in the parks, tame birds
like pets. The schoolroom I visited had tiny open
aqueducts to water the plants and put moisture in the
rooms.
The next thing to strike me was how clean everything
was. The houses were dome-like structures made out of a
white substance that looked similar to concrete but
wasn’t. The homes could be added to with other domes as
needed or desired. One dome was a swimming pool,
another
a
health
room,
etc. The walls in
the health room
had variegated
tubes of colored
lights
around
them.
The
swimming pool
rooms in the
homes
were
filled
with
golden light and much greenery. The bathrooms were
filled with mist and greenery.
The streets were made of the same substance as the
dome houses. They were lined with plants and trees.
There were tiny open aqueducts above the sidewalks
carrying water to the trees and plants and also putting
moisture into the air. There were even dog toilets placed
along the streets, and dogs were trained to use them. The
street lights were glowing poles. The department store I
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saw had a large domed ceiling filled with greenery. There
was a greenish cast inside all the buildings due to plants.
In the department store, one could sit and view the
merchandise passing by on a big screen. If you saw an
item of clothing you liked, you would be shown how you
would look in it.
There was an airfield with individual airships,
something going round on a pole winding them up like
rubber bands for a power source. These were used for
short trips.
I was served a meal in a restaurant, consisting of meat
that was a cross between chicken and rabbit. Plums and
pears that were cross-bred were sliced on the plate with
the meat. There were potatoes that had been crossed with
beets; they had red centers when sliced. There was also a
salad with large leaves that I understood were grown
under water. There was a seaweed dish similar to spinach
and the bread was dark, rough and delicious.
Bathroom waste went into large underground vats
and was converted into gas for neon lights that were used
in growing plants and also to light the homes. The indoor
orchards were in all stages of growth at the same time in
different areas. The ceilings in the fruit and vegetable
barns were panels able to be any color of light, depending
on the different fruit and their different stages of growth.
The attendant could tell if a tree or plant was not doing
well by feeling the vibrations upon entering the room.
There were open cars that could hold two persons. These
cars could be folded flat and stored in racks like bike
racks and were plugged into a power source while people
shopped.
Huge musical motors supplied energy to run all
systems. One could sense harmony in the vibrations if all
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was well, and could pick out the one motor that wasn’t
functioning right. These vibrations would sound a
harmonic chord internally in one’s body if all was well.

To Review
Within each of the seven tones of a major scale are
twelve divisions of vibrations. Even our best human or
mechanical piano tuners cannot differentiate between
them. The proper tools or equipment for this breakdown
have not been invented. When they are, a whole new
world of sound will open up. As you try to picture the
twelve different levels of pitch for each tone of the scale, it
might be better to think of this on the guitar rather than
on the piano. The newer synthesizers are probably
capable of being programmed for this, but no one knows
how to do it. As you can see, what a beautiful, vibrant
scale and gorgeous harmonies will become available once
this breakdown is made! The first and second tones are
the dark coloring (deeper) and as you move up they
become brighter. As of now, even the human voice would
have trouble with the infinite breakdown of the tones.
The third, fourth and fifth tones are the most important
or weight bearing. They are the middle of the scale,
exactly two below and two above.
After the musical scales are expanded the higher
pitches are the ones that will be used in healing, and the
lower ones are the ones that will be used for building.
There will be much more intricate blending remember,
due to the twelve levels of pitch between each tone. The
levels of pitch of the building tones will be likened to the
dimensions of a building or bridge to be built. When fed
into a computer, they will show the strongest and most
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economical design for that edifice. The pitches will be
blended and applied to building materials.
This singular activity will insure against error. The
levels of pitch will also have the power to move building
supplies into place and when finished will be used to test
the finished building or bridge.
The application of the Science of Music to the Science
of Architecture is the furthest into the future; however,
this does not discount the importance of this application
of music as being the ultimate proof of the power of
music.
First Project in The Science of Architecture
Home Modules™
Modules or components of houses are the wave of the
future, as far as affording housing for all inhabiting the
earth. The houses being built out of wood are depleting
our natural resources of forests, which of course affects
the environment. The houses of the future will be built of
natural ingredients so there will be no problem with
disposal when a module has served its purpose and needs
to be replaced. There is a substance being made out of
organic materials that resembles our present day plastic.
The ideas behind these modules are that they can be
added or changed as needed. A basic starter home would
have two modules, the physical plant of the house and one
“great” room. From that point on the round modules with
connectors could be added, one at a time. If a separate
bedroom is needed or wanted as a first supplement, then
the bedroom package is purchased. If a separate kitchen
is wanted instead, then the kitchen package is purchased.
The bathroom and laundry would be part of the physical
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plant module as original equipment along with heating
and cooling and moisturizing works.
Each round module could be rearranged as needed or
wanted. For instance, if the first room to be added is a
bedroom, then next a kitchen and it is decided that it
would be better to have the kitchen where the first
bedroom is, then the interior package is all that needs to
be exchanged. We could rearrange the rooms in our house
as easily as we now rearrange furniture in our rooms.
The walls of these modules would be of a soft spongy
material that would hold a nail for a picture and when
the nail was removed the wall would seal itself back up. A
pass-through window or opening could be cut through
from one room to the next and then re-sealed later when
it is no longer needed. The home would be very adaptable
for individual uses. It also would lend itself to different
decorating schemes. The roundness of it should not be
changed due to the ease of heating and cooling round
containers as opposed to square. It is a simple law of
physics.
These modules could serve many, many purposes
other than homes, of course. A few would be offices,
studios, lecture halls, retreat kitchens or retreat
bathrooms, temporary quarters for guests, etc. Each
module could serve as shelter for the homeless, medical
offices, classrooms in the new schools, pre-school room
additions, mother-in-law rooms, garages, RV and boat
storage, computer rooms, exercise rooms, spa rooms,
tanning rooms, dining areas, entertainment areas,
meditation rooms, and the list goes on and on limited only
by the imagination.
The modules could be sold or rented and the interior
packages also sold or rented. Each module would be
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independent of all others except for the physical plant
module. One of these would be an absolute necessity with
each other module, so therefore would need to be the first
to be designed and tested along with one other module for
testing purposes.
The floors of the home would be part of the
construction of the module and also be heated. There
would be ventilation openings in the ceiling and a natural
system of fans in the dome of the ceiling. In other words,
embedded into the ceiling construction would be flaps
similar to those which are used on airplanes that would
divert air downward or toward any area of the module.
They could be heated and cooled through a crystal ring
around the outside. The outside of the homes could be
made to look square, if desired, by fake fronts as long as
they didn’t cover the original crystal ring. The ring would
be an integral part of the wall construction of each
module. The crystal ring would serve to heat the wall of
the room with shades to be covered for temperature
control – automatic shades operated by a thermostat.
There will be material that lets in the sun’s rays, a
moveable blind – an automatic shade tracking the sun,
controlled by the sun. This is what is needed so that the
intense direct sun never enters, but the light just past the
dead center of the sun does. Glass is not the material
needed for these walls. What is needed is a material on
the order of canvas that can breathe but contain at the
same time. There will be a special coating to be used on
the outside of this material that opens pores and closes
them according to this light from the sun. This will be
complicated, but important – the shading is the secret,
plus also the coating.
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The lighting of the homes would also be embedded into
the walls, or rather the way to light the homes would be
embedded. This would be the power source that would
allow a lamp to be placed anywhere in the room as long as
its cord could reach the wall – anywhere on the wall. This
would be true of all appliances and yet until these cords
touched the wall there would be no evidence of electricity
to be seen or felt. It would be perfectly safe. The lights
would be of the kinds that emit light from a solid sphere.
They would not contain a bulb as we have now.
The homes of the future will have the walls encoded
with vibrations that will be tuned for the individual living
in that room and will automatically light with the color of
light that is needed for harmony in that body. The great
room and other public areas such as kitchens, dining
areas, baths etc. would be rainbow lighting which would
allow all vibrations to feel good within them, but exercise
rooms and meditation rooms and bedrooms, offices,
studies, etc. anything used for a personal nature could be
coded with an individual’s personal harmony.
People will take a computer readout each morning of
the physical plant of the household. All aspects of the
physical workings of a home, the water supply and energy
to heat and cool, will be done effortlessly through natural
means, not just solar but much more advanced means.
Computers will also tell us which foods we have on hand
and which need to be restocked. Each home will have a
track running into it for deliveries of small grocery items,
which will automatically be ordered and delivered and
charged by computers.
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Second Project in The Science of Architecture
Musical Motors™
A Musical Motor in combination with plants and flowers
will be used for the heating/cooling and water/waste
systems in the homes. The heating and cooling of homes
will be done through the perfect balance of the energy

waves with the waves formed by the harmony caused by
the blending of the vibrations of the plants in a home with
the occupants of the home. The plants and flowers will be
carefully chosen for each home, as they must match the
vibrations of the occupants. This will cause a field of
energy that will act as a thermostat to trigger the turning
on or off of the machinery. This machinery will be smaller
scale models of musical motors which will be used to
activate the city’s water and sewer systems. The musical
motor will be programmed with the tones and colors of
the people occupying the house by the use of screens. The
screens will necessarily need to be reprogrammed when
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occupancy changes. They can also be reset for short-term
absences of any member of the family.
The energy formed in this manner has a beginning of
a start in methane gas. This is a start in the right
direction and when it is combined with a musical motor
and then with lights, there will be a crude beginning of
what is in the future. Certain house plants that are
expensive now to buy are the ones that need to be used.
The crops that are being experimented with will work,
but the house plants will be a more powerful source. This
will be a substitute, so to speak, for electricity. The
methane gas being produced now is being used for auto
fuel. It needs to be applied to other uses
It will accidentally be discovered that shimmering
colors will induce plants to great growth and, right on top
of this, the discovery will be made that musical vibrations
will also contribute to this growth. This will ultimately be
tied into the production of energy for heating and lighting
homes. The house plants to be used for this are expensive
now but could be raised commercially in a controlled
environment. One of these plants is the figula placeta.
The decomposition of this plant gives off much pure
methane gas, more gas proportionally and of a higher
energy than that from any other plant. This gas, used in
place of neon, becomes a beautiful source of light. The
same plant when alive gives off energy waves which, in
the future, will mix with the faster energy waves and
become a source of heat to heat homes. It will be crude at
first but will rapidly be advanced.
Earth science will be a fascinating field of study. This
encompasses the physical plants in the homes and
buildings. These will be self-regulating by combining the
plants and flowers with musical tones and colored lights.
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The intermixing of all these will be the source of energy
for the running of a home. This is a very technical field
and one in which botanists will be associated with.
The way to heat homes in the future will be with
Musical Motors. The heating and cooling abilities of this
system are much more intricate than today’s heat pump
and will be very sensitive to fine degrees of difference in
heat and moisture. Plants in the home will be part of the
system. Outside weather data will also be used and fed
into the computer. This data is figured and sent to a
crystal rose which then activates the heating or cooling
apparatus.

The petals have many layers and the more signals for
that tone there are according to how many people in the
home have that tone, the more layers close over the
switch calling for that vibration. There will be a disc for
each occupant that will look like the old fashioned player
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piano rolls. If a tone is a person’s keytone the disc is
perforated three times; if it is a mental tone, two times
and for a physical tone, one time. Those tones with more
perforations (the total of all occupants) mean that
vibration is in plentiful supply in the house. The lesser
tones are noted and they will activate a sensor as to what
degree they lack to be equal to the most numbered tone.
Music is the fuel to run these motors. Musical
vibrations will set them into motion. The higher the
vibration, the faster the motor runs. The motors will clear
and flush sewer lines by being activated with a button in
the bathroom. The water supply pumps will be activated
the same way. There will be screens, so to speak, with
wires to be drawn across the screens to sound the musical
pitch and set up the vibration that activates the
mechanical parts of pumps. The screens and the wire are
the important difference in the workings and they will be
programmable by changing designs in the screens.
Electricity as such will be no more. In the museums of the
future there will be miniature reconstructions of today’s
power plants and they will be marveled at.

Third Project in The Science of Architecture
Homeless Sleep Shelters™
The modules for
use by the homeless
would be able to be
blown up, similar to a
balloon. They would
have a bed on one side
as part of the wall and
an indentation like a
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bowl to hold a small of amount of water for washing and
another bowl with plastic liners that could be used as a
toilet. After use, the module or balloon would be washed
with disinfectant, dried and deflated until the next person
came along that needed to use it. I’m not sure what
material these “balloons” will be made of but I believe it
will be by taking a certain vegetable and making
something similar to fruit “leather.”

Music is Foundational Building Block of Universe
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Music applied to the Science of Architecture will show
that the building of controlled environment structures
can be done effortlessly through the use of musical
formulas applied scientifically to atomic energy subparticles. This engineering marvel was known and used
in the past and needs to be brought back at this time.
Music is the foundational building block of the total
universe. It is a simple matter to break down
mathematical formulas of universes to a level applicable
to constructing habitations on earth. A musical, geometric
application of chord structure is the way to accomplish
marvels of engineering design.

Musical Patterns
The musical patterns above are reflected in the design
of the two sample staircases below. This is a simple
illustration. To take it further, when the cadence chords
are converted, through the use of a Vibratory Chart, into
vibrational formulas they can then be converted into
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dimensions of structures giving perfection, as far as
design, to many other projects

Staircase 1

Staircase 2

This application of the Science of Music to the Science
of Architecture, as far as the building formulas of music,
cannot be taught until the theory of music is advanced as
far as trigonometry. Then it will be able to be progressed
into higher math where it will be combined with advances
in physics which will enable controllable force to move
heavy objects with music. Eventually the musical
frequency of the formulas used in design will be the
means of moving sections of walls and roofs, etc. into
place. Merely by sounding the correct musical pitch, the
big sections will be able to be lifted into place by men. The
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correct design coupled with the matching musical pitch
results in the weightlessness of space as it surpasses the
gravity field of earth in frequency.
Ancient civilizations understood this science and
applied it to many aspects of their lives. The ancient
Egyptians were able to create, purify and sustain a tone
of the magnitude to move million ton blocks of stone to
build pyramids. They accomplished this by the use of
tuned crystals embedded in hollowed-out stones that were
perfect matches only an octave apart in frequency. To
move them they employed the major scale in a series of
octaves with the stones spaced out exactly the right
distance to cover the pitches of seven octaves. When the
hollowed-out stones were placed below the blocks, the
blocks became weightless to a degree of 1/100,000th of
their original weight and could be easily carried by about
six men. As they approached the next hollowed-out stone
with a crystal embedded in it, they would tap it or hit it
with a stick causing the vibration to reach back half way
to the stone they were leaving and forward to the next
stone. It was as though the block was riding on a current
of air, but it really was a vibration so in harmony with the
atmosphere of the earth that it produced weightlessness.
Some of these
hieroglyphics
show the huge
blocks
being
“rolled” on beds of
stone or rows of
stone. Those rows
of stone were the
musically
tuned
crystals. A crystal
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does not have to be in the form most people picture. A
crystal is merely a crystallization of minerals within the
makeup of each stone. All stones can be musically tuned
to whatever degree they contain minerals.
The method of doing this will not be given at this time.
It did come from the higher planes, the knowledge of how
to do this. As a matter of fact, it was done for them by the
space brothers and the knowledge of how to do it was not
left on the earth plane. Therefore, it has never been
mentioned and the fact was lost. At some point in the
near future this knowledge will be disclosed when the
time is right.
There were other methods in use at the same time this
method was used. Crystal technology is much more
complicated and involved than anyone on earth realizes
today. There was another method using mathematics in
combination with ropes and pulleys that was also used.
There were several other different ways also.
They also used these same hollowed-out stones to cut
their blocks. The center of the block was marked and the
stone placed exactly over the line of the block needing cut.
There was an instant cutting of the blocks when the
hollowed-out stone with the embedded crystal was struck.
These ancient people knew all the combinations to be
able to achieve the tones necessary. We will be able to do
this when the Vibratory Charts are finished. Then the
lifting of heavy objects will be done with an interlace of
musical pitches. The musical composition will be the
“interlaced” plaid design; interlacing means weaving
together. The formula for each object, according to weight
and size, is determined in color first, and then transposed
to music. In other words, a computer can be programmed
to take the dimensions of an object plus its weight and
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give, in fractals of color, a pattern that, when transposed
into musical composition, will allow this object to become
weightless and be able to be lifted and moved by a human
being. Some of the patterns will be so complicated that
one person would not be able to perform the composition.
It would take a multifaceted synthesizer. The patterns
would need to be programmed into it by hand and then be
played through the synthesizer. They will be intricate.
The hardest aspect of this project would be the initial
programming of the computer to transpose the
dimensions and weight into a color pattern. This would
involve fractal mathematics, but it can be done. There is a
formula that can be given for sizes and weights. The
colors themselves are based on twelve degrees of light, as
the musical tones of a synthesizer are based on twelve
degrees of sound. This is where it must start. As far as
the difficulty of this project and the length of time it will
take, it is of medium difficulty and would take
approximately two years. The biggest expense would be
that of the mathematician/programmer.
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Chapter Eight
THE SCIENCE OF ASTRONOMY

“T

his is a pretty good picture of one of the space
launches that you took in Florida,” I said to Neil.

Launch at Cape Kennedy, Florida
“Do you ever wonder what is really out there in
space?” Neil asked. “I’ve been running the SETI program
on my computer for quite a while now. Actually I’ve
logged in more than 5,000 hours, or rather my computer
has,” Neil responded.
“What is SETI anyway, Neil? I’m running it on my
computer also but don’t know exactly what it is,” I said.
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“SETI stands for Searching for Extraterrestrial Life or
something like that. Anyway, don’t you ever wonder
what’s really out there?” Neil answered.
“Yes, I do. I wonder about it all the time. I don’t think
anyone really knows. No one has the answers, but it’s
fascinating to ponder on,” I answered.
“I think someday it will possible to communicate with
those on other planets, Neil replied. “I’ve heard rumors
about the HAARP project in Alaska, and that it’s really
an attempt at communicating with other planets. I really
don’t know if it’s just a rumor or whether it’s true,” Neil
responded.
“The TimeTraveler told me about an experiment that
has to do with what I think are like time tubes in the
universe where space travel is much faster than in
ordinary space. The experiment is done with rice.”
“Rice! It sounds like something you’d fix to eat, but
hey, yeah, it sounds fascinating,” Neil said getting
excited. “I’m up for anything that might shed some light
or spread some new ideas around about space,” Neil
continued.
“Let’s get in touch with the TimeTraveler and find out
more,” I said.

The Rice Experiment
The universe is alive with musical vibration. For
instance, in the universe there are time tubes that run
through it which, when found, would make space travel
much easier and faster. The vibratory rate within these
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time tubes is totally different than the vibratory rate
outside the tubes. Inside the tubes the rate is tightened
up. This is not the same as speeded up. There is a big
difference. To speed up the vibratory rate makes a
shimmer effect. To tighten the vibratory rate means to
pull it together and make it sharper. Speeding up diffuses
it, tightening it sharpens it. It is the same identical
vibratory rate that is outside the tubes but is tightened,
which reduces the distance to be traveled. This is quite
difficult to describe. The closest thing I can give as an
analogy is to picture a field of cooked rice as the outside of
the tube and a field of uncooked rice as inside the tube.

Cooked Rice

Uncooked Rice

The field of cooked rice spreads out over a much
vaster area with the same amount of rice that would
make up the inside of the tube. Since the original
measurement of the rice was identical you would be using
the same amount of vibratory rate in both areas only you
could travel through it much faster as uncooked rice.
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These tubes are areas or tunnels or sacs in which the
vibratory rate has not been able to spread out in the
vastness of space. They are original tunnels of the
original vibratory rate at the moment of the big bang, the
original nuclear explosion. Therefore, they are pure and
clean and are welded together in a frozen stream of time.
These tunnels can never be gotten rid of. They are as
though you took a hard surface and glued the uncooked
rice to it. Picture a field with a path of uncooked rice
through the middle of it. Say it took a pickup truck load of
uncooked rice glued in a single layer to make a path
across this field a couple of feet wide. Then the same
pickup truck load of rice is cooked and piled beside the
path which has high walls so it cannot have any uncooked
rice spread into it. The cooked rice begins to spread out on
both sides of the path and eventually covers an area a
hundred times larger than the path through the middle.
If you were traveling and your travel was based on grains
of rice instead of miles, you can easily see how much
quicker you would get to your destination by taking the
path through the middle. Each grain of rice, each mile of
space, expands to approximately one hundred times the
original.
In the future we will be able to travel effortlessly to
other stars and will be astounded at the number of
populated ones, some below us in progress, but most
much more highly evolved. Scientists are still not
considering any type of life other than physical forms.
When they realize that life is in energy forms of high
frequency, they will open the door to many discoveries.
Higher energy forms are totally unrestricted in their
abilities and universal laws must be followed or all would
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be chaos. All the universes are mathematically timed and
programmed.

Forming an Ice Lattice
The
attracting
and
repelling forces of the
universe
came
into
being and caused the
very first subatomic
particles that exploded
out of the black hole to
immediately rush or
expand
into
the
vacuum. As they did,
the process of forming a
skim of ice took place as
they cooled in the outer reaches of space. Thus began the
clumping together that formed an ice superstructure or
lattice for the universes. As each of the seven explosions
took place this superstructure was pushed further and
further out to the sides of empty space. It grew thicker
and stronger with each explosion and more densely frozen
each time it was pushed further and further into the
outer reaches. This formed boundaries out to the side of
our universe. No matter exploded above or below the
black hole. The bottom of the black hole, the bottom of our
universe in other words, is for all-time leading into the
black hole of condensed matter.
This lattice then formed into patterns determined by
the particles themselves. Each gas formed into its own
frozen lattice with its own pattern and formed seven
structures of contained universes. Out beyond these seven
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universes is the superstructure of the whole universe.
Within each of the seven structures of lattices the suns
began their reflecting off of the angles created by the
lattice and formed musical tones. The superstructure over
the whole universe vibrates to the tone of C. Because it is
still embedded in the black hole, the first universe also
had the same tone, that of C. The second universe had a
higher tone, that of D, as the result of its sun being
reflected off the crystal lattice. It was influenced by the
superstructure itself and tied to it as the second tone of a
scale that had vibratory relationship and structure and
meaning to it that involves music theory. The next
universe formed the tone E, and so on up to the seventh
universe, our universe, which formed the tone of B. All of
these universe tones were caused by suns in the outside,
between the universes and the superstructure of the total
universe.
These suns threw the reflections of the whole
superstructure downward into the seven universes and
colored the smaller suns within the seven universes with
the different vibrations of the facets of the
superstructure. Our universes will not be complete until
the new universe, the eighth, is formed – the octave
higher C. We are on the brink of it now.
Within our particular structure the process of like
attracts like began and certain mixtures of vibrations
were attracted to other mixtures of vibrations forming
into clumps which eventually separated into the suns and
planets. Our solar system formed and also all others, in
their own corner of the lattice structure. As each solar
system formed and the cooling process continued, lighter
weight versions of the lattice formed to cover them. The
lighter weight lattices consisted of shadows or remnants
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or ghosts of the original lattice and these shadows
attracted a formation of ethereal matter. In other words,
the grid over our planet is a shadow of a larger grid over
our whole solar system which is a shadow of the original
superstructure of our universe, the ice crystal lattice that
formed at original creation.
All of creation is based on music. In the beginning all
was created through vibration, which is, remember, a
musical tone. The basic makeup of each planet and its
musical component is based on a mathematical formula
that is directly related to music. These can be determined
by following the tying together of music with numerical
sequences and arriving at formulas for the density,
breadth and circumference for each planet. These
formulas are all based on a seven tone musical scale. The
newer planets to be formed in the future will be based on
an updated, expanded, musical scale.
The scale of C was a result of original creation, and is
the basis of the planets in our solar system when brought
into focus as the chromatic twelve tone scale. Each planet
has its own tone and color. The science of physics will be
combined with these tones and colors to show paths of
orbits and cycles of progress; the total rhythm of the
universe. This in turn will relate to the cycles and rhythm
of not only humanity and their involvement with planet
earth, but also the relationship between all of the cosmos
will become evident.
In the drawing below, the four outer space levels
represent our physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
bodies starting with the fourth outer space level as our
physical body and working our way into the center – our
God Within. The inner circles are the ultimate goal but
the outer circles show the exact pattern of study and
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learning that needs to be gone through for each human to
progress.

Astronomy is where the repeated pattern for the
progress and growth and evolution for the human mind is
found. For this reason, it is a very important science and
should be studied much by those in the field of healing,
especially those attempting to heal the mind. It will be
necessary to understand the formation of the total
universe to enable us to understand the formation of one
human being. This is due to the fact that all is a repeated
pattern of the beginning of the universe. This is where
understanding must start. Music applied to the Science of
Astronomy will show this repeated pattern of all creation
which will aid us in thoroughly understanding the total
complete make-up of everything involved with living our
daily lives.
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Music is the essence of the Creator. Music is the
father of everything. It does have structure and on our
planet this structure took the form of mathematics to hold
music onto the earth plane in an audible form.
Mathematics is actually a child of music. By the vibration
accompanying the virtue that went with the birth of each
planet, there became a mathematical formula at that
instant that was a musical formula. The tie-in of
mathematics to music should not be too difficult. The
science of mathematics has out-distanced music, but can
be directly applied and this music then, the musical
formula arrived at, will give absolute knowledge for
astronomy and predictable changes in the planets in the
future. Music is either heard or felt or seen or assimilated
in some way, shape, or form by every planet in all
universes, because it is a part of the makeup of all
universes and all things in all universes.
Music is capable of far more variations of expression
than mathematics or physics. It has many more fields of
expression than either of these two disciplines. One of
these variations would be the emotions which are
processed through the solar plexus of each person. These
emotions manifest in “feelings.” Music can not only be
heard audibly, but also be seen visually through color.
The complexity of musical harmony can be heard through
sound, seen through color and felt through the emotions.
Every aspect of the theory of music is vitally
important to understand every aspect of our lives, even
unto the point of communication with those from other
planets. Music is the tying link between all planets, all
galaxies, and all space. As the kingdoms grew and
evolved, the blending and compounding that took place
stayed in harmony built on chord structure. In anything
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found in nature the component parts will be made up of
harmonizing vibrations, harmonizing tones. For the most
part, things manufactured by man are not made up of
harmonious components although they may be. If they
are it’s because people found that was the only way it
could be done, but they didn’t know why; they didn’t
understand the reasoning behind it.
When something is based on a chord tone, on
harmonizing tones, it sets up the overtones which are like
a string up into the higher ethers. Picture it as a column
of smoke that starts rising up, almost as an umbilical
cord, into the higher planes when things are harmonious.
This harmony could be shown in mathematics but it could
not be experienced; it could not be heard. It can be heard
in music and it can be very simply translated from music
into color. With music you can see it; you can put it down
on paper, you can hear it and you can experience it within
your very being. This is going to be the basis of the
communication with other planets, these vibrations of
music being felt throughout our bodies.
The compression of time and space and the expansion
of the universe and the location of vortices at crossing
points on the grids of the map must be thoroughly
understood by those working with space flight. Our space
ships must be downsized as compression of time and
space works in both directions. At a low vibratory rate, we
must start with the smaller ship and as it heads for the
outer ether, it will expand in time which is also space. We
are sending out ships of the wrong proportion, and
endangering other planets by disturbing the energy
waves that wash onto these other planets. The time that
it would take a large ship such as we are sending out, to
reach Jupiter, as an example, the people in it would not
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live long enough to reach Jupiter. To downsize the ships
there is a ratio to be used, a different ratio for different
distances. When lines on the grid map are complete it will
show that Cape Kennedy was built directly under one of
the crossings on the grids, but it is not understood as to
why. There are mini-outward bound vortices formed at
these crossings which should be utilized for space flight.
There also is a danger ever present if a triangle of high
and low pressure happens to form over the grid crossing
and these simply have to be understood.
The pattern of each solar system and each planet in
the solar system forms a composition. These can be set
down on paper and recorded as music and can also be
painted in works of art as far as colors go. These
compositions, then, would not only show mental
progressions, but would soothe and heal the emotions in
humanity, by the mere fact of the blending of harmony
replacing the disharmony prevalent not only on the
surface, but also below and immediately above the planet.
The groundwork has been laid for all and now needs to
flow into a beautiful composition for the healing of
humanity and planet earth.

First Project in The Science of Astronomy
Transformer Charts™
The epicenter frequency is the line of demarcation
between the central core of the universe and all other
divisions of the universe. This frequency is found in all
dimensions but is stepped down from the epicenter by
many transforming agencies. These transforming
agencies are the ones that will go on the chart of planets,
stars and nebulae. This chart will act as the transformer
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for the other charts and when the Healing Machine™ is
constructed this chart will be the basis for the wiring
schematic of the machine as the basic transformer for all
other information. This machine will be the ultimate
goods and services piece of equipment as it will deal with
the health, understanding and growth of all things,
including human beings.
The astronomical bodies and the energy waves of the
universe are moving in direct opposition and when the
energy waves meet with a body, the energy is
transformed at that instant to the needs of that body for
the time that particular energy wave is in contact with
that body. When it has passed that point it is stepped
down energy, much weaker, but now more usable to the
next body it meets. This takes place in a direct line away
from the central core. By the time the energy reaches
planet earth, it has gone through infinitesimal
transformations. As earth uses much of the energy, it is
weaker as it passes on by the planet on its way back to
the central core to be rejuvenated. There is certainly far
more of it available for use and the Science of Music will
show this and also show the means of reaching it.
All things are subject to the rhythm of the universe.
Energy is above and below feeding life which evolves
horizontally. This fact should be studied more closely by
scientists in view of planned space flights and also with
an eye towards understanding better the cycles involved
in all processes of life on all planets. There will never be
an orbiting of unpervaded space until all pervaded space
has been thoroughly pervaded. Thus the dimension of
pervasion (to be discussed in a future volume of the
notebooks) is one that needs to be known, even if not
understood and applicable at the present time.
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The universe is but one huge glorious transformer for
the Creator’s energy. The study of astronomy is very
important
to
understanding
the
passage
and
transforming of energy. If a transforming field
duplicating this original transforming field could be built,
there would be health, peace and joy unending for all.
This is what this project of the Science of Music is all
about. The transforming field can be built in stages and
added to and enlarged as understanding comes, but it
must start with the basic charts to reap the benefits that
even a basic beginning will give to humanity.
There is an evolution of heavenly bodies. The seventh
universe, being a transforming universe, is preparing for
the move to the eighth universe which will be an octave
higher pitch of the elements than the first universe. This
would tie-in with the revolutions or cycles of the Milky
Way Galaxy and other heavenly bodies. A map based on
grids needs drawn up and events of our history marked at
the correct “spot.” These events will cycle back around
over and over on a higher spiral of evolution. These
rhythm cycles will bring the event back around and
hopefully it will turn out for the betterment of humanity
next time. As these events grow higher on the
evolutionary spiral they are less and less severe and
traumatic for humanity. There are many different cycles,
some more familiar are 25,000 year cycles, 2,500 year,
500 year, 100 year, 50 year, 20 year, 11 year and 1 year
cycles. Our calendar is a marking off of the smallest cycle.
If we were to advance our calendar system into these
greater cycles, we could duplicate the universal maps.
This would help explain many things to humanity.
Nothing is haphazard in our great and glorious universe.
It is all structured according to the rhythm of the cycles.
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Events need to be laid out on a map and with an
understanding of the grids and how they work in relation
to cycles, you will be able to tell when these events will
return in an updated evolutionary form. The grid system
is very complicated. It is highly advanced mathematics
based on music theory, which is, of course, also highly
advanced. There is a process done by the planets as
stepping stones of lowering the energy from the central
core down to usable intensity by the different planets.
Perhaps the best way to understand this is to make a
chart with the human in the center and lay out the lines
surrounding him with the many, many different areas of
aid available for his growth. Because as all things are
repeated patterns, we would find – when we were through
drawing our picture of the human in the center with all
these areas of help around him – we would find that we
have a picture of our sun and all these areas of help
available on the earth are coming from that sun in one
form or another. This would be the first step. When we
have this completed, we’ll be able to understand the tie-in
between that chart and what is available that we are not
tapping into from our sun.
As this chart progresses, there will need to be
transformer charts for all kingdoms leading up to and
down to the human kingdom. At that point you will begin
to understand just how important the role of the human
is to the growth of the lower kingdoms. The human is a
direct transformer of the higher energy down to the use of
it by the lower kingdoms, the same as the higher planets
step the central core energy down for use on the lower
planets.
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Second Project in The Science of Astronomy
Fly Zappers™
The small scientific project for the Science of
Astronomy has to do with flies – the pest that causes
much irritation for us. They can be destroyed by a
musical tone. It is a new idea in fly control. It will not
work on other bugs, like the bug zappers we have now,
but only on flies. This is because the fly is made up of the
highest musical pitch audible on earth. It is not audible to
the human ear and this zapper will not harm or cause
any change in the human body. The human mind might
benefit from it, as a matter of fact. This is the highest
mind level vibration that, if able to be reached, would
allow humans to fly through the air without any physical
means of propulsion. The fly is similar to the bird but is
made up of only this one vibration – the bird is made up
of two.
To control flies in an area there would need to be a
constant humming sound of this highest pitch. This pitch
can be made by electronic instruments coupled by
octaves, over and over until the pitch goes off the register
of the machine that is detecting it. The pitch is then
lowered just enough to bring it back into registry and this
is the pitch that will cause flies to drop dead instantly.
This project, if done as given, will be proof of the Science
of Music and lend much credibility to the rest of the
projects.
Music is what makes up everything in the universe.
Everything and everybody and each part of all living
things is made up of a musical vibration. This tone would
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be to the fly as a disintegration ray. Their bodies would
disappear after a couple of hours. Of course, as long as it
is turned on there will be dead flies dropping everywhere,
but the mess would clean itself up within a couple of
hours if the machine were turned off. The sound acts as
the disintegration ray that is written about in our science
fiction stories.
The practical uses for this would be in barn yards,
outdoor restaurants, which would need to have a net
covering to contain the bodies. It may not be so practical
in that instance because of dropping into the food. It
would need to be used in the area out around the
restaurant. Homes of course would benefit greatly by this,
also food processing plants, etc. There are many uses for
it. It is not only the commercial value of it that we need to
think about, but also the proof of the concepts of the
Science of Music. It is not complicated and does not need
to be an expensive experiment. It all started with a
vibration, a single vibration and a single vibration could
cause the breakthrough needed to put the Science of
Music into place on the planet.
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Chapter Nine
THE VIBRATORY CHARTS

“Y

ou know, Neil, there are many different kinds of
charts in the world. Look at some of examples I
found just doing these books,” I said.

Sample 1

Sample 2
“But I don’t think any will be as important as the
Vibratory Charts found in the Science of Music,” I said.
“They really are something special, aren’t they?” Neil
asked.
“Yes, they are,” I said. “They are based on the fact that
all creation is a repeated pattern. As the different
kingdoms were brought into existence on the planet, the
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repeated process was begun with the exact same
vibratory rates manifesting in a different manner. This is
what all kingdoms consist of, a different manifestation of
the exact same frequency.
Neil replied, “I bet that if all the Vibratory Charts
were finished, it would be a scientific breakthrough so
fantastic and enormous that world-wide acceptance of
these charts would be instantaneous.”
“You’re right,” I responded, “It is a vast project and
must be accomplished in a highly scientific manner. To do
this, we need to understand higher fields of music theory
as it relates to higher degrees of mathematics. Why don’t
we contact the TimeTraveler and let him fill us in on
these charts?”

3 Different Categories of Charts
The charts will fall into three different categories:
•
•
•

Evolutionary Charts of 7 (the master charts)
Development Charts of 12 (the sub charts)
Enhancing Charts (the sub-sub-charts)

In the Elemental Charts the enhancements are part of
the chart. This is part of the chaos and why this chart is
so difficult. The Development Charts are in an ordered
progression and the Enhancement Charts handle all the
enhancement factors. These last two charts are much less
complicated; much easier to follow and understand with
logic than are the Evolutionary Charts with their ordered
chaos.
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The charts are based on octaves of resonance. For
instance, the item in square one of the first chart is the
foundation, the element or sub-atomic particle. An octave
higher than this, in square one, you will find the
matching mineral listed on the next chart. On the third
chart, in the same square, will be the plant that will
resonate exactly an octave higher than the mineral and
two octaves higher than the element. The next chart will
find the animal/human listed in square one that
resonates an octave higher than that plant. The next
chart will give the resonating color, the next the
atmospheric condition that will enhance all the octaves
and start adding harmonics. These harmonics will then
flash several octaves higher when the Astronomical
Kingdom is reached, which will be as the aura of all
things combined in square number one on all the charts.

Using the Charts for Healing
To apply these charts to healing, the human vibratory
rate will be found by a blood test. The Elemental square
will give the perfect element for healing energies. The
mineral falling in the same square of the Geological chart
would provide the perfect nutritional supplement. In the
same square in the Botanical chart you will find the
perfect food. The Biological chart will give the perfect
organ donor for transplants or even the perfect pet. The
vibratory rate or musical tone of the blood will also give
the perfect music for easing stress and tuning the person
up, the Prismatic chart will give the perfect color for food,
clothes, and even home decoration, the Atmospheric chart
will give the perfect weather conditions or climate for the
person and the Astronomical chart will give the perfect
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astrological influences. The application of these charts for
cleaning up pollution of a river, for instance, can be
achieved by using some combination of the items found in
the same square.
The process of application is very simple and applies
to things in all kingdoms as to what help is available for
all stages of life upon our planet. The ultimate goal of a
breakthrough would be to have it established and
documented thoroughly so all questions can be answered
and all facts documented with actual experiments.

The Vibratory Charts or the Layering of the
Kingdoms (Lowest Vibratory Rate to Highest)
Scientific Names
Elemental
Geological
Botanical
Biological
Prismatic
Atmospheric
Astronomical

Manifestation on Earth
Light – Density
Nutrient/Vitamins
Herbs – Edible Plants
Sound – Music
Color – Intensity
Weather –Barometric Pressure
Planets – Astrology

Music is dealing in vibratory rates and mathematics is
dealing with the division, coupling, joining and splitting
of these vibratory rates. There needs to be a simple “gobetween” to enable us to see the structure more clearly
and simply. The vibrations of color need also to figure into
this “common bond” between the kingdoms, as does
atmospheric pressure and also mineral, plant and animal
vibratory fields need to figure in. This common bond
between all kingdoms, and therefore all vibratory fields,
must deal with the field of displacement which relates to
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the fourth dimension of pervasion. This is the pervasion
of all things by spirit.
The new science will be based on the principle of “like
attracts like.” By this I mean that elements in the
atmosphere will be magnetically attracted to elements on
earth, in the rocks and soil, etc. The elements have been
given different names by our scientists when found
hardened in the rocks on earth, but are really just
different forms of the same elements that exist in our sun.
It was not known that they were of the very same
composition as the elements in the sun. Therefore, for
every element, there will be mineral hardened into a rock
on the planet that will match as far as the lattice
structure.
The master chart for each kingdom will be based on
the circle of fifths development of the seven tone major
scales. Each of these charts will then be followed with
charts of twelve representing the reconstruction that
eventually took place. These charts of twelve are the
charts that will be most pertinent to present day
conditions as far as establishing “like attracts like”
patterns.
To understand "like attracts like" we must look to all
things in nature and stay above the thought of opposites
attracting. This theory, "like attracts like," is based on
higher levels of evolution that have grown past dealing
with male and female energies. "Like attracts like" still
holds true on the earth plane but must be applied in the
manner of members of kingdoms attracting instead of
male and female. True natural science will be all of
nature and the principle of "like attracts like" will apply
directly to all science when man-made chemicals are
eliminated. This is the one principle that needs to be
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brought into the new physics. All items can be traced
back to find their origins as to what chart or charts they
belong to. Most compounded items on our earth plane will
not be compounded if they are not in musical harmony
with whatever they blend with. This science will
ultimately bring forth the “block theory” (stacked musical
chords) on which the universe was designed. This will
translate into a fantastic form of mathematics in the
future that will allow for brilliant designs of technology to
be attained. Apply this statement to all the kingdoms and
let your mind begin to stretch as to how this could apply.
There are many exciting discoveries that could be made
from this one concept.
The Vibratory Charts are the basic language for all
science. Just as music has notes and various symbols to
allow it to be read and math has figures and signs to
allow it to be read and, of course, languages have words
and punctuation, these charts will be the planning
diagram for all manifestation. They are the preliminary
stage for the new science to be put into place on the
planet. This idea needs to be given to the world. There is
no other method that will bring order out of the seeming
chaos and no one realizes that this is the ultimate
answer.
The charts could be finished within a two-year period
or less if this was made into a universal project. Many
trained minds and research facilities are needed. Each of
these charts will need a head scientist overseeing the
process for that particular kingdom. They would then
assign the sub-charts to other individuals. These subcharts and sub-sub-charts could be worked on by many
people. A collective effort could be instigated. All
scientists know we are on the brink of a major
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breakthrough, thus the focus on chaos. But none of them
know how to pull the chaos into order and bring it to the
point where it is understood and can be worked with.
These Vibratory Charts give the answers to these
problems.
The scientists needed for the charts will be specialists
in each of the seven kingdoms. These would be a physicist
for the Elemental Kingdom, a geologist for the Geological
Kingdom, a botanist for the Botanical Kingdom, an
anthropologist and a biologist for the animal part of the
Biological Kingdom, a musician and a psychologist for the
human part of the Biological Kingdom, a color specialist
and a musician for the Prismatic Kingdom, a
meteorologist and musician for the Atmospheric Kingdom
and an astronomer and musician for the Astronomical
Kingdoms. The musicians are needed for the higher
kingdoms because of the higher vibratory interpretation
needed for our music theory. They will not be needed for
the lower as these kingdoms will be based on known facts.
The higher kingdoms will all be based on unknown facts.
The master charts of seven will show the direction of
compounding, or building upon the beginnings, that took
place within each kingdom. Using the structure of the
charts of seven in a logical manner seemed to be the path
that was being followed. The charts of seven are filled out
laterally for the first four charts. They actually filled out
in a backwards motion first. This would be from the
Elemental to the Astronomical, then to the Atmospheric
and the Prismatic. This would be the counterclockwise
motion. Then the current of energy swung forward and
filled out the next part of the Prismatic, Atmospheric,
Astronomical and Elemental and swung further to
include the Geological and Botanical. Then it swung the
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other way again with the second pass over the Botanical
and the Geological, and the third pass over the
Elemental, the Astronomical, the Atmospheric, and the
Prismatic.
On the next pass it again went backwards and covered
the Prismatic, Atmospheric, Astronomical and Elemental,
starting the charts of twelve. The Geological and the
Botanical had the 3rd part added, and the Biological the
first part of its chart of sevens. Then the pass swung the
other way and the second part of the chart of sevens for
the Biological kingdom was filled in, etc.

The Energy Swung Like a Pendulum
The theory behind these charts is so immense that it
covers all of creation. There can be a chart breakdown
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done for every category of things found in nature. Things
manufactured by man should follow this same procedure,
that of following the vibratory rate of all manufactured
products. These products would then have a
counterbalancing agent in nature to take care of disposal
and pollution problems. For every manufactured item
there can be a matching substance in nature to dilute it.
The time is right to further these Vibratory Charts.
They are the one most important project of all the projects
in the Science of Music. They are the basis that all the
other projects will draw from. The material that these
charts give will begin a new era for science on our planet.
They are the “missing link” of many puzzling concepts
that have not been resolved. They will be the means of
healing many of our diseases today.
As given, each of the kingdoms will have a seven
octave breakdown. Then each of these seven octaves will
have the twelve tone chromatic breakdown for a 144
items of each of twelve charts (including sub-charts and
sub-sub-charts) for each of seven kingdoms. Therefore,
each kingdom on the master chart will eventually list
1008 fractals or sub-sub atomic particles, 84 subatomic
particles and 12 atoms. This will be the breakdown
followed for each kingdom. The charts of twelve will begin
to show the layout of the strings of DNA.
Beginning creation (charts of seven) was structured
chaos, but restructured creation (the charts of twelve) is
structured harmony and this will begin to show up as the
string theory. The string theory in physics will be found
incorporated in these Vibratory Charts. The charts will
actually take the string theory deeper inwardly. This will
become apparent when the charts are done and can show
this aspect of the string theory.
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Scales as String Theory
The charts of seven will eventually be the basis of
communication with other planets. They were
restructured into charts of twelve which are based on
more simplified music theory than a chart of seven is.
Each sub-chart, or chart of twelve, will then follow or
trace the manifestations that evolution took upon the
earth. The charts of twelve could never have come into
being without the charts of seven preceding them. It
would be like taking a clean sheet of paper and starting
over again. The chart of seven will show how to figure the
layout for the chart of twelve. It would be similar to
trying to build a house without blueprints to try to build
the chart of twelve without the chart of seven. The key to
it is in music theory and in the science of sound. The
charts of seven were restructured into the charts of
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twelve to allow for a simplistic pattern for a not very
simple path of progress.

Tying the Charts Together
As far as how all these vibrations could be brought
into a standard measuring tool – the hydrogen molecule is
the answer. Our planet is a hydrogen-based planet and as
such, everything on this earth will work in harmony with
the simple tie-in of the hydrogen molecule that was the
"father" to all the other elements. It is a very simple
statement but will open many doors. No one has thought
to see the overview on the whole field of science and find
this connection between all things.
The hydrogen molecule will set the vibratory rate for
all items on the Vibratory Charts. All things on the charts
will either have hydrogen as part of their makeup
already, including the Biological Kingdom, or it will need
to be taken from either a gaseous state or a solid state
and be liquefied. The amount of hydrogen it retains when
returning to its original state will be what the vibratory
rate is based on to place it on the charts.
There is an experiment to prove that the inert gases
will not attract each other until they have gone through
this buffering process. The buffering process will then
enable all items brought into manifestation on the earth
to have a spark of the Creator – a tiny bit of hydrogen –
as its base and therefore will be compatible and
harmonious with all other things in the universe. There
will no longer be any items that are not able to be
disposed of by a counteracting natural means, which is
the answer to pollution cleanup and prevention. This will
set the standard, or the norm, for all measures of
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vibratory rate from that point on for the Vibratory
Charts. This experiment plus experiments for all the
kingdoms will be given in a future New Millennium
NoteBook on SunScience
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Chapter Ten
THE ELEMENTAL, GEOLOGICAL, BOTANICAL &
BIOLOGICAL CHARTS

“N

eil, look at these different pictures of cakes that
I found on my computer and there’s lots more,”

I said.

Gingerbread House

Neil’s Birthday

Norma’s Birthday
“Some of them are pretty fancy aren’t they?” he asked.
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“You know the process of baking can be compared to
the process of layering the kingdoms that took place when
the planet was forming,” I said.
“How can that be,” Neil asked.
“Well, if you make a basic pie crust (which consists of
flour, water and shortening) that would compare to the
Geological Kingdom. If you take it one step further (add
an egg and sugar to that basic mixture) you would have
cookie dough which would relate to the Botanical
Kingdom. To go one more step (and add flour, baking soda
or baking powder and different flavorings) you would
come up with a cake that would compare to the Animal
Part of the Biological Kingdom. The last step then
(frosting and decorations) would compare to the Human
Part of the Biological Kingdom,” I answered.
“Got it all figured out don’t you?” Neil answered
laughing. “Then I guess these pictures would represent
the last step wouldn’t they?” Neil asked.
“Yes they certainly would. Why don’t we contact the
TimeTraveler and find out more about these kingdoms?” I
said.”

The Elemental Kingdom
There is a definite evolutionary process to the forming of
the elements. The tightening of the atmosphere, which was
being caused by the cooling of the planet, was what eventually
caused the cloud of inert gases to split apart. Then when the
land mass split apart as a result of the explosion of the gases,
there was a possibility that the planet was going to self-destruct.
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This was the point of beginning of the reconstructed charts
of twelve. The splitting of the land mass was the destruction of
Atlantis and was the beginning of the reconstructed chart.
1. 1st Part of Chart of Seven - On the first part of the
chart we have the inert gases followed by the active
gases. The items that fall on the chart after the inert
gases are pieces of matter from the original explosion
that accompanied the birth of the planet. These were
pure pieces of matter, not combined with gases or each
other. There are not too many of them until the first
explosion that released the first active gas. This gas
immediately combined with the first pure bits of matter
and formed the elements that go on the chart until the
next gas was released at the next explosion. This second
active gas mixed with not only the pure elements, but
with the mixture of the pure elements and the first gas.
This compounding took place all the way through the
first third of the chart of sevens.
2. 2nd Part of Chart of Seven - The second third of
the chart saw the start of elements coming in from other
planets in the form of meteor showers which served to
hold the earth in balance. These were the elements that
instigated the first life forms to develop. This would
include the formation of different minerals that
combined to form the soil that mixed with the water to
bring plant life into being. The plant life lay in the water
and rotted and mixed with certain other elements that
came in the meteor showers and instigated the
beginnings of the Biological Kingdom. All this took
place in the second part of the chart of sevens. As you
can see, the meteor showers that were taking place at
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this time added to the chaos apparent on our planet. It
was still structured chaos because the higher planes are
structured according to music and this is where the
meteors came from in the form of compacted music in
the meteor balls. This is the form of music in
manifestation when it enters the lower atmospherical
conditions which surround the planet.
3. 3rd Part of Chart of Seven - The third part of the
chart of sevens then started with the splitting apart of the
clouds of inert gases. They produced the enhancing
elements that had been growing and expanding and
feeding off of the inert gases and which were then
released at the explosion. When these clouds of inert
gases split, they became available for use in the
enhancing third of the chart. They had not been in the
second part of the chart. They appear at the beginning of
the first part of the chart and are not heard from again
until the start of the third part of the chart. They are
totally out of the picture as far as the second part of the
chart goes.
The elements were major changes which had to come about
before there could be any planets. Therefore, the elements will
be on the master charts, the charts of seven, and the planets will
be on the development charts or charts of twelve. The charts of
seven have their beginning in the evolution of the gases, which
is considered the pre-Elemental Kingdom. There was a problem
with planet earth at its birth. There were continuous explosions
accompanying the birth of the planet.
The stages that a gas will go through are similar to the
stages of a human being. When first born they enter into a stage
of expansion. This would be similar to a human form in its
development, growing and expanding in size. When reaching
optimum size, the process of expansion stops unless the form is
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receiving too much nutrition. If this is the case it continues to
expand in a way that is not normal. The same is true of a gas. In
the case of the problem with our planet, the gases were
expanding in a way that was not normal because they were
receiving too much nutrition from the birth hole. This did not
close over properly.
The gases that were present after the explosions stopped
were inert. They stayed contained in their own cloud. There was
a possibility of each of these clouds of gas creating their own
manifestation in matter, but this did not happen. They continued
to expand within their own cloud. Had they not been still
receiving nourishment from the birth hole of creation, they
would have contracted in size and formed individual small
bodies around the planet and we would have had seven moons
instead of one. The one moon we do have was the solidification
of the first gas which would have been the tone of C#. The tone
of C was Flowton which was the substance coming from the
birth hole.
When the next cataclysmic action of the planet took place –
the shattering of the hardened land mass – the active gases were
spewed into the atmosphere from the depths of the planet. The
first gases, the inert, came up from the birth hole of creation that
gave birth to the planet. This second group of gases came up
from within the depths of the planet itself as the land mass
broke apart in a cataclysmic action. These gases were active
enough to penetrate the inert gases to the degree that broke their
expansion pattern. These active gases mixed with bits of matter
from the original explosion because they spewed so high when
the land cracked apart. As the active gases began to settle back
towards the planet, they then mixed with matter from the earth
itself that was still floating in the atmosphere. The inert gases,
having stopped their expansion as a cloud, actually began
contracting. The active gases had such a force to them that they
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filled the space the inert gases were expanding into. Their
pressure was greater and prevented the expansion of the inert
gases. But while the cloud of inert gases itself could no longer
expand, the particles of matter inside the cloud continued to
expand because they were feeding off of the gas.
This situation continued to exist in the chart of seven. The
inert gases were not expanding outwardly but the bits of matter
caught in them were expanding by consuming the gas. This
eventually caused the inert gases to split open and release these
bits of matter, or elements, which were part of original creation
of our planet. The inert gas that was left in the cloud did not mix
with the bits of matter; it stayed separate. The bits of matter are
made up nutritionally of the inert gases but did not combine
with them. They are as though children of the inert gases, but
separate entities of their own. These were the bits of matter that
were the enhancers of life on earth. They were bits of matter
from original creation of the planet and were of higher vibratory
rate than the active gases and the bits of matter they mixed with.
The pure elements after the gases consist of bits of original
creation. This would be elements that are found in great supply
on other planets. They are much rarer on earth than they are on
the other planets because of the series of events in the form of
continuous explosions that took place on planet earth. These
explosions did not take place on the other planets and therefore,
they retained more of the pure elemental structure from original
creation. We will have just three of these pure original
elements.
By the time we get through the first third of the elemental
chart we have the formation of available energy to allow the
planet to separate from the birth hole. Remember, it should have
separated earlier and did not. This is what caused the
cataclysmic actions of the active gases. This allowed the planet
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to settle into its own orbit and be bombarded with debris
floating in the cosmos.

The Charts of Twelve

The Elemental Kingdom is two layered. It is the bottom
kingdom and the top kingdom. Picture it as the low C and the
high C of our major scale. Perhaps this will help, or also we
could picture the kingdoms in a circle. The elements start the
process as the tiny bits of sub-atomic particles. They grow and
evolve by joining together into atoms and following through all
the kingdoms until finally passing the Astronomical Kingdom
and becoming what would be the equivalent of the high C on
our scale. This is an exact higher octave than where they started.
Here they become, once again, a pure element, only a more
highly evolved element. This octave higher Elemental Kingdom
then starts the next universe, the eighth, with the more highly
evolved element, which then becomes the lowest kingdom on
the charts of the next universe.
A physicist will be of much help on this first chart of the
elements. An adjustment needs to be made due to the dropping
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of the first two tones of C and C#. By dropping these two tones
we would begin with Hydrogen at the top of the chart under D.
The elements are listed vertically. Hydrogen II is the next
element. We have a different name for it but it is a slightly
higher evolutionary level of Hydrogen.
The isotopes will not be included in the first breakdown of
144. There are several blank spots in the periodic chart that will
show up when doing the charts. This will be discovered by
using logic. This will be especially difficult for present day
scientists to accept. Also the fact that there are a total of 144
elements available will be difficult, not to mention the
knowledge that will be uncovered when the second layer of
breakdowns is done. This will be getting into the field of fractal
elementary persuasion and is the new field of electro-nuclear
physics. This will come into play when it comes time to figure
the displacement ratios for the charts.
Each one of the inert gases did influence the different
kingdoms, but at a later date. They did not instigate the different
kingdoms – the active gases did. When the inert gases finally
exploded and sent forth the enhancing elements, they had a
tremendous influence on bringing in each new kingdom and it
happened very quickly. The Atmosphericalal and Prismatical
Kingdoms happened almost simultaneously, but the light was
there before the true atmosphere of the planet. The light caused
the atmosphere, but it all took place in a relatively short time. If
the elemental table were laid out in the round it would clear up
much confusion. Physicists would begin seeing the whole thing
as coming up out of a black hole, a round center, and expanding
outward from here in conjunction with the universe and the
solar system and the planet herself. This would help them
understand the fact that the active gases spilled forth from
within the planet; the inert gases were from the original
explosion. Of course the planet was hardened with some of the
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original gases within it and they are in the makeup of the active
gases, but the active gases are compounded with interstellar
dust. There are three pure elements on the planet, two of which
are nitrogen and strontium.

The Geological Kingdom
In the Geological Kingdom the master charts – the
charts of seven, relate directly to broad band radio waves.
These charts will be land and sea changes. The rock
formations and periods of seas separating from the land
belong to these master charts. The Geological Kingdom is
based on type of rocks, then breakdowns of different
stones, like quartz. Each stage will have a seven level
breakdown of rocks which will then break down into
mineral composition from that point. This will be the
start of the charts of twelve with actual minerals on these
development charts. In other words, there will be land
and sea changes and rock classifications on the master
chart of seven and actual minerals on the chart of twelve.
The internal structure of a rock is made up of a
specific shape which is crisscrossed by a certain pattern of
spiny threads, which is the way anything molten will
layer when touching a cool surface. As an example, think
of how heating sugar and water to the boiling point and
then pouring it into beaten egg whites to make frosting
would layer in a fine stream and make a crisscross
pattern. This is an exact analogy of how the rocks were
formed in the beginning.
The speed that the molten material was traveling
when it met a solid object, and the thickness of this
molten material, dictated the first strata of the rock as it
cooled. As the glob of molten material piled higher, the
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mass that it was pouring from was moving past that spot
and the molten material was becoming a finer stream.
This dictated the inner part of the rock, as another clump
of molten material was slapped on top thereby sealing
this fine structure in the center of the rock.
If the rock cooled very fast, which most of them did,
the fine streams that crisscrossed each other were fairly
well blended into the rest of the material of the rock, but
were still imprinted inside and can be seen with a
powerful enough microscope or a powerful enough X-ray
camera. These thin streams of molten material are as
strings on a musical instrument. They can be tightened
by heat and sensitized by sound to raise the energy level
of the rock. This is what light and music can do to the
rock. Sculpting or faceting will expose this inner “lacy”
section to the outside atmosphere and allow this light and
sound to have a much greater effect. Sculpting will also
expose the most sensitive point of these fine threads
which is the last section to be laid down before the stone
was covered.
The stages of formation of a rock are as follows: each
mass of molten material was made up of these three
sections before moving downward to the ground. This is
the molten material formed at the explosion. In the center
of each glob of heavy material was a bundle of fine
ethereal matter. This is what attracted the heavy molten
material to cling to it. It was of a higher, much more
magnetic energy than the other substances and was
floating as small separated chunks which then attracted
the heavier material.
It was all still molten and came down from the sky as
it cooled and became heavier. In other words, this
substance was inside the ball of molten material as it hit
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the ground. The center substance was not cooled as much
and was lighter and, depending on the speed which with
these molten balls of fire hit, the center was jarred and
spun and this molten center traced its design according to
the composition of the outer material and the speed of
landing, which also depended on the composition of the
outer material. The center of a geode is the only stone
that the internal structure and latticing can be seen on.
When this ball of fire, planet earth, came up from the
central core, there were many different energies pulled
into and formed with the energy of the planet itself. There
were many different types of energies swirling as the
planet was born, bursting forth from the womb of
creation, and as it cooled these different energies formed
different types of rock. When each of the different types of
flame came together and then cooled, a different mineral
was formed.

The Charts of Twelve
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There are more than 350 known minerals. As far as
what criteria are used for placing a mineral in the chart,
the chemical formula of the mineral is important for
purposes of constructing the charts. There is no other way
to fill in the chart that would be the accurate line of
action taken by original creation. This is what we are
after in all cases, the logical line of action taken by
creation. Remember this in all kingdoms individually,
plus all kingdoms collectively; it is like stacking building
blocks. This will give guidelines to use in all kingdoms.
Each mineral to be placed on the chart had to be preceded
by a certain other mineral and will be the basis for the
next mineral following, according to its chemical
composition. When the charts are done according to this
they will fall into the appropriate color categories.
These minerals can also be broken into twelve
determining points, basic construction, cleavage, number
of combined minerals, basic color family, weight, shape,
frequency of appearance, nutritional quality, nutritional
value to other kingdoms, other value to kingdoms
(gemstones,) ability to be faceted, and ability to be tuned.
What is needed is a combination of the predominant
colors and their compositions.
This chart will be perhaps the most difficult of charts
as it combines all these different factors. The composition
of the minerals determines their color up to a certain
point. But there are chemical reactions involved that
throw this color off. It would be best to use composition as
the first determinant with color being a close second. For
instance, the simplest composition is in the salts. Some of
these are clear, others are colors. What would work even
better is to continue the breakdown of the mineral charts
and break down each of the composition categories into a
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color breakdown. What you will find is that each class of
composition will be overshadowed by a certain color or
hue given to all the colors under that composition. This
would then give you the classifications. Some of the colors
will be found to be really a red, only perhaps they are
under the influence of the magenta tone in the main chart
which would turn them into pink and violet colors. When
the composition is found that seems to have a red cast or
shade to everything, you will know you have found the
classification that will fall under C. This will require that
you know your color mixtures. Perhaps you may want to
call in as a consultant someone who has studied this field
to lend a hand with this chart. The process of finding the
overshadowing color for each column will be of much help.
The first mineral in square one will be a red salt
crystal. It will not be the truest red; this will come at the
bottom of the first column, but will be a pale red, not
necessarily pink but a very pale red. Please look up what
your red salts consist of and line them up in order of
composition and you will find the purest red will fall on
the twelfth line.
More will be understood when the elements are in
order. Arrange the minerals with the idea in mind that
the seven on the white keys were first. The black keys
were more complex forms of the preceding white key. Use
this as a guideline. This order will be used for the move
from seven to twelve in each kingdom. The sub-charts will
then line up in progressive chromatic order, but not the
main charts. They will always line up with the seven
white keys first then the five black keys. Also remember
that in some kingdoms the first two tones of C and C# will
not still be found. They will have obsolete categories for C
and C#. The octave higher C has begun to come into play
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in some of the kingdoms as the eighth universe. It will be
more nearly into play in the lower kingdoms than the
higher as it must evolve from the lower to the higher.
There will soon be a discovery made in the Geological
Kingdom that will mark the beginning of the eighth
octave (the thirteenth classification) on the charts. There
are already humans born using the eighth octave, the
high C. Anyone born from 1970 on have started the
eighth octave. The plants are also in the process of
moving into the eighth octave as are the animals. All the
lower kingdoms have made the beginning. It should be
shown as the “goal” on the charts and does not need to
have its own chart unless you want to get some idea of
the future progression of the charts through the expanded
scales.
Our charts are now based on twelve. They will jump to
fifteen, then eighteen and then twenty-one. The minerals
have already progressed into the expanded scale of
fifteen. For the purpose of doing the chart, the first three
should not be used. In other words, even though these
minerals are still present, the three simplest ones are on
their way to disappearing even though still present. The
new ones have entered. Try dropping off the first two
families and drop off the last. This will put you back to
twelve for the purpose of conforming to the other charts.
The ones that would come under C and C# and the one
that would come last are the ones to drop.
Remember, there should be nothing listed under C
and C# as these are minerals that are no longer found on
our planet. They were in very short supply in the
beginning and have since disappeared. We have no names
for them. Our list will start with D and completely fill the
scale to B.
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The first minerals will not be elegant. They will be
ragged and rough. The refinement came later. For
instance, rose quartz had help and payback from the
kingdoms ahead of it. The difference between a back
woodsman of the 1600's and the refinement of the
President in our white house today would explain the
difference between rose quartz and the mineral that
should go on the first square. Please remember the color
fields given by the tones. D will give an overshadowing
color of orange to all the minerals falling under its tone.
Remember the three lower kingdoms, due to an
intermixing at creation, have qualities of the three higher
in them and the three higher are made up of qualities and
substances of the three lower. As this took place at
creation and we are working with creation and evolution
in these charts, it would seem that all the charts could
help progress all other charts.
Another example is that of Sugulite. It seems to be of
a clear almost light lavender shading to it with
composition of a hardness factor of 5.5. Its structure is
complicated. It is a highly evolved mineral. Its structure
is orthorhombic but more complicated. It is of a family
that is of the newer families of minerals, one that has
progressed into the expanded scale. The minerals are
ahead of the other kingdoms in making the move up the
ladder of evolution.

The Botanical Kingdom
Master charts for the Botanical Kingdom will be
significant stages in plant growth, such as the ability to
re-pollinate, etc. Then the development chart, the chart of
twelve, will be the actual plant families.
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There were many different types of energies swirling
as the planet was born, bursting forth from the womb of
creation, and as it cooled these different energies formed
different types of rock. As the different types of rock
crumbled into sand, the sand and water eventually met,
little nubs, or sprouts, and sprigs of grass started
forming. Water is the incubating ingredient on planet
earth and as the different surfaces crumbled and were
lifted by the wind and carried to the water and set down,
a different type of plant life started creeping out. For all
the different minerals in the rocks that hardened from
this ball of fire, different plants came into being.
The Botanical Kingdom is a direct result of the
Mineral Kingdom combining with itself. In other words,
the mating of certain minerals with certain properties in
the soil itself caused the first beginnings of the plant
family. The result of this “chemical combination,” when
aided by rain and sun, continued to grow and produce
seeds. These seeds were then blown by the winds and
landed in a spot where, perhaps, a different combination
of minerals and soil caused a different strain of vegetation
to evolve. This process continued, and is still continuing
today, from the beginning stages of the planet.
The master charts for the plants will begin with the
first wisp of grass that grew on the beach of the oceans.
This will progress through each stage of evolution for
plants. The next stage was that of re-pollinating itself.
The first plants were unisexual, the same as early animal
life, but the means to reproduce was inherent within the
first stalk of grass. The next change was the root system
expanding to allow larger plants to recirculate their
juices. After this was added the ability to bear fruit which
took different forms later on, but in the beginning was in
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the form of nuts containing seeds which were
preprogrammed to increase that particular plant’s crop.
The next major change came as expansion of the
circulating system caused the expansion of the root
system into the large tree period. The large trees mated
then with other plant life seeds and other forms of plants
such as bushes came into being.

The Charts of Twelve

The charts of twelve will have their own determinants
– root depth, moisture needed, light needed, height in
inches or feet, nature of circulation, nature of
reproduction, shape of leaves, blossoms or not, aroma,
annuals or perennials, nutrient value to other kingdoms,
payback value to previous kingdoms, service to kingdoms
other than nutritional. The wind did much to expand the
plant kingdom so rapidly that it is going to be difficult to
put this in order on the charts, but it is going to be quite
important that it be done correctly.
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In the Botanical Kingdom, “like attracts like” will take
place with the spread of grass, the reseeding done by the
trees and the crossing of plants in a vegetable garden.
The vibratory rate of any living member of the botanical
family is very strong in its magnetic attraction to like
vibration. For instance, in a garden if you plant a vine
vegetable such as cucumbers near a vine plant such as
cantaloupe, you will get some hybrids. Also cantaloupe
and watermelon will cross. In other words, the vines will
be attracted only to cross with the vines, the low bushes
with other low bushes, etc. This kingdom is more
discriminating in its “like attracts like” abilities than the
higher kingdoms. The first kingdoms were all more
discriminating.
To give an illustration of “like attracts like” in the
Botanical Kingdom, I will use coal. The process of
decomposition of leaves and grasses joining together to
form a large deposit of coal is a good example. This, of
course, takes place underground where you cannot
observe it and it takes place over such a long period of
time that the movement of this material underground
cannot even be determined. But this is exactly what
happens in this case. Dead leaves and grasses are covered
over with top soil and as "like attracts like" they collect
into a huge "puddle" of wet, dead leaves and grasses.
Then with another change in climate, the moisture is
withdrawn and the true decomposition process begins
that will eventually harden into coal deposits.
Moss on trees is another example of “like attracts like”
within the Botanical Kingdom.
Cross kingdom “like attracts like” in the Botanical
Kingdom can be documented by the insects that pollinate
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the plants. These insects are vibrating at exactly the
same rate as the plant is at the time of pollination. This is
how the insect knows it is time to pollinate is by the
vibration that emanates from the plant when the mating
stage is upon it. This is no different than the attraction
that takes place with the animals when mating season is
upon a female. The vibrations she emanates are what
attract the male to fertilize her. The same thing is true in
the plant kingdom. Therefore, the vibratory rate of the
insect that pollinates a rose will be different than that
which pollinates a cantaloupe, etc. True, the insect was
developed through rotting vegetation in the beginning
and the vibration of that rotting vegetation is what makes
up the vibratory rate of that insect, but that also was ages
ago and the result is still “like attracts like” between
kingdoms, although the insect itself is a cross kingdom
product. Its vibratory rate will match the black keys on
the keyboard. It is a cross between the Botanical and
Biological Kingdom.
The Botanical Kingdom has definite strong vibratory
attractions within the different plant families. These will
be taken into consideration as it does cross kingdom
attracting. For instance, the pollination of plants by
insects is broken down this way. The insects are very
discriminating as to what plant or flower they pollinate.
This discrimination carries right on into the total
Biological Kingdom. The insects were a crossover agent,
remember.
In the category of the Botanical Kingdom to the
Prismatic Kingdom the attraction is very subtle, but has
to do with the ultraviolet light in the atmosphere and also
with direct sunlight and the effect of both of these on the
growth of plants. This would need to have much study. In
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the kingdom following the Prismatic, the attraction of the
Botanical Kingdom to the Atmospheric Kingdom is in the
roots of the plants drawing moisture from the ground
which, of course, comes from Atmospheric conditions.
The other readily known area of attraction is in the
cleansing of the air the plants do. This is pollution cleanup at its best and most natural. Remember, that pollution
clean-up can be accomplished by the Vibratory Charts
and the octaves of resonance. This clean-up of air by
plants and trees is the very beginning of this and if
vibratory studies of the plants and air quality
measurement along with air pressure readings were done,
this would be proof of the viability of much stronger
pollution clean-up being possible by progressing the
Vibratory Charts.

The Biological Kingdom
The Biological Kingdom chart will be stages of sound
on the master chart and animal families and human
changes on the developmental charts. The evolution of
sound starts with silence, the absence of vibration. The
second stage is a slight vibratory swaying, causing a
movement of about 1/34 of a chromatic tone. The next was
more movement jumping to 1/12 of a chromatic. In the
next, the vibration added depth through echo, then height
through pitch, then expansion through drift. Last was
reflection from all other heavenly bodies.
First a grouping of discordant vibrations came about
because of the quality from non-solidified bits of nebulae,
and then finally there came a blend as the universe
became settled down to smaller and smaller wave lengths
of the vibratory field of the whole universe. Picture it like
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the twanging of a rubber band. At first the wave
movements are very wide. Then they settle down and
become narrower and narrower, but they are still there.
There are some variations near certain heavenly bodies,
but the main stream of ethereal matter or energy has
settled into a pleasant vibratory rate that enhances the
echoes bouncing off all heavenly bodies and blends them
into automatic harmony. This vibratory rate and catching
of echoes is the basis for radio astronomy.

The Charts of Twelve

The evolution of sound began with the forming of the
first ear canal. This was in aquatic life and is now in the
form of gills. At that time, it was a sensing device for
early aquatic life to sense the approach of other aquatic
life that could harm them. This is the basic beginning of
the evolution of sound. The stages of the development of
the ear canal are what we are going to follow in this
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kingdom. This will show the separation of the animal and
human kingdoms.
The next stage was the tube’s elongation into the
throat cavity. This took place in reptiles and triggered an
automatic response of the whiplash movement of the fang
when any vibrations were picked up by the sensing
device, which was just a small pinprick of a hole in the
snake’s head. This developed into a larger opening as far
as the outer manifestation, and the inner ear became
separated from the throat cavity with what is now the ear
drum. At that time, it was merely a thin membrane not as
refined as today’s eardrum, which is tuned to the
frequency of the form. This stage of rudimentary ear
drum was found in the hoofed animals that developed.
The next stage was that of a split canal, the inner and
the outer canals for the ear. This took place in the heavy
furred animals. In the beginning it served to block icy
winds which, when going straight into the ear, would
cause frost bite and painful ear irritations for these
animals. It was a form of self-protection that caused the
two canals, similar to a double entry of doors on a house
to block the cold winds from entering.
The next stage, then, was one of tuning that caused
the growth of tiny sound interpreters to develop. These
were the stage of early man, or the cave man, if you will,
the stage where the animals began standing on their hind
legs to reach for food in the trees. These animal/men had
need of sharper hearing abilities for protection. The ear
has always been used for protection. Even now that is one
of its biggest tasks.
After that stage was the refinement of this total ear in
the animals that had begun standing up. The ear canal
began to take on the form it has now. It developed
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translators for sound into more than just a vibratory
response. It is difficult to describe, but the ability of these
canals into the head are very important to the
communication between dimensions. This is the stage
that appeared here. It had to do with assimilating of
information, in other words, taking many different sensed
aspects of the environment and formulating them into an
auditory message to send to the brain. This first stage of
interpretation of messages was the separation point
between the animal and the human kingdom. This was a
forerunner to speech. This stage had to come before
speech could. Speech itself is, of course, the next octave
breakdown on the charts. The refinement of the outer
looks of the ears continued. The ears are the antennae
between the inner dimensions and the higher dimensions.
This is the next kingdom and the stage where humanity
is at present. They are very important to the development
and growth of humans spiritually.
The next stage will be the ear chakra itself. This will
be when the communication between kingdoms has
reached the point to be able to manifest as light energy.
Some have reached a bare beginning of this now. It makes
the communication process much, much easier. The
development of this chakra makes possible the ability to
communicate between dimensions. The next stage after
the formation of the ear chakra will be that of total
hearing of the harmony of the spheres. This will be a time
of much chaos in humans when this begins to take place.
The development of this ability will cause much havoc in
the physical form until the transition is complete and the
ability to block, separate and interpret these harmonies
becomes a natural function of the form. This will be a
stage that will involve the blending of the physical and
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the spiritual characteristics of sound into a harmonious
partnership that can handle this harmony of the spheres.
The next stage after that will be direct, total
communication with the lower kingdoms, the mineral,
plants and animal. The last stage will be total
communication with everything in the higher dimensions,
giving total, complete communication for all to all.
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Chapter Eleven
THE PRISMATAIC, ATMOSPHERIC &
ASTRONOMICAL CHARTS

“H

ere’s a picture of me acting in a play – the one
and only time I did that,” I said to Neil. “I
hated every minute of it,” I continued.

Norma Acting in Seven Year Itch
“Why did you hate it so bad?” Neil asked.
“I don’t know. I’m certainly used to being on stage. I’ve
been appearing before an audience since I was five years
old – playing piano and as I got older playing other
instruments and even singing. I don’t know why acting
bothered me so bad,” I replied.
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“Maybe it’s because you always expressed your
feelings through the music and when you were acting you
had to express them through talking,” Neil said.
“You’re probably right,” I answered. “You know, acting
can be compared to the forming of the higher kingdoms in
a way,” I continued.
“That would be quite a stretch; how would that be?”
Neil asked.
“Well, in acting the first stage is to learn your lines.
That would compare to the Prismatic Kingdom. Next
would be to determine the stage directions in combination
with the lines. That would compare to the Atmospheric
Kingdom. Then the stage production would be perfected
and given to the world. That would compare with the
Astronomical Kingdom.” I said.
“Well, that was a stretch, but you came up with it
didn’t you,” Neil said laughing.
“Why don’t we get in touch with the TimeTraveler and
have him fill us in on these higher kingdoms. Maybe then
the comparisons that I’ve drawn will become clearer,” I
said.

The Prismatic Kingdom
The first faculty of light to become apparent in the
universe was that of fire at the time of the explosion. This
fire was caused by the friction between the outside
pressure and the inside pressure. It ignited itself in what
we now call lightning. Therefore, we want to take a
component of this fire from the lightning bolt. We will call
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this Luminescence. The second manifestation of light also
was present in the fire from the lightning. This was
Potency which is potential energy. Luminescence and
potency blended into a sub-sub atomic particle, which was
the first matter formed in all the universes. The sub-sub
particle was either positive or negative and it
immediately paired with its opposite and became a subatomic particle.
The next aspect of light was in the flow or stream of
these particles in the energy that was being carried by
universal drift. We will call this a Wave. The next aspect
of light is in motion within its own being. We will call this
Frequency. The next feature after motion, or frequency, is
the light form of ventrete (which implies the ability to
expand). This affects it by giving it a circular motion. We
will call this Pulsation. The next property of the Light
Kingdom is Collusion or mating or pairing. The next is
Velocity or speed.

The Charts of Twelve
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When the Prismatic Kingdom expanded to twelve, the
correct way to give it will be: Microwave is C; Infrared is
C#; Visible light, D Ultraviolet, D#, X-ray, E; Gamma ray,
F (Incidentally F is earth’s third dimensional tone or
frequency. This is the frequency of the gamma ray. As
earth must progress into fourth dimensional frequency so
also must new rays be brought into being.)
The tone of F# is an unnamed ray, as is G, G#, A, and
A#. B is the tone of the new ray which will be used in a
new form of solar energy. It has been given the name of
Donna ray by those working on the solar project. This is
the highest frequency ray that will be able to manifest on
the planet at third dimensional activity. There are others,
but they cannot be contained on earth at the rate of
frequency the planet is vibrating at presently. When the
scales are progressed to fifteen, eighteen and twenty-one,
then several newer rays will be able to be contained on
the planet long enough to make use of their presence.
The best way to accurately construct the Prismatic
chart would be to use frequency and weight in all seven
octaves; in other words, a multiplication process of
frequency plus the weight. It is not weight so much as
perhaps shapes, such as rounded, pointed, zigzag or
straight. This gets into different patterns of behavior of
subatomic particles. You could have one of a lower
frequency than another, but because of its “weight” or
“shape” it would be placed higher on the chart. The fourth
dimensional factor of vibrancy of color will enter the
picture. You will find in the sub charts of colors that this
factor of vibrancy will be the criteria needed to place the
colors accurately. The same factor of vibrancy can be used
to help determine the Prismatic chart. You may have a
frequency rate identical for three of the blocks on the
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chart but the pattern of the vibratory field will be what
determines which comes first. For instance, a flat pattern
will not pierce the atmosphere as much as a spiraling one
and the spiraling one will not indent the atmosphere as
much as a pulsating one. The resultant effect of the
frequency on its surrounding atmosphere is what will
determine its position.
All perfectness will fall at the bottom of the charts.
This is true of all kingdoms. The top of each column is an
imperfect state of what will be found at the bottom,
imperfect or perhaps simply a raw state of being, a state
of being with no blending or harmony present, a flat
existence with no dimension to it.
To understand the connection between the frequencies
of musical tones and the frequencies of visible light, the
Pythagorean scale will be the best one to follow, or
perhaps the more accurate one to follow as far as the
relationships within other kingdoms. The Pythagorean
scale follows more closely the harmony of the spheres
which is what will be apparent in all kingdoms as the
more perfect harmonic equivalent.
The color frequencies of sound and light do not match.
The best way to pursue the tying together of these two
would be to convert both of them to an intermediary
frequency through formulas. Since we have no
intermediary frequency we will have to devise one. By
using our electronic scale of 10 and converting the
musical breakdown to ten degrees of pitch instead of
twelve for each tone, we can conform to the fact that we
are working with only ten columns in each chart instead
of the twelve. This will truly leave the first two columns
blank, but they need to be notated as being blank or
closed off for total understanding at a later time. The
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visible light range can be narrowed to conform with the
electronic octave of ten also, but this system will need to
make adjustments of squeezing all the visible color range
into the ten. The sound frequencies will not need to have
this done. The frequency of the first two columns can just
be dropped off as there is no human being alive today
with the capability of hearing these low sounds. There
still are humans alive on earth capable of seeing the
lower octave red and there also are young people seeing
the higher octave reds, so the colors need to be adjusted to
allow for red and red-orange. This should make up the
difference in what will be found when trying to match
color and sound. There will be less of a range of sound
frequencies to match the color frequencies.
By using the electronic octave of ten, all kingdoms will
find more conformity. Those kingdoms that have started
already on the new C, such as the Mineral Kingdom, may
have to be subdivided back into twelve and this twelve
squeezed into the electronic octave of ten to match the
other charts. There will be too many minerals for our
charts for ten columns so there will most likely be at
times two, sometimes even three, minerals to a certain
block when working with ten. The minerals to be dropped
off will be those no longer found on earth or in the
makeup of human bodies. There may still be some from
the animal kingdom with traces of these original
minerals, especially those known to us as “bigfoot.”
When doing the sub-charts of color, remember that
those tones or colors or elements or whatever that fall on
the black keys are of a more complicated makeup. When
it comes to the precision needed to do the charts, it will
have to be determined according to the frequency split of
the prism as to what falls on the black keys. (This should
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be of help with the mineral kingdom also as this should
help you determine what categories would be black,
brown, gray, and/or colorless.)
All kingdoms are a composite of all other kingdoms
and this composite makeup is what gives the vibratory
field for that particular square. This works for all
ascending and descending squares. For instance, any
particular color you choose to think of is made up of
degrees of musical, biological, organic, mineral and
elemental substances as well as atmospheric conditions.
This last influence on color is one of the better known
happenings of the influence of other kingdoms on color, as
is the harmonics involved with seeing the Astronomical
Kingdom go out of the visible range for humans. Another
well-known influence on colors is, of course, the Botanical
Kingdom.
What needs to be studied, after these charts are
finished, is the effect of the other kingdoms on colors, or
any other kingdom, for that matter. The interweaving of
influence of all charts on all the other charts will begin to
show the way to total and complete health for all
kingdoms. This, of course, will be able to be immediately
applied to the earth herself to begin to reverse the
damage already done to her. These Vibratory Charts are
of the utmost importance.

The Atmospheric Kingdom
After the formation of the force field the weather
patterns began. This would be the start of the
Atmospheric chart. The first third of this chart will
consist of elemental patterns or currents of interaction
between the planet’s force field and the original makeup
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of the cosmos. This resulted in some pretty “weird” results
at times. There were times when it seemed as though the
sun itself was standing on the surface of the earth. This
can be thought of as the same effect that gives the aurora
borealis. As a matter of fact, the aurora borealis is caused
by the remnant of the force field picking up reflections of
other heavenly bodies and magnifying them and sending
them through the atmosphere which distorts them. This
same thing happened with the sun itself in the early
stages of the development of the atmosphere on the
planet. This caused a heating up after the cooling process
had started and was responsible for the last two
explosions. There was, at one time, an atmosphere so
thick that at our present level of development, we would
not have been able to move in it.
This first third of the chart of seven for the
atmosphere led up to the conditions that caused the
beginning of the Prismatic Kingdom as creation moved
counterclockwise to begin with, remember. The sun,
shining through the heavy atmosphere, caused the
development of different radio waves. As the heavy
atmosphere began drifting off from the planet, the heavy
waves settled near the surface and the rays of the sun,
the Prismatic Kingdom, blended with the heavy
atmosphere and made it lighter and helped raise these
wave formations. They started moving at a faster rate of
speed. Their movement fills the second part of the
Prismatic Chart and their effect on the heavy atmosphere
fills the second part of the Atmospheric chart. The
changed atmosphere, then, had a direct effect on the force
field around the planet. Part of it coalesced into our moon.
Part of it formed comets that travel the solar system in
their own orbit, part of it drifted as clouds.
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Some material on the evolution of atmosphere is as
follows: In the beginning was the vacuum. The
condensation inside of this vacuum was the beginning of
all matter in the universes. Condensation itself is of the
nature universe, a natural happening. Much could be
learned from a study of this factor.
As the vacuum increased in size, the very increase in
size caused a buildup of pressure that had to find a
release. This release took the form of moisture due to
friction on the outside of the vacuum. This friction was of
the natural kingdom also. The very act of increasing the
size of a vacuum caused friction from the outside of the
vacuum. This is a principle of natural science that no one
totally understands at this time. Regardless, this caused
the formation of moisture. When the drops grew strong
enough to be attracted to each other, the pressure of the
positive and negative energies coming together caused the
explosion of the vacuum. When the vacuum burst, the
buildup of friction from the outside intermixed with the
two droplets of moisture and a substance was formed at
that moment that has continued to grow ever since. We
will call this substance the energy waves.
These energy waves started flowing out to the sides of
the original vacuum. There remained a tiny pinprick, or
dot, of this substance at the center of the vacuum that
rushed there at the moment of explosion. This dot was a
blend of the two drops of moisture, the negative and
positive, that remained as the generator of the substance
that formed from the interaction of these drops with the
outside friction. The energy waves are a blend of moisture
and friction.
The next item to appear on our charts is the term
drift. Universal drift causes the energy waves, which are
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made up of moisture and friction, to spread out in a
horizontal manner from the center. The vertical space
above and below the central dot remains free of these
energy waves; they cannot penetrate vertically. This lays
the pattern for the flow of the energy waves into always
moving horizontally through all universes. This then lays
the pattern for space travel. A vacuum is formed between
the friction and the smooth flowing energy waves. This we
will term the wind.

The Charts of Twelve

When these charts are restructured in twelve instead
of seven the following will be added: The next item on
these charts would be, after the word drift, the word
swelling or billowing of vacuums inside the energy waves,
a repeat of the beginning vacuum as creation will always
repeat itself. We will call this by the same word referred
to in the human cells, ventrete matter, instead of using
the word vacuum again. The motion of billowing or the
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swells caused by the ventrete would be next. This
ventrete matter or vacuum forms its own patterns
intermixed with the flowing energy waves. This is the
makeup of time tubes that need to be accessed for space
travel to reduce time and space.
To continue, after the ventrete matter forms its own
inroads amongst the energy waves, there is once again
friction formed, again as in the beginning, which causes
moisture to form inside the ventrete passages. (This is
also an explanation of the human body.) This friction,
outside the ventrete passages, comes between the walls of
ventrete matter and the smooth flowing energy waves.
We will call this friction electricity to give us something to
relate to on our planet. It is of such a higher form of
electricity that there is little comparison, but because this
will help in the explanation we will use this term
electricity. This electricity then forms a vacuum of its own
between the friction and the smooth flowing energy
waves. This we will term the wind. Perhaps solar wind
would be a better term. So far we have on our charts:
Vacuum, C; Friction, C#, Moisture, D; Pressure, D#;
Energy Waves, E; Drift, F; Ventrete, F#; Swells, G;
Electricity, G# and Solar Wind, A.
At this point, we have all the ingredients necessary to
make weather. We have vacuum, friction, and moisture,
causing pressure, an explosive factor; energy waves,
ventrete matter and drift, all motion factors causing
swells; electricity, solar wind and the next factor is heat
picked up by contact with the planets which are of all
different temperatures depending on their congealing
after the explosion. This heat will get the tone of A#. The
combination of electricity, wind and heat again causes
moisture or rain which will get the tone of B. This lays
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the basis for the atmospheric conditions on all planets.
Now we will bring it down to focus on the planet itself.
Each of these categories will have twelve stages to go
through which will be listed underneath them on our
charts. For instance, the second category of energy waves,
ventrete matter and wind causing swells will have cloud
formations of one kind listed. All categories will have
clouds of some kind, the same as all will have moisture of
some kind, friction of some kind, wind of some kind, heat
of some kind, etc.
This will help our understanding of the Atmospheric
Kingdom. All this information will then, of course, tie in
with all the other charts and give perfect conditions for
the enhancing of minerals, the growing of planets, the
health of animals and humans, the best conditions to
bring out the depth of colors etc.
The Atmospheric Kingdom shows us “like attracts
like” in cloud formations as a beginning point. A
thunderhead starts with one tiny whiff of cloud material,
which is moisture that forms due to interference of the
energy waves from many different causes – pollution from
our earth being one. A stray bit of cosmic dust is quite
often the cause of it. Regardless, this tiny beginning
formation of moisture attracts moisture from miles and
miles around it which, as it grows bigger, draws moisture
from miles and miles around it and as it gets bigger – and
depending on its location over the surface of the earth –
begins to draw moisture from the earth itself and
eventually builds into a huge thunderhead which, of
course, eventually releases and gives back all the
moisture to the earth. Approximately 85% of the moisture
from thunderstorms has been drawn from the earth to
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begin with. Only about 15% of it comes in from outer
space at the beginning of the building of the thunderhead.
This is only one instance of “like attracts like” within
this kingdom. Another would be lightening that strikes
the same place, generally speaking of course, many times.
For instance, one particular mountain top may be the
target of repeated lightning strikes. The original
lightning strike was perhaps the cause of “like attracts
like” between different kingdoms – the Mineral Kingdom
attracting the lightning – but from that point on the
ground is programmed with the vibration of this lightning
and will easily attract other bolts that are of the same
voltage or vibratory rate. Measuring the vibratory rate of
the Atmospheric Kingdom is done by air pressure which
affects every part of the Atmospheric Kingdom including
lightning and storms and rain and snow and wind –
everything. The measurement will be found in the air
pressure. There is a way to convert these readings to
vibratory rate.

The Astronomical Kingdom
The debris, which was the remnants from one planet
that blew up, mixed with the conglomeration making up
the elements at the end of the first third of the elemental
chart. This is the beginning of the first third of the
Astronomical chart. This mixing was the beginning of
energy that has served our solar system since then. The
bombardment of earth with this debris caused friction
which sent out waves of a new kind in the solar system.
As this debris struck the other seven original planets, it
gave off a different energy from each body that was
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bombarded by it. These make up the electrical field or
aura surrounding each planet.

This force field of electrical current will appear on the
first third of the Astronomical chart. It was a cloud of
energy present at the birth of the planet that could have
been tapped into for an unlimited source of energy. It still
can be, but has moved much further away from the
surface than it used to be. This force field or cloud broke
into many different size clouds of gas. The next stage was
the phenomenon of like attracts like which led to the
grouping together of gases and bits of congealing nebulae
into all those of like mind. The next stage was the
attraction by properties of frequency. This was followed
by a grouping together into bodies of half-formed stars.
These half-formed stars grouped into constellations, the
constellations, then, were the means of forming planets
capable of life. Each constellation “pooled” its resources
and “gave birth” to a planet, or perhaps even twin or
triplet planets.
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The repeated pattern is very evident in the charts, but
at the same time is causing some confusion and making
the charts difficult to lay out. We need to come up with
new terms and a new way to compose the charts which
will necessarily need to be three dimensional, perhaps
even four dimensional. It very hard to draw them in a
one-dimensional diagram and be able to make sense out
of them. Until a multi-dimensional chart is possible, we
could use colors to designate different dimensions. This
would help with our understanding of the repeated
pattern of everything. Colors should not be used on
individual charts, just to show repeated creation. There is
a definite evolutionary process going on in heavenly
bodies. The moving backwards in the atmospheric
kingdom is something that is difficult to comprehend at
the present time. Perhaps if we thought of all the charts
as being in a circle and that the movement went
counterclockwise for three kingdoms and then started
over again moving clockwise it would help, but what must
be realized is that it all took place at the same time. The
counterclockwise movement and the clockwise movement
happened simultaneously. Picture it as something
splitting apart and both parts moving away from the
center it split off from. The central core should be
pictured at the twelve clock position with the three higher
kingdoms moving to the left, looking straight at the
picture, and the three lower kingdoms moving to the
right.
The epicenter frequency is the line of demarcation
between the central core and the all other divisions of the
universe. It is present in all dimensions as a transforming
agency. It is zero as we can go above zero and below zero
as a measurement and it also has or implies a
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measurement possibility to both sides of the zero. In other
words, it is perfect, absolute vacuum when being
considered for a vibrational frequency. All dimensions
must have this frequency running through them. To
relate this then to music, it is a total lack of any motion or
movement anywhere in the dimensions to enable giving a
guideline for those frequencies which must be broken
down to minute degrees.
Each kingdom can be described as having basic
building blocks that are each an octave higher than the
last kingdom. These basic building blocks are then
stacked on top of each other to evolve the kingdom to the
next higher level, but there is mathematical and musical
order to the stacking process. It is an ever increasingly
complicated, but orderly, procession of evolutionary
growth. The beginning was a pre-set formula that was
encoded into the vacuum that eventually caused our
universe by exploding. This was not the beginning of
creation, merely the beginning of the seventh universe
that our planet is a part of. The beginnings of the six
universes before that would all have been the building
blocks for the seventh the same as the first six kingdom
charts are the building blocks for the last kingdom chart.

Personal Music Charts
In the Science of Music as applied to the Science of
Biology, the theory I’m proposing is that the blood of each
human vibrates to a certain musical tone. When the
Vibratory Charts are completed they will be the basis for
Personal Music Charts which will allow for perfect
individual growth and well-being. These Personal Music
Charts will be based on the vibratory rate of the blood for
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each human being. The vibration of the blood is set at
birth. It is passed from the parents and is one of our
genes of physical evolution. Each newborn baby should be
tested as to its keytone.
To be able to do these charts we need to be able to find
the pitch of the blood in a scientific manner. The accurate
way of determining a person’s keytone will be by testing
the blood using the KeyTone Machine™ (designed by
Norma but not brought into being yet).
There is a way of finding these tones through
numerology but it is not ever going to be scientifically
accurate. It is simply a tool for people to experiment with
to get them interested in the Science of Music.
There are booklets available which give not only colors
and tones for healing, but also lesson assignments for all
four bodies of the human being – physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual, to allow for the tune-up which will
raise the vibration.
The numerology method of finding the keytone,
although not scientifically accurate, can show how the
process works. The full name at birth gives the emotional
tone of the physical body or keytone. The place of birth
gives the mental tone of the physical body and the time of
birth gives the physical tone of the physical body. A chart
is laid out with what would be the perfect chord and the
inversions used to reach the same triad an octave higher.
Then a chart is laid out giving the actual tones of the
person’s physical triad, given by his name, birthplace and
birth time. The cadence chords of the keytone will show
the comparison of actual tones with perfect tones for all
four bodies which would lead to the raising of the person's
vibration.
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As far as finding the tones through numerology, I do
not want to change established numerology, but only the
use of seven will work for musical tone or keytone finding
Nothing is broken down below twelve.

After finding the keytone, all else will fall
mathematically in place. If a person does not feel the
response to the keytone there is disharmony in the body
and the body must be brought into harmony. They must
change all areas of their lives until they feel a
tremendous response to the keytone. It may not be that
particular aspect that is out of harmony and they must
then determine what is out of harmony.
A relationship chart can be done as a spin-off from the
personal chart. The relationship charts will give the
actual degree of relationship possible with another person
before and after raising the consciousness. It will give the
areas of frustration in a relationship and the areas of
compatibility and stimulation.
The music charts will also show the bond between
parents and children by having a common tone in the
cadences. It will show in what area that common tone
lies. If the common tone is in the emotional body of the
child, it will also be in an emotional aspect of the parent.
If a mental tone in the child, it will be in a mental aspect
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of the parent in some body or other as a strength in the
parent that the child can draw on to learn different
lessons.
Because these Personal Music Charts are based on
seven tone scales instead of twelve tone scales, there will
be astrological overlay chart dividing the astrological
charts into seven areas instead of twelve to be able to
interpret the information given in the Science of Music.

In the relationship charts, circles of seconds show
areas of discontent when placed on the astrological
overlay chart. Circles of thirds show children’s tones that
will come from a union. Circles of fourths show the
progress of each one’s spiritual body and areas that need
worked on. Circles of fifths show the progress of mental
attitudes and areas that need worked on, when laid over
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the astrological chart overlay. Circles of sixths show ways
to improve any relationships and circle of sevenths give
future compatibility after raising the consciousness.

Sample of “Circle of 5ths” Relationship Charts
These are circles of 5ths for three different
couples. Couple #1 does not have much in common
as they are focused away from each other. Couple
#2 are very close with many interests in common.
Couple #3 are total opposites of each other with
nothing to base a relationship on.
Remember, the finding of the keytone for each
individual based on this system of numerology will not be
accurate enough to be used for scientific research. A test
of the red blood cells done by the KeyTone Machine™ will
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tell without a doubt what the keytone of each person is.
The numerology method of finding tones is for laymen to
use and is accurate up to a certain point. This will enable
humanity to become interested in and familiar with the
Science of Music.
Music theory needs to be taught as a very important,
integral part of our educational system. This will be the
way to heal the planet and its inhabitants, because it will
ultimately apply to and have a bearing on all facets of our
existence now and in the future.
There is more information and pictures of charts in
PDF documents on my web site www.chrysalispub.com.
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Chapter Twelve
CONCLUSIONS FOR THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC

“N

eil, look at these pictures of shaped notes I
found. Aren’t they strange looking?

“They really are funny looking aren’t they,” Neil
answered.
“Yeah, the first time I ran across them was in an old
hymnal I found at a yard sale. I didn’t know what to
make of them. At first I thought that the different shape
of the notes stood for different time values, but that didn’t
make any sense. I did some more research on it and
discovered that shape notes are a music notation designed
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to make congregational singing easier. They have been
used for over two hundred years,” I replied.
“Do you think it makes singing easier?” Neil asked.
“Well I don’t because I learned to read notes the
modern way, but maybe it is easier for those who can’t
read music,” I said.
“Did you ever ask the TimeTraveler about them?” Neil
wanted to know.
“Yes, I did. Why don’t we tune in to him and find out
what he has to say about them,” I answered

The Truth of Music
There has been misinterpretation in the past as to
shapes of notes. Someone tapped into the ideas being
given by those in the higher plains and applied these
ideas to individual notes when they should have been
applied to whole measures. Let me lay a little background
to lead us into the correct use of shapes.
The “Truths of Composition” are the guidelines used
by musicians in the higher realms. They are from the
Universities of Spirit and their music, of necessity,
reflects the spirit of their school. The first one, the
University of Truth, provides the bare necessities of
scientific balance in the musical construction – note-wise,
rhythm-wise and harmony-wise. These musicians
approach composing as though building either a bridge, a
building or a human body. They work from the foundation
up, until it’s time to turn it over to another school of
thought. The other schools add the emotion, coloring,
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blending, expression, the subtleties, the transcendence,
etc.
• University of Truth - The Truth of Music is
planned by a formula of weight bearing
foundational tones that are set by the formula
chosen, in other words the cadence, which is
chosen according to length, height, interior space
and the purpose of the composition. Interior space,
in our language, means the time of a composition
or the length span when picturing a bridge. The
building blocks, or stones, are charted or spaced
out for the whole structure to start with. Next
comes the superstructure with connecting tie-ins to
the foundation at strategic stress points. The
filling in, or weaving in, of the thread between the
two edges of the fabric is next, between the
foundation and superstructure. Heavier weaving is
spaced at exact intervals all across the structure. It
is a structure of mathematical precision when this
is accomplished. Incidentally, when applied to
music, this is also the first stage of practicing a
composition.
• University of Kindness - It is then turned over to
the next school of thought, the University of
Kindness, which adds coloring through kindness by
adding basic expression marks and connecting
pedals, etc.
• University of Love - It then is handed over to the
University of Love who phrases and interprets the
messages contained within the space.
• University of Freedom - When this is
accomplished, it continues on to the School of
Freedom, which then breaks the composition out of
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•

•

•

the rigid form by adding flights of fancy to the
superstructure or cutting well-planned holes or
spaces in the central weaving notes, as though
making a pattern on lace.
University of Compassion - The next school, the
University of Compassion, then adds compassion
without sentimentality which would be as a
poignancy of oft-remembered times of trials that
are passed but have left one stronger; well-planned
tugs of emotional feelings that are not to
overpower the other schools that have contributed
to the structure.
University of Diplomacy - It then passes the
composition on to the University of Diplomacy who
studies it and determines if one school has
overshadowed the others, or if it is a well-balanced
composition.
University of Impersonality - If it needs changed, it
sends it on to the School of Impersonality who
makes the changes needed and judges the final
composition or bridge or building or painting or
creation of any kind, and passes final approval as a
work of the soul quality that is needed to be
allowed a place or space in time of God’s creation.

Balance in Composition
These same guidelines apply to humans when they
leave their solar system and progress onward on their
inner journey, either for individual lifetimes, or for the
final perfected exit from their own solar system. The
starting point would be pictures in the individual
measures that do balance out and when you start doing it,
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you will understand what is meant by balance – balance
in all directions, up and down, sideways, crisscross – so
an X can be drawn through a measure or a + can be
drawn through the measure and those measures will
balance. The next measure can have a circle drawn and a
wavy line through that circle. The next measure can have
a triangle and the following measure a clover shape. Then
the pattern repeats itself. The center of a song, which is
termed the bridge, could be all circle shapes to
differentiate from the beginning and the ending.
These shapes, when it comes to doing individual
songs, can be taken from an individual’s chart, when the
process has gone far enough on drawing these charts and
the incarnation seen as it was meant to be. This would be
as one of the twelve lives on a tone and which one of those
twelve lives and then the movement to the aspects that
were chosen and then the movement to what would be the
pure harmony of the pure triad of that soul tone. This
would set the pattern for this one’s composition. It would
start with what he came in with and would continually
pull him towards his goal, balancing his first triad. At
that point a new composition would be written to begin
work on the second mind level triad.
In talking about rhythms, the balance of the rhythm,
rhythm notation will be partly what draws the pattern. It
will lie in the design for an individual’s song. Remember
what was said as to whether their lessons are on white
keys or on black keys. This applies to the aspects they
have chosen also and as to whether the aspects are inner
or outer expressions; it tells you whether they are used as
harmony notes or melody notes.
Those ministering to humanity will of necessity be
musicians, (Music Scientists) that understand the total
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truth of the cosmos as much as anyone on the earth can.
They will be the only ones qualified to apply the Truth of
Music to individuals and chart an individual course of
transmutation of attitudes for them to follow, to bring
themselves into harmony with the Creator. Musicians
will become more and more important as the Science of
Music makes its pathway through the planet earth. Some
of these musicians will become scientists with souls who
are sincere in doing investigative research to help all of
humanity. Other musicians will become ministers, but all
of them will encompass the “Truths of Composition” in
their makeup
Using
these
“Truths
of
Composition”
will
automatically ensure correct motives in these musicians
as far as their chosen field and will eliminate ego from the
scene, as ego, personal glorification, will not hold up to
the Truth of Music. It is not, and cannot, be one of the
components of composition and therefore will have no
place in the future of humanity. The elimination of ego
will allow the beauty of individuality to come forward into
its proper place as the goal of each individual’s
expression. Individuality does hold up to the Truth of
Music. In fact, it is one of the most important building
blocks in a composition.
The circular proof of music was just barely glimpsed
by the great composer Bach in his compositions. He used
the geometry of music theory, but did not understand or
realize what he was doing or why it was important to
have the circular tie-in that he always accomplished in
his work.
The bass should be considered the father, the tenor
the mother, the alto part the past life and the soprano the
present life of the incarnating entity. The obbligato is
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considered the overshadowing spirit. This was sensed by
the great masters, especially Bach in his two-part and
three-part inventions and in his fugues, with the preludes
representing the overshadowing spirit. They, the
preludes, are, of course, light and airy and swiftly moving,
while the fugues give more substance and definite
direction in rhythmical precision. They catch the essence
of the prelude (spirit) and weave it into form and
constraints.
When the song is progressed from the 0 to 0 as though
a graph, the tying in of the circle can show the length of
the incarnation in earth years. This perhaps should not,
at this stage, be explained because humanity, where it is
now in spiritual progress, is not ready for this knowledge.
Eventually they will welcome this so they can then
prepare for the transition from the fugue back to the
prelude, from being enclosed and woven into a form to
being light and airy.
Bach discovered this circular proof, this mathematical
perfection, and applied it to his music. He understood it
better than any so far did, but it can be carried into all
aspects of music to a much greater extent than he
understood. It can be applied also to singing. There is a
point where the human voice will form a harmonic with
itself and produce a double echo sound. This will begin to
happen as individual and universal vibrations are
increased. This will give the human voice a quality of
ethereal sound when singing that will be beauty unheard
in our world today. It will start reflecting infinity.
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Rock and Roll Music Harmful
Music is total Truth! Total pure Truth. It must be! It
is mathematically perfect, rhythmically perfect, and
harmonically perfect. The precision of the universe lies in
all music. The teachers and guides are not talking rock
and roll. They do not consider that music. They do
consider it noise. It is harming our younger generation
and they desperately need leaders to show the way in the
Truth of the beauty and spirit of music.
Music is the key to help humanity at the present time
to reach their higher selves. Art of all kind is helpful, but
music vibrations of the right kind are the answer. The
music that all are plugging into their ears is doing actual
damage to the atomic structure of the body. In other
words, it can and is breaking down cells. Because we are
as a cell in our Creator’s body, anything destroying us
also destroys Him.

New Musical Productions Are Needed
Music needs to have a strong push in the direction of
more harmonic sounds that soothe instead of jar.
Concerts of excellently produced contemporary music
with the level of sound controlled, is what is needed. A
synthesizer could be used to encourage new concepts
through music. A beautiful sound can be found on it, a
shimmering sound effect like water falling, and also lights
should be used like the showering of sparks of fireworks.
Stories of the beauty of the future could be woven into
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songs with lights and music all blending for a total
insight into what is in store for humanity.
These productions need written and worked on and
practiced until perfect in all areas – writing, lights,
singing or whatever. These productions then need taken
around to organizations as entertainment. The audience
will sit and listen and be mesmerized by the message
coming forth.
The first one should be showing the beauty and
cleanliness of future cities, no pollution, control of
atmosphere, animals, cars, voices, etc. Slides could be
used with drawings. As far as pictures and drawings, it
would be subtle story telling that the subconscious mind
would relate to on a different level while the conscious
mind was being entertained. These productions would be
a combination of slides, music and lights and termed with
a new name to catch the public’s interest. Perhaps the
term Spherical Music or Spheritual Music could be
introduced.
Music coming from the spheres will have a sound
different from any on earth today. It will have a humming
background with streaks of sound zooming through it and
darting here and there playfully, like a dog chasing its
tail for a while, or a cat jumping straight up, or a jaguar
streaking off at a run or a monkey winging from branch to
branch or a kangaroo hopping. It will be made up of
utterly delightful sounds. Picture a ringlet of energy
turning and twisting up a spiral staircase, then sliding
down a banister and leaping up again.
Take the musical scale and lay it out in shapes –
straight, circular, stacked like stairs, backwards circles,
backwards stairs, etc. They lay out a pattern that a
playful kitten might do when investigating the different
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shapes. Then color this pattern in colors you see and then
compose these patterns into notes to play. The bass can
be the humming of the lower pitches of the spheres with
streaks of light like a comet, or at intervals picture
fireworks exploding. Then reverse the process with the
humming done in the upper pitches and booming tones
coming from the bass.
These will be demonstrations of what we went
through before taking on the human forms we have now
and all will relate to these sounds, because they were part
of these sounds themselves.
The songs will need no words; only perhaps spoken
explanations should be given between them. The lineup of
music will follow what was given about the different
planes, an explanation of planet number one, then on to
planet number two, planet number three and finally
planet number four. Planet number four will be a
marvelous field of expansion in the music as the forms
learn to move and experience. Then move on to the
planets of five, six, seven, etc.
A whole musical course on creation is possible and
what better way to draw souls to the Truth? Can you
imagine the excitement that will strike them when they
hear something they were part of? It must be composed
for piano first, then for total orchestra and called the
“Creation Suite,” but it can be broken into individual
planes and individual songs for teaching purposes.

Compositions for Individuals
A song can be composed for every individual who
wants one. Their spirit can be captured in their keytone
and they will use this each day at the end of their daily
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meditation as something to live up to, to reach for, to
stretch the mind, to be able to match their song. It will be
a musical portrait of, not what they look like in body, but
what their spirit looks like when out of body. A whole
piece should be composed, but just striking their cadence
chords in different positions would also help heal them.
The songs that can be composed for each must be of the
higher consciousness level to pull the mind higher, not
the lower vibration “rock and roll music.”
You will not find many that will be in harmony
without much hard work, but this is the first step in
reaching higher mind levels. They themselves can paint a
picture with their color tones to look at while listening to
their music. Each song or musical piece will be named by
their ethereal name and will be an experience of total joy
for their whole being to listen to. It will be healing for
them emotionally, which will heal them physically. The
colors of their keytone chord should be used for natural
foods and clothing and lighting and decor to keep them
“tuned up” at all times. This will be an important step in
health care in the future.
The direction for the music of the future will be a form
of music video for classical music – spiritual healing
music. Cassettes of tri-tones and colors for healing
sessions should be recorded for use in the homes on an
individual basis. These would be compositions in
conjunction with paintings for the healing of souls. These
video cassettes will replace frequent trips to the medicine
cabinet for many people. The colors of the pictures and
the content of the pictures need to be dramatic and vivid
in some instances and soft and soothing in others.
It will have an effect of traversing mind levels for
those watching, an almost hypnotic effect that could be
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dangerous if misused. It could become a form of subtle
mind control and this must be prevented from happening
through strict control in conjunction with professionals in
the health field. These would be holistic healers.
A working format for the first cassette would be to
start with the major triad of C and working around the
circle of 5ths, with simple three chord changes very subtly
following a pattern based on all things relating to that
tone. For instance, the key of C would be bold flashes of
red, for the C; yellow for E; and blue for G. The first tone
C relates to the root chakra, the mineral kingdom, the
basis of foundation, the strength of the first ray, etc. The
bold strong tones need recorded on a bold instrument,
such as a trumpet.
These cassettes need planned with the qualities of
different instruments in mind. The best results would
come from non-electrical instruments as far as healing,
but do not rule out the others. They have some value, but
will not be nearly as strong and effective as non-electrical
instruments.

Instruments of the Future will be Round
There is so much that can be done with music. Musical
vibrations could be used in the growing of fruit –
miniature fruit trees and shrubs. These could perhaps be
incorporated into a greenhouse music studio because they
would be perfect for climactic atmosphere and would
respond to musical vibrations. In fact, this is the secret to
producing much fruit on very small trees and bushes.
Don’t forget the shape of the greenhouse must be round.
Incidentally, a round guitar would produce a gorgeous
sound. The round shape would also serve well all other
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stringed instruments because of not bending the energy
waves. These instruments could be hand-produced.
An instrument of the future will be the cellodion. This
will have a round keyboard. It is based also on round
energy waves vibrating in a continuous enclosure. In
other words, the cabinet is round, the keyboard, of
necessity, could only be a half circle, but it is the chamber
where the strings are located that should be round. It will
be basically the same principle employed now and would
have a beauty of tone that could not be equaled. All
instruments should be made of wood and kept in a
greenhouse atmosphere.

Musical Greenhouses
A greenhouse turned studio would be excellent. The
plants would give the atmosphere needed to hold the
tones and yet not bounce them. At the same time, the
vibrations of the music would increase plant growth and
health and beauty. The combination couldn’t be beaten.
Each would enhance the other and the health of those
students studying there would also be improved
automatically – mentally and physically – and you would
find them learning faster and being much more eager to
take their lessons.
At the same time, the colored lights could be
introduced to benefit plants and humans and effectively
control the atmosphere as to heating or cooling. This
would be a sensational new concept of “music-greenery.”
It would be found that the stringed instruments kept in
this studio would stay in perfect pitch and the wood of the
cabinets would become tempered just right to produce the
most beautiful tones.
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A musical greenhouse such as this need not be
expensive. A material that lets in the sun’s rays, a
moveable blind – an automatic shade tracking the sun,
controlled by the sun – is what is needed so that the
intense direct sun never enters, but the light just past the
dead center of the sun does. Glass is not the material
needed for this room; what is needed is a material on the
order of canvas that can breathe but contain at the same
time. There is a special coating that is used on the outside
of this material that opens pores and closes them
according to this light from the sun. Yes, this is
complicated, but important. The shading is the secret,
plus also the coating.

Music can Heal All
Music has the ability to heal all of humanity,
individually and collectively. This includes group healing
such as races, nations, any and all groups being
discriminated against. When the expanded scale is
brought in, the music charts being given now will change.
As very few on the earth plane are ready for the fourth
mind section, the chromatic scale is divided at present
into three sections. In the future when more have
progressed to being ready for the fourth mind division,
the chromatic scale will be divided into four sections and
a new group of seven lessons or concepts will be added. In
the past it was divided into only two sections. Further
into the future it will be divided into five, six and seven
sections as the expanded scales come in. The expanded
scales are a long way into the future but the time is right
now to instigate the Science of Music based on the
present day scales.
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Science of Music Applied with Harmony of Music
The Harmony of Music and the Science of Music are
not the same. The Science of Music is the exoteric
explanation; the Harmony of Music is the esoteric
application. I would like to discuss how the two must
work together.
To begin with The Science of Music is structured and
factual, dealing with unchangeable numbers, letters,
colors and tones. The Harmony of Music is unstructured,
thereby giving much freedom to blend and bend the firm
foundation that it is based on. This must be compared to
the educational process of humanity. They must absorb
the structured knowledge – the truths, facts and numbers
of their existence – and then focus on the harmony and
use the knowledge to bend and blend but not ever
discount the foundation.
For this reason, the scientific charts and diagrams and
explanations of music must be thoroughly learned, as to
what is experienced at what point on the path, what
lessons are involved at each stage. When this is known
and it is also known at what point each individual is
standing, they know what to focus on – what lessons they
are trying to grasp. As it is now, everyone is searching
and wasting time on unimportant things, due to lack of
direction. Then when they are finally focused, they, at the
same time, review all they have learned on previous tones
of the scale and use these tones and colors and lessons to
blend and harmonize with their fellowman.
I believe a course in the fundamentals of the Science
of Music should be undertaken at this time and also a
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course on the spiritual interpretation of metaphysical
terminology.
Those taking the Science of Music course, must at the
same time be involved in some form of creative
expression, either through their classes or privately. This
course can also be adapted for children.
The Science of Music will show many things such as
present lifetime standings, lessons, goals and overall
progress of the spirit. Progress of the seedcore can also be
found, but is not at this point, as applicable. It also shows
the cycles in this life and the amount of time needed to
review and at what point people should start working on
new goals. It can show the end of the incarnation if
desired, but this should not be focused on until present
day attitudes are transmute

Summary
The Science of Music is an animated way of talking
about the vibratory rate of everything in the universe. By
animated, I mean it gives movement to the vibrations.
Vibrations can stand still in one place and continue to
vibrate, but to be used in science they must have a motion
to them as they vibrate within themselves. This is why it
should not be called the Science of Vibrations. This title
does not necessarily hit the mark but the Science of Music
does because music does not stand still. You cannot
capture the true flow of music if it is standing still. You
must let it flow to get the overall picture.
The same is true with the vibratory rate of everything
in the universe. It must flow while it vibrates. You cannot
picture a person standing still and capture his vibration
and hold onto it. You must see where he is moving to. It is
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helpful to see where he came from, but the main thing is
to see where he is heading for. The same is true in music.
It is fine to think of what you have just heard as far as a
piece, but it becomes quite unimportant when you begin
to think of where it is heading. You must be focused in
the moment and moving with the music. While the music
is still being heard you cannot even begin to think of
where it was a few seconds ago. If you do, you totally lose
the beauty of the music because you do not stay with the
present time of the music, which is always moving.
This is very esoteric to be applied to science, but I’m
coming to that. To think of where science has come from
and how it got to where it is now defeats any possibility of
bringing through new scientific concepts. For science to be
alive and moving to greater discoveries, one must focus on
where it is now and stay with it as it moves into the
future. The moment a thought is entered as to where it
came from and how it got to the point where it is now,
then all is lost as far as new scientific breakthroughs.
This is where our colleges so often make a mistake. They
spend too much time on the history and background of
science. What is needed is a course that starts with all
elements of science at the point where they are now with
no looking backwards, and stay focused on the vibration
as it moves forward in time.
As an example of what is meant, let us take the metal
aluminum. It is one of our basic elements. The uses that
it is put to now do not do justice to the greatness of this
element. People have given it an image of inconsequential
importance because of the minor uses it has been put too.
If one could walk into a classroom and discover, as if for
the first time, the element aluminum, and catch its
vibration and hear that vibration as it moves forward in
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time, then one would discover the greatness of this
element. In its pure state, it can be a great healer, in its
impure state it can be poison. The uses that it has been
put to so far on our planet, have been impure uses. It has
been combined with other metals that it is not in
harmony with in most instances. Therefore, it has gained
a reputation of poisoning humans by altering the atomic
chemistry of the human flesh. But in its pure state, which
is too soft a metal to use for cooking, it can heal many
diseases by raising the vibration of the blood stream in
the human body for a short period of time, but long
enough to heal burns in the body. The increase in the
vibration of the blood is what is going to cause healing of
burns to the human flesh. This is a great and worthy
service to mankind that the simple element aluminum
could be used for. But as long as its “past” follows it into a
classroom or science lab this will never be discovered.
Therefore, humanity should realize how important is the
material we can give through this channel of the Musical
Universe.
This is just one of the many instances that can be
given and will be given when scientists start focusing on
what is being given as far as music in connection with
vibrations. They must be in harmony – anything that is
combined with another product must harmonize. If not, it
will serve to tear down the atomic structure of whatever
it comes into contact with. This is what is happening in
the disease of aids. This can be traced back to the
introduction of all forms of plastic into our society. It has
been a steady breakdown of the atomic structure to the
point where babies cannot be born with their structure
intact because of the passage of deformed genes. It then
leaves a person with the inability to fight off disease,
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among which the most violent forms are venereal disease.
These diseases attack the most sensitive organs of the
body and the weakened atomic structure of the body
cannot fight off the disease. The weakened atomic
structure cannot set up the vibratory field that is needed
to fight the disease. This is where the cure must be looked
for, is in an increased vibration in all parts of the body,
not just the blood stream, although that will certainly buy
time for the individual. But in order to increase the
vibration to all parts of the body the vibratory makeup of
that body needs known. Then the musical theory
progression can be charted for all organs and the correct
vibratory rate can be fed directly into that organ in the
body by the use of wires, as though plugging into a wall
circuit.
This is the direction that the cure for aids must be
found in – the musical vibration of the body. Therefore,
the first step is, of course, the blood test that will give the
keytone of the body. Then the music theory chart is
progressed and the vibration of all organs of the body,
which are directly related to the chakras, will be known
and a person can be cured of the inability to fight disease.
You see it is not the sexual practices that are causing the
problem. It is, as given, the introduction into the human
form of plastics which were made of incompatible, or nonharmonic materials. These first started showing up in
baby’s nursing bottles many years ago and have
progressed to much greater usage. The construction of all
plastic material should be measured for vibratory rate of
its ingredients and these rates transferred to computer
and then to a musical instrument with your midi
equipment and you would be able to hear the horrible
disharmony.
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As a matter of fact, it would be wise for a test set up in
this manner, to be given to anything that will come into
contact with the human body. This would be similar to
the tests that are given new drugs, but it is a simple
musical test of harmonic vibrations that will be looked for
and it would apply not only just to things ingested by
mouth, but also to anything inserted into or applied
topically to the human form. The FDA would do well to
take another look at what they are testing for.
The Science of Education is where one of the most
important applications of music will be found, and its
time is not that far into the future. Its time is here now!
In fact, it is past time! Music applied to the Science of
Education will show scientific proof of reincarnation,
thereby effectively wedding science and religion into
spirituality for all. The goal of this final and very
important application of the Science of Music to the
Science of Education, is to be the “tie that binds” science
and religion together into a spiritual path that all can
understand and follow at any of the many stages of
development that humanity is in.
The ministers of the future will not hold forth in
churches. They will be in musical greenhouse
environments for true spiritual worship which is, after
all, communion with the Creator and cannot truly take
place without music. These structures will also
encompass all of His kingdoms in one way or another. It
will be a place of the most beautiful spiritual happenings
that will be available on earth, because when all the
components of original creation are present it will bring
spiritual fulfillment at long last to humanity.
The Science of Music will show the true spiritual path
for all. As music is absolute truth and perfection, there
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will be no distortion of truth as it descends through
channels to the earth. Everyone will be able to receive it
at their own level of understanding according to their
progress on the path of spirit. Music, being the one true,
elemental science, is understandable and applicable to all,
from the simplest to the most complicated mental ability.
This is true, not only on your planet but on planets below
you in evolution and mental ability, and also to the
highest angelic beings in the universe, even unto the
highest, the Creator God Himself. Music is the all. By the
use of trigonometry applied to the Personal Music Charts,
an individual’s path through the classrooms of earth will
be charted with such accuracy that it will erase all doubts
in everyone mind as to the truth of reincarnation. Not
only is reincarnation the basis for all spiritual teachings
henceforth, but so also is the restructuring of the genetic
code at different time spots in the course of humanities’
progress in the cosmos. By proving beyond a doubt,
through the genetic code, with the tie-in of music, that
reincarnation is an unalterable truth, the door will then
open for all to higher concepts of truth than now
prevalent on earth.

From the Teachers and Guides
We realize that we are wound up this morning, but
feel such an urgency to help humanity understand. We
have not been able to bring this material through ever
before and this channel is so important to the world for
her ability in this direction. She also can bring through
the technology to save the environment because it all has
to do with musical vibrations.
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The Science of Music Prophesied about 65 Years Ago
The Chrysalis Teachings from which the Science of
Music is drawn was prophesied in the Alice Bailey books
approximately 65 years ago. Following are excerpts from
two of these books showing the nature of the prophecies
and their relationship to the technology given in the
Science of Music as follows:
The teachings that are to precede and condition
the New Age or the Aquarian Age, fall into three
categories:
1. Preparatory, given 1875-90… written down by
Helen Blavatsky
2. Intermediate, given 1919-49…written down by
Alice Bailey
3. Revelatory, emerging after 1975…to be given on a
worldwide scale via the radio.
The teachings which Alice Bailey gave out were
intermediate in nature, just as those given by Helen
Blavatsky was preparatory. (I believe #3 relates to the
Chrysalis Teachings (The Science of Music is part of the
Chrysalis Teachings). The word internet could replace
radio.
The following is from the book "Serving Humanity," by
Alice Bailey circa 1934, in Chapter 107 "Transmission of
Teachings" on page 450:
• In the next century, and early in the century, an
initiate will appear and will carry on this teaching.
It will be under the same "impression," for my task
is not yet completed, and this series of bridging
treatises between the material knowledge of man
and the science of the initiates, has still another
phase to run.
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From the book, "Ponder on This," by Alice Bailey circa
1934 in Chapter 138 "Prophecies" on page 321, we find
the following paragraphs:
Paragraph #2.
It might be noted here that three great discoveries are
imminent and during the next two generations will
revolutionize modern thought and life.
• One is the releasing of the energy of the atom
• the second is the effect of color on people, animals
and units in the vegetable kingdom leading to the
development of etheric vision
• the third development, which will be the last
probably to take place will grow out of the study of
sound and the effect of sound and will put into
man’s hands a tremendous instrument in the world
of creation.…One hint only may I give here, and
that is, that the release of energy in the atom is
linked to this new coming science of sound. (I
believe the third development to be the Science of
Music given in the Chrysalis Teachings.)
#4.
• Color can destroy just as it can heal; sound can
disrupt just as it can bring about cohesion; in these
two thoughts lie hid the next step ahead for the
science of the immediate future. (I've been told
that the technology for the solar project given in
the Science of Music could be used for destruction
if it falls into the wrong hands.)
• The laws of vibration are going to be widely
studied and comprehended. (I think this relates to
the Vibratory Charts also given in the Science of
Music.)
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•

Music will be largely employed in construction and
in one hundred years from now, it will be a feature
in certain work of a constructive nature. This
sounds to you utterly impossible, but it will simply
be the utilization of ordered sound to achieve
certain ends. (I believe this relates to the Science of
Architecture and the material I've been given
about moving very heavy objects by sound.)
Paragraph #10.
• A great discovery in relation to the use of light, by
the power and the directive agency of thought, will
come at the end of this century, or the beginning of
the next. Two small children – one living in this
country (U.S.A.) and one in India (I was born in
the USA in 1931 and would have been 3 years old
at the time this was written. The one from India
I’m not sure of.) – will work out a formula along
scientific lines, which will fill in some of the
existing gaps in the scale of light vibration,
carrying on from the high frequency rays and
waves as you now have them. This will necessitate
instruments hitherto undreamt of, but really quite
possible. They will be so sensitive that they will be
set in motion by the power of the human eye,
under the focused direction of thought. From then
on tangible rapport with the spirit world will be
possible. I cannot do more than give you the clue.
Paragraph #12.
• The great scientific discovery, called colloquially
the "splitting of the atom," will be turned
eventually to the production of those conditions
which will enable mankind to follow the good, the
beautiful and the true. Many scientists today are
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not only visioning the non-destructive aspect of
atomic energy, but are already engaged in
harnessing – for the good of humanity – some of its
products and its radioactive properties. (The solar
energy project given in the Science of Music.)
Curiously enough, it is the wise, controlled use of
the results of this scientific adventure in
connection with the atomic bomb, which will
eventually bring about a specific revelation of the
nature of certain forces in relation to light; this
event will transform world thinking, and lead to a
new type of transmutative process, as far as man is
concerned. (The evolution of light and expanding
the atom given in the Chrysalis Teachings.)
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